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Measures of effectiveness for Data Fusion based on Information Entropy 
Colin Anthony Noonan 
Abstract 
This thesis is concerned with measuring and predicting the performance and 
eflfectiveness o f a data fusion process. Its central proposition is that information entropy 
may be used to quantify concisely the effectiveness o f the process. The personal and 
original contribution to that subject which is contained in this thesis is summarised as 
follows: 
• The mixture o f performance behaviours that occur in a data fiision system are 
described and modelled as the states o f an ergodic Markov process. 
• A n new analytic approach to combining the entropy o f discrete and continuous 
information is defined. 
• A new simple and accurate model o f data association performance is proposed. 
• A new model is proposed for the propagation o f information entropy in an minimum 
mean square combination o f track estimates. 
• A new model is proposed for the propagation o f the information entropy o f object 
classification belief as new observations are incorporated in a recursive Bayesian 
classifier. 
• A new model to quantify the information entropy o f the penalty o f ignorance is 
proposed. 
• New formulations o f the steady state solution o f the matrix Riccati equation to 
model tracker performance are proposed. 
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1 Introduction 
Data fiision is a relatively new term which has been coined in the last decade or 
so to describe processes which take place inside information systenis whose purpose is to 
provide situation awareness [82]. The situation in question can be anything from the 
trends in equity prices on the Stock Market to the location and status o f each aircraft 
which is present in the airspace around a busy airport. In either case the data fiision 
process receives information in small data updates and must build and maintain the 
bigger picture. With the advantage o f the big picture the market analyst can decide, in 
real time, what and when to buy and sell and the air traffic controller can decide, also in 
real time, to allocate landing slots and holding patterns. In both cases, the success of the 
task depends on the timely availability and the accuracy o f the picture. 
One o f the reasons for employing a data fiision system can be a need to process 
quickly a large amount o f information. In general, the amounts o f available information 
and the means o f access to it have increased over recent years and appear set to continue 
to increase. A good example o f a general, public information system where this is seen is 
the Internet [68] [79]. In situation awareness systems, a similar increase in mformation 
availability, and the communications capacity and connectivity necessary to gather 
information over a wide geographical region contribute to increased processing 
demands. 
In modem situation awareness systems, data fiision is a complex process carried 
out by powerfiil computers. The large amount o f information and the complexity o f the 
process can mean that, using human experience and knowledge, it is difficult to predict 
or judge objectively the eflfectiveness o f the system and that difficulty may increase as 
new and more automated systems become available. This thesis is concerned with 
enabling a systematic approach to measuring the effectiveness o f data fiision processes 
for the purposes o f objective prediction and evaluation. 
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Any information system needs to be effective [15]. Whilst access to the Internet 
is cheap, it would be easy to waste large amounts o f time and effort searching 
ineffectively for information which turns out to be o f httle value. In contrast, situation 
awareness systems are extremely expensive and they must make a poshive and significant 
contribution to their owners' operations to warrant their use. When key decisions are 
made on the strength o f the information that situation awareness systems provide, a 
failing system could jeopardise an entire operation with dire consequences, be they 
crashed investments or crashed aeroplanes. I t would be usefiil to know in advance 
whether a system can be used effectively and desirable to monitor effectiveness once a 
system goes into operational use. 
Having stated these objectives, it must be decided how effectiveness should be 
quantified. FamiUar characteristics o f data fijsion performance such as precision, 
accuracy, timeliness and so on may be quantified, each m its own way. But knowledge o f 
these quantities alone does not answer the question - how effective? The answer Ues in a 
comparison o f expected or achieved performance levels with those levels required to 
allow the tasks and decisions o f the supported operation to proceed. 
I f knowledge o f the required performance level for every aspect of information 
quaUty is available, each can be exammed m turn and the system declared effective or not 
in that respect. However, each might be subject to different uncertainty characteristics 
resulting m an effectiveness statement which is complex and subject to numerous 
caveats. 
An alternative approach could examine the information quaUty obtained fi-om a 
data fiision process through a smgle quantity into which all the aspects o f mformation 
quaUty and the corresponding uncertainties would be combined. Such an approach 
would not be as precise as one which examined separately all the individual aspects o f 
effectiveness but i t would have the advantage o f producing an indicator o f effectiveness 
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which would be simple and concise even when the subject system is very large and 
complex. 
Information entropy is one means of obtaining such a single quantity and 
Measures of Effectiveness for data fusion based on information entropy are the subject 
of this thesis. 
1.1 Route Map 
Chapter 1 mtroduces the subject of this thesis and provides this route map. The 
purpose of the route map is to clarify, for the reader, the additions to established work 
which lead to the ability to measure and predict data fijsion effectiveness. 
The background to this thesis is given in Chapter 2 where the nature of 
information systems and situation awareness are discussed, and the role of the embedded 
data fusion process is considered. There, the central proposition of this thesis is 
introduced, that information entropy may be used to measure the effectiveness of a 
data fusion process. The uses to which such measures might be put are discussed. 
Chapter 3 considers the data fusion problem and numerous documented 
approaches to its solution. It is offered as a survey. 
In Chapter 4 information and entropy as a measure of information error are 
considered. Most of the chapter is concerned with history and the progression of ideas 
that lead a measure of physical disorder in an ensemble of particles to be used to 
represent the value of stored, transmitted and computed information. At the end of the 
chapter a new analytic approach to the calculation of combined entropy of 
continuous and discrete information is defined. 
Chapter 5 considers the properties of entropy in the context of data fusion and 
situation awareness. Spatial and temporal changes in "point-of-view" are discussed and 
the ability of the entropy measure to indicate shape as well as spread of the distribution 
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of information error is pointed out. This property has potential as the basis of a test of 
assumptions of Gaussian statistics. 
Chapter 6 is concerned with simulations and models of data fusion. Most of the 
novel work in this thesis is described there. 
• A new Data Association model is proposed which is novel because it operates in 
a space where distances are normalised with respect to the distribution of relative errors 
between new information and information already accumulated. The main advantages of 
this compared with known approaches are greater accuracy and applicability to a wider 
range of situations. 
• Tracking is represented by the well known steady-state solution of the matrix 
Riccati equation [2]. New formulations of the solution as a series expansion and a 
nested computation are offered 
• A new model is offered by which track fusion entropy may he propagated 
directly. 
• A new model is offeredfor classification that predicts the evolution of the 
entropy of the class belief distribution when class observations are combined using a 
recursive Bayesian process. 
• The concept of a quantifiable information penalty of ignorance is proposed 
and a model is offered. 
• The new concept offusion states to account for step changes in information 
quality is proposed and a model to predict their influence on fused information 
quality is offered 
Chapter 7 describes a series of case studies performed as part of this work and 
discusses the results. 
Finally, the conclusions of this thesis and recommendations for future work are 
given in Chapter 8. 
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2 Information Systems and Measures of Effectiveness 
The effectiveness of situation awareness systems employing data flision can be 
defined in various ways. Whilst factors such as access, usage and productivity are key in 
any definition of effectiveness of the situation awareness system, the effectiveness of a 
data fusion process is concerned with information quality. Simply put, an effective data 
fiision process delivers required information, accurately, to the right place, at the right 
time to allow correct decisions to be made by the systems' owners. 
Accuracy with respect to required information may be characterised in the 
mformation error distribution produced by the data fusion process, where information 
error is regarded as the capacity of the fused information to support conclusions which 
are not true and decisions which are wrong. This distribution includes error in the 
estimation-theoretic sense, whereby the true value of a parameter is different fi-om the 
estimate, and in an evidential sense where the information indicates an object or situation 
belongmg to a class that is not the true class. It is proposed in this thesis is that the 
entropy of the information error distribution may be used to measure data fusion 
effectiveness. 
The ability to measure effectiveness can then be put to use. When a new situation 
awareness system is designed and developed, entropy measures of effectiveness can be 
applied to simulations and prototype systems to establish the validity of the underlying 
design assumptions and confirm the suitability of the data fusion process to perform its 
intended task. Analytic models of effectiveness can be applied to the earliest stages of 
system concept definition to provide evidence of validity and suitability at the outset. 
Together, accurate measures and models can be used to ensure that the new situation 
awareness system is created with its effectiveness assured. 
Much of the novel work in this thesis deals with modelling and measurement for 
the purposes of evaluation. In the future, similar measures and models might be applied 
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to system automation. For example, a situation awareness system might have sensors 
under automatic control which it will allocate to improve information where it is 
weakest. Further in the future, these information measures might be-applied to the 
self-supervision of automatic systems. 
This chapter addresses these background issues in detail. It starts with an 
examination of the origins of such systems and the nature of the information they hold. 
2.1 Information Systems 
Some authors suggest that prehistoric cave painting had as much to do with 
recording information as it had with art [28]. Cave painting is a relatively recent 
phenomenon and early examples (from Altamira in Spain) date from about 16 thousand 
years ago [6] [17]. In comparison with the earliest stone tools which are said to date 
from 2 million years ago that is very recent. In comparison with recorded history it is a 
long time and suggests that humanity has been treating information systematically for just 
that long. 
The earliest writing was concerned with keeping records [25]. Clay tablets from 
Uruk in Sumer are said to date from 3000 BC and hold lists of objects [31]. It appears 
that the list was some kind of inventory and that an information system, in the true sense 
of Information Science, was operating. 
The use of writing for scientific, religious, legal, narrative and historical works 
developed later. But Ashurbanipal's library in Nineveh in the 7* century BC contained 
thousands of clay tablets and examples of works of all these types [25]. 
Half a century ago, most commonplace information systems would have been 
recognisable to the educated people of ancient times. Half a century ago modem 
exceptions were exotic and unusual. Change and development had apparently been a 
slow and gradual process over several millennia until the sudden explosion of the last few 
decades produced the very large, diverse and widespread systems of today. 
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We still have inventories and ledgers and still collect information together into 
libraries and archives. In addition to these traditional information systems we have 
databases that maintain large amounts of detailed information in h i ^ y organised 
structures for fast and flexible access; we have the Internet that provides an information 
network to connect us to huge amounts of information; and we have situation awareness 
systems to create and maintain a picture of the world (or some aspect of it) as it is now 
in real time, keeping pace as the world changes. 
2.1.1 Immutable Information 
Some information systems exist to provide access to a store of information. 
Filing cabinets, libraries and computer databases are examples of this. New items may be 
added to the store and out of date ones may be removed but the information content of 
an item need not change significantly during its time within the store. Items can be 
gathered, changed and removed by human choice and at a human pace. The information 
might be regarded as immutable. A fact is a fact and an author's contribution to a subject 
does not change when subsequent works throw new light. But not all information is like 
that. 
In some circumstances, and increasingly in the systems of today, information 
storage is under computer control. This may be because the volume of the information is 
very large or because the medium of storage makes access via computers inevitable. 
Another, more compelling, reason for an information storage system to be under 
computer control is when the information is the product of a data fusion process, 
gathered and created by computers, in parallel and simultaneously with being available 
for use. 
2.1.2 Ephemeral Information and Situation Awareness 
The information provided by a situation awareness system may change 
constantly. It may be subject to uncertainty and undergo continual update and revision. If 
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stable, well-known, factual information is regarded as immutable, the information fi-om a 
situation awareness system can be rapidly-changing, partially-known and estimated, and 
can be regarded as ephemeral. 
A ledger is a dynamic information system with update and revision that happens 
at a relatively slow rate. It is possibly the oldest type of information system and has 
existed for a very long time with little fundamental change [25]. The ledger is concerned 
with situation awareness in the sense that the owner of the ledger wishes to be aware of 
his or her financial situation and the information is ephemeral because each new entry 
changes the result. Whilst it is possible and convenient to keep a ledger using a 
computer, it is not essential and paper and pens can be equaUy effective. Also, the 
Performance and Effectiveness of a ledger is intuitively obvious and relates to timely and 
accurate recording of information and error free arithmetic. 
Other things which might be the subject of a situation awareness system provide 
a greater challenge than that posed by the ledger and do not lend themselves to simple, 
intuitive effectiveness judgements. Examples of these include the airspace around a busy 
airport, a space mission, a battlefield, the stock markets, an automated factory and a 
complex industrial plant or machine. 
Air traffic control, (space) mission control and battlefield systems might be 
classed as Command and Control systems (C^ to borrow miUtary terminology) because 
the purpose of the information system is to allow some complex operation to be directed 
in real time. C^  systems began to emerge in their present form when high-speed 
long-distance conmiunications came into being. Long-distance observation has been used 
since prehistory when fortifications were built on the tops of hills. Airborne surveillance 
was used in the French revolution when spotters ascended in hot air balloons and used 
telescopes to improve their powers of observation. But conventional means of recording 
and conveying the information were used. 
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During the first world war the aeroplane, telephone and telegraph meant that the 
observers were mobile and the observations of many could be relayed quickly to a 
central point. The range and reaction times of these information systems were pushed 
well beyond the limits of human perception and communication. By the time of the 
second world war, Radar had been invented and large numbers of human operators were 
employed continually updating dynamic maps of the theatre of battle in order to keep 
pace with the rapid and continuous stream of fresh information. 
Workplace and plant Condition Monitoring systems emerged when the 
complexity of the workplace and plant and the degree of instrumentation required to 
monitor its state and confirm its error free running increased to the point where teams of 
operatives were required to carry out the task. A metropolitan railway network or the 
monitoring systems on a modem passenger jet are candidate applications for this type of 
system. 
In a similar manner. Condition Monitoring systems to monitor the trends in 
Stocks and Shares have expanded as markets have grown, and with them the number of 
equities traded. The blackboards and the teams of clerks which once conveyed the state 
of the markets have been replaced with banks of computer screens. 
For C^  and Condition Monitoring systems alike, the impact of the recent and 
rapid rise of computers has been great. In modem examples of situation awareness 
systems much information is gathered by automated sensors and consolidated by 
computers into high level summaries for extemal consumption. This process of 
information gathering and consolidation is referred to as data fusion [82]. The emergence 
of automated, computer-based data fusion systems to do this is a relatively new 
phenomenon. Up to 1991 Linn, Hall and Llinas cited 54 documented examples of 
military application of such systems with various degrees of automation, mostly 
rudimentary [47]. Only three systems were operational; the rest were experimental. Since 
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then the rapid increases in computer processing speed and storage capacity have meant 
that progressively more complex data fusion tasks potentially may be subject to fiill 
automation. However, the investment required to implement each potential new system 
is large and progress has been measured and gradual. 
The nature of the information in a data fusion system needs further explanation. 
Like a ledger, data fusion brings together many items, each v/ith a little information, to 
yield higher information. A single transaction in the ledger does not reveal the bank 
balance but all transactions together do. 
2.1.3 Uncertain Information and the Use of Hypotheses 
Unlike a ledger, within a data fusion process, it is common for the source 
information to be subject to uncertainty. Using the ledger metaphor again, imagine a 
situation where not all the transactions are knovm and those that are known are 
uncertain. Imagine further that it is still required to estimate the bank balance despite this 
uncertainty. That is then the situation in which a data fusion process operates. 
One way to deal with uncertainties such as these is to treat the items of 
information as hypotheses vAth levels of confidence or belief An hypothesis that "object 
A is present" will have a belief associated with it which might be expressed as a 
probability of truth and an hypothesis of the form "the location of object A is x" will have 
a behef defined in terms of the probable error in x. The formation of hypotheses serves to 
build the required picture of the world and the statement of beUef tells the user how 
reliable a basis for decisions that picture is. 
When new information is gathered, it can result in changes to or removal of the 
existing hypotheses. We might change the value of x toy, or adopt the new hypothesis 
that it is object B present rather than A. The new information could result in changes to 
beUef so that the error bounds on x change or the probability of object A changes. The 
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new information could result in creation of new hypotheses and beliefs so that we believe 
that objects A and B are both present. 
Change can even happen when no new information is gathered. When we deal 
with dynamic information, beliefs degrade during any period when no new, relevant 
information is gathered. This can lead to information removal because the hypotheses are 
no longer believed. I f the object A were moving but we were uncertain about its velocity, 
during any period when the object is unobserved, the error bounds on x would increase. 
After a certain time the estimate of x would be no better than a wild guess. 
So, our situation awareness system may hold a mixture of immutable facts and 
ephemeral hypotheses. For example, an air traffic control system holds flight plans, air 
lanes and background details as if they were immutable facts. In the time scale of air 
traffic control they are approximately so. The system also holds other items such as the 
current position and status of each aircraft and these are ephemeral and subject to the 
uncertainties described above. 
The detailed discussion so far has considered situation awareness systems and the 
information they provide. It has been implied that a trend toward complexity and the 
projection of situation awareness beyond the bounds of unaided human perception has 
led to systems for which an intuitive, objective judgement of effectiveness is difficult to 
achieve. To examine this further it is necessary to define effectiveness. 
2.2 Deflnitions of Effectiveness for Information Systems 
There is no obvious, single measure of the effectiveness of an mformation system 
For the purposes of this discussion four effectiveness factors are offered: access, quality 
of information, cost and benefit. 
These factors, in some combination, are proposed as a basis for a definition of 
information system effectiveness. Each individual system will require a different 
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combination, in which the factors take on different weightings depending on the context 
in which the system operates. 
In addition to these, feasibiUty is an issue. Whilst feasibility is not an effectiveness 
factor in the same way as those given above, a system which caimot be manufactured or 
one which attempts to gather information which is not available will never be effective. 
As an example consider a system to search space for extraterrestrial communications. I f 
the transmissions exist in the form in which they are sought, it is a feasible system and 
there is a finite probability that the system will look in the right place at the right time 
and that probabiUty is one indicator of the effectiveness of the system. On the other hand, 
if such transmissions do not exist, however long the system searches, it will never 
discover the fact of their non-existence with certainty. 
2.2.1 EfTective Access to Information 
To a system's users, quality of access is extremely important. AvailabiUty, 
timeliness and user fiiendliness may be deciding factors in any measurement of 
effectiveness. A system which is not easy to access and not user fiiendly may fall into 
disuse unless it is the sole source of the information it offers. Similarly, if information is 
frequently unavailable or takes too long to arrive this can have the same effect. For 
situation awareness systems, the user might have no alternative source of information 
and poor quality of access can lead to important decisions neglected or delayed so that 
the safety of the aircraft is put at risk. In the air traflBc control example, the timeUness of 
a decision, and hence the timeliness of the information to support that decision, can be 
critical. 
I f an information system serves an automated process, access remains an 
important issue. The auto pilot on an aircraft needs to know the current flight plan and 
the position, speed, heading and attitude (orientation) of the aircraft. I f any of this 
information is out of date or unavailable, the consequences can be dire. 
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2.2.2 EfTectiveness and Quality of Information 
Quality of information is concerned with completeness, accuracy and relevance. 
An air traffic control system which routinely indicated the presence of aircraft without 
providing the customary background details would be of limited usefuhess because the 
information would be incomplete. Similarly, an automated billing system which sent 
inaccurate bills or sent them to the wrong customers would be a source of 
embarrassment and loss of business to its owners. But, quality of information can be 
relative. 
I f the incomplete air traffic control record was all that was known about some 
off-course aircraft, that information would be of great value. Likewise, accuracy to the 
smallest unit of currency is required of the billing system whilst the air traffic control 
system might not measure an aircraft's position to an accuracy better than the size of the 
aircraft. With safe operating practises, occasional incomplete records and limited 
accuracy need not render the air traffic control system ineffective. 
2.2.3 Cost-effectiveness of Information 
The term cost-effective is in common use and usually implies that some 
comparison of cost versus benefit has been carried out. Affordability is an increasingly 
common effectiveness criterion which implies that cost has been compared with benefit 
and budget. 
Waltz and Llinas classify cost as a Measure of Force Effectiveness (MoFE) for 
military C^  systems [82]. We will see in section 2.3.4 that such measures are applied to 
the system and its operators. This is an important distinction since modem systems can 
provide very large amounts of information at very low cost. The cost of an operators 
time can be the most significant component. 
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In Decision Theory, cost is equated to the risk of making a decision [45]. The 
cost of a decision </(F) made on the basis of observations F when the state of the system 
is X is written: 
C=aX,d(Y)). 
The expectation of the cost is then mmimised. 
2.2.4 EfTectiveness and the Benefits of Information 
Benefit is concerned with enrichment, productivity and efficiency. A civic library 
may be said to enrich a community whereas a computerised business management system 
may allow its ovraers to do more busmess with less staff and so enrich themselves 
materially. The latter is more tangible and readily measurable but both contribute to the 
effectiveness of their respective systems. 
Benefit is a higher level measure similar to a Measure of Force Effectiveness for 
military C^  systems. The issues it addresses are concerned with the organisation which 
owns the system and the benefits that organisation receives in conducting its business or 
operation. It is possible for a system to give good access to high quality information at a 
low cost and still not benefit its owners because it is not relevant to the needs of their 
operation. 
2.3 Measuring the Effectiveness of Information Systems 
Given a set of factors contributing to the effectiveness of an information system, 
the next step is to measure them. 
Various classifications of measures have been proposed. The NATO Code of 
Best Practice (COBP) on the assessment of O takes a hierarchical view, that it attributes 
to the Mihtary Operations Research Society, and which is supported by authors such as 
Waltz & LUnas, Vantrees and Girard [29] [70] [81] [82]. The hierarchy is given in the 
NATO COBP: 
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"... (1) Measures of Force Effectiveness (MoFE) which focus on how a force 
performs its mission or the degree to which it meets its objectives 
(2) Measures of C^  Effectiveness (MoE) which focus on the impact of the C^  
System within the operational context 
(3) Measures of C^  Performance (MoP) which focus on the intemal system 
structure, characteristic and behaviour 
(4) Dimensional Parameters (DP) which are the properties or characteristics 
inherent in the physical C^  systems..." [70]. 
Cyms classified measures by their means of measurement rather than the level or 
importance of the features being measured [15]. Six types of measure were identified in 
current use. They were: user satisfaction, system usage, performance/usefulness, 
productivity, cost/benefit analysis (CBA) and value analysis. Figure 2.1 represents the 
approximate relationships between the types of measure identified by Cyms and the 






















The different types of Measures of Effectiveness are related to Effectiveness Factors. 
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2.3.1 User Satisfaction Measurement 
User satisfaction measurements are obtained through opinion surveys. Users are 
commonly asked to complete questionnaires and the results are analysed to provide an 
indication of effectiveness. This approach to measurement is particularly common when 
the effectiveness of human organisations is evaluated. Cyrus cites Galletta and Lederer as 
the source of an evaluation of this approach to measuring effectiveness [15] [27]. 
User Satisfaction measures the quality of access and quahty of information 
jointly. It attempts to measure the users opinion of the system in question and, to have a 
high opinion of a system, a user must be satisfied with its access mechanisms and feel 
that the information provided is worthwhile. A failure in either would cause the system 
to be deemed meffective. Whilst these measures might be applied to data flision 
processes, they could only be applied in the context of the higher information system. 
2.3.2 System Usage Measurement 
System Usage measures infer a system's effectiveness from how heavily it is used. 
It can be measured directly and thus may be regarded as more objective than User 
Satisfaction. However, its applicability is limited to systems where use is optional. 
Baroudi et. al. give an account of an empirical study of System Usage and Information 
Satisfaction [4]. 
Like User Satisfaction, System Usage measures of quality of access and quahty 
of information jointly. Also like User Satisfaction, System Usage measures can be 
appUed to data fusion processes, but only in the context of the higher information 
system. 
2.3.3 Performance and Usefulness Measurement 
Performance and Usefulness measures may be used to examine any quantifiable 
aspect of the system. A Measure of Performance (MoP) may be obtained from a 
parameter of the behaviour of the system in question. For our air traffic control example 
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we might measure response time from first detection of a new aircraft to availability of 
full information, or aircraft position and velocity estimation accuracy. 
Usefulness (effectiveness) is measured in the presence of Standards of 
Performance (SoP). SoPs define levels of performance at which the system is deemed to 
be operating effectively. For instance, safe operation may demand that an air traffic 
controller is aware of all aircraft positions within a tolerance of x metres in any direction. 
Usefuhiess is concemed with whether or not this SoP is achieved. It may be expressed as 
a Boolean parameter (SoP achieved: TRUE or FALSE) or probabilistically (probability 
of SoP achieved =p). So, whilst the response time of our air traffic control system 
measures performance, timeliness measures usefubess. 
Performance/Usefijlness measures have been applied to the assessment and 
evaluation of military Command and Control (C )^ systems [1] [29] [78] [81] [82]. Van 
Trees, Girard and Waltz & Llinas, writing about such systems, use very similar 
definitions for their Measures of Performance (MoPs) and Measures of Effectiveness 
(MoEs) to those in the NATO COBP [29] [70] [81] [82]. MoPs are defined as 
parameters of performance which measure how well a system performs its intemal 
functions. Effectively, the same definition used above. MoEs are defined respectively by 
Van Trees as the capability of a system to "... enhance the combat mission", by Girard as 
the: "... probability of successful accomplishment of a function", and by Waltz and Llinas 
as a means of quantifying:"... how a C^  system performs its functions within an 
operational environment". 
Whilst these definitions are somewhat broader than the definition of usefuhess 
provided above, they are clearly based on similar concepts. Namely, a desired property 
of the system in question is defined and the measure is the result of some test which 
determines whether or not the property is present. We will see that this approach will 
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allow data fusion effectiveness to be examined in isolation from any higher information 
system. 
2.3.4 The Measurement of Productivity 
Productivity measures are famihar and traditional. They measure aspects of 
benefit and are concerned v^th whether or not a user of the system in question will 
contribute more because the system is there. This may be measured directly in terms of 
the output of an individual (work units/unit time) or indirectly in terms of the size of the 
team required to complete a particular task. 
Cyrus cites Mason as a source of information on this subject [15] [52]. Whilst 
benefit is addressed by Van Trees, Girard and Waltz and Llinas in terms of Measures of 
Force Effectiveness (MoFE) for mihtary C^  systems which, according to Van Trees, 
measure how well: "...the force and the C^  system perform their mission" which is again 
very similar to the definition in the NATO COBP [29] [70] [81] [82]. 
To obtain a measure of Productivity, the information system and its operators are 
assessed together. Thus, a data fiision process caimot be evaluated in isolation and 
caimot be effective in this sense. But, a failure in data fiision would cause the system to 
be deemed meffective. 
2.3.5 Cost/Benefit Analysis 
Cost/Benefit Analysis (CBA) is a well estabUshed means of assessing whether a 
project or proposal is worthwhile. Its apphcations extend beyond the bounds of 
mformation systems assessment and it may be appUed to (e.g.) a civil engineering project 
just as readily. The costs of procuring and operating a system are set against the 
anticipated benefits. Benefits are expressed in financial terms and the objective is to make 
a profit. The aim of cost/benefit analysis is to determine whether or not a project is Ukely 
to be cost-effective. Burke gives an account of CBA in the context of project 
management [12]. 
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2.3.6 Value Analysis 
Cyrus cites Keen who writes about Value Analysis as a less common variant of 
cost/benefit analysis [15] [39]. It attempts to determine the AflFordability of a project and 
if it is affordable, minimise the cost. A model of the simplest, cheapest system which 
might satisfy the stated requirements is constructed and the costs and benefits assessed. 
I f a fixed budget is exceeded the project is abandoned and the process ends or, if the 
benefits are deemed suflBcient, the process ends. I f the cost is acceptable but the benefits 
are insufficient, the cycle is repeated with a model of a more sophisticated and expensive 
system. Value analysis is iterated until one of the end conditions are reached. 
Burke suggests that Affordability is a component of any CBA and as such does 
not regard Value Analysis as a separate approach [12]. Cost/benefit and Value Analysis 
do not measure effectiveness directly, rather they address the question of cost of 
effectiveness. 
So far, this discussion has dealt with the systems and the information they 
provide, with the meaning of effectiveness and the ways in which effectiveness is 
commonly measured. In the next section, the appUcation of Measures of Effectiveness to 
development of concepts and designs and the creation and deployment of new 
information systems will be examined. 
2.4 MoEs and System Development and Deployment 
A summary of the information given in this section was published at the 1997 
Avionics conference in London [61]. A system is more likely to be effective if it is built 
to be so and there is an emerging consensus among system developers that this may be 
achieved through repeated assessment and evaluation throughout the development and 
deployment process. 
Van Trees produced a table which he referred to as the "spectrum of evaluation 
techniques" when writing about the evaluation of systems and a very similar table 
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appears in the NATO COBP on the Assessment of [70] [81]. A generalised version is 
given in figure 2.2. 
° System Deployment 
° Prototype Trials 
° Test Bed (Rig) 
° Man-in Loop Simulation 
° Computer Simulation 
° Analysis 
° Expert Opinion 









At the top of the diagram, the operational system is evaluated at high cost and long lead time to 
produce a highly accurate and specific result At the bottom of the diagram, evaluation by 
expert opinion is relatively cheap, quick and general. 
The techniques are listed in order of decreasing detail and complexity down the 
left hand side of the diagram. On the right hand side trends are shown in generality and 
repeatability, which increase down the page, and in cost, lead-time and realism, which 
increase up the page. Common measures and a thread of consistency are shown as 
central to the process of evaluation. Van Trees wrote: "The arrow ... conveys two 
important points. First, it is essential to have a common set of measures that are 
applicable and measurable across the spectrum of techniques. Second, these measures 
must give consistent results so there is a thread of consistency across the techniques." 
Atkinson wrote about the integrated use of simulation and testing through a 
product life cycle [1]. The life cycle was defined: 
concept design ^ development production deployment 
The stages of the cycle were: 
•Concept, during which the nature, purpose, scope etc. of the system are defined; 
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•Design, during which the components and internal processes are defined; 
•Development, during which the details of system manufacture are established; 
•Production, when the components of the system are manufactured and 
assembled; and 
•Deployment, when the system enters use. 
Atkinson described initial simulations, developed solely fi^om analytical work, used 
during the concept stage. These simulations were refined as initial technical data became 
available. At the concept stage, the importance of simulation outweighed that of testing. 
As the product moved through design and development, prototype testing took 
over as the major activity. However, the simulations were updated as the test results 
became available. When the product moved into production and deployment, simulation 
again took a dominating role. It was used to assist in operations training and as a test bed 
for new ideas and performance queries. 
Atkinson defined a hierarchy of simulator levels and corresponding scenario types 
and evaluations which possessed characteristics similar to Van Trees' spectrum of 
evaluation techniques [1] [81]. Scope and aggregation increased as upwards in the 
hierarchy. Fidelity and detail increase downwards. The critical characteristics of 
simulations were considered to be: 
•Degree of representation, which refers to the level of fidelity and detail 
necessary to evaluate a particular feature; 
•Practicality, which refers to the fideUty and detail which was achievable; 
•Validation, which refers to the need to compare the simulation with any and as 
much information fi-om the real world as is available; and 
•Configuration control, which refers to the need to keep the simulation up to 
date as the product development progresses. 
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To manage the contribution that simulation made to system development, it was 
proposed that all of the critical factors had to be managed. 
A similar set of critical factors for the usefijlness of a situation awareness system 
Measure of Effectiveness (MoE) can be stated. Degree of representation refers to the 
level at which system components are considered. Practicality refers to the level at which 
components are identifiable and manageable. Validation is achieved by comparing MoEs 
with observed outcomes. Configuration control means measuring effectiveness against 
up-to-date criteria. 
An approximate mapping of evaluation techniques to the system development 
and deployment process is shown in figure 2.3. We have dispensed with the production 
stage for the sake of simplicity. It is assumed to occur in parallel with product 
development and deployment. Whilst this is a simple model of the process, it will serve 
as a basis for discussion. 
° Field Trials I deployment 
° Prototype Trials pdevdopmoit 
Test Bed 





° Expert Opinim 
figure 2.3: Evaluation Techniques vs. Life-Cycle Stage 
Different approaches to evaluation are appropriate at different stages in the product life cycle. 
At the concept stage, no detailed design exists and expert opinion and analysis 
are the predominant evaluation techniques. These techniques remain available to the later 
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stages of the process. When a detailed design becomes available computer and 
man-ui-the loop simulations are produced. These demand greater resources than 
analytical techniques and provide, in return, improved detail and realism. Simulations 
remain available to subsequent stages in the cycle. 
During development the components of the system become available and a test 
bed system (an instrumented, laboratory-based, partial prototype) and/or a prototype 
system may be produced. Again the required resources and degree of realism increase. 
On completion of the development stage, the deployed system may be subjected to field 
trials if it is practical. In some applications field trials are not an option; a satellite-based 
system for instance. 
The same MoEs are obtained at each stage in the life-cycle (use of common 
measures) of the system and the same outcome is demanded of each stage (thread of 
consistency). Given these properties, as the investment m a system increases, it is 
possible to confirm the design assumptions. Where design assumptions are ill founded, 
the fact is discovered and remedial action taken at the first opportunity. The "Smart 
Procurement" approach to military systems procurement reinforces this approach, 
ensuring early testing is focused on those assumptions deemed to hold the greatest risk. 
This approach imposes constraints on the MoEs. Firstly, they must be tractable 
when analytic techniques are applied to them. This will allow analysis to be carried out in 
an objective and verifiable way. Secondly, MoEs which depend on knowledge of the 
evaluation scenario will present practical difficuhies for the analyst. They could also be 
extremely expensive applied to field trials, demanding highly accurate instrumentation. 
2.5 The Generic Properties of Measures 
The NATO COBP for the Assessment of C^  cites the "Modular Command and 
Control Evaluation Structure" (MCES) as an example of an attempt to establish an 
evaluation methodology for C^  [70]. A shortcoming of MCES, pointed out in the COBP 
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is its lack of defined measures. Sweet wrote about the specification of measures for 
MCES and considered the generic properties of measures [78]. The steps comprising the 
MCES methodology are given in table 2.1. 







Whilst MCES is interesting, it does not have a direct bearing on this woric This 
work might fit inside an evaluation performed using the MCES methodology. Of more 
interest are Sweet's generic properties of measures. It was proposed that measures 
should be selected to be: Mssion oriented; Discriminatory, identifying real differences 
between entities; Measurable; Quantitative, assigned numbers or ranks; Realistic; 
Objective; Appropriate; Sensitive; Inclusive, reflecting the standards required by the 
objectives of the analysis; Independent, mutually exclusive with other measures; and, 
finally. Simple. 
Clearly the properties are not independent and orthogonal. For instance, there is 
overlap between the criteria Measurable and Quantitative and similarly between the 
criteria Sensitive and Discriminatory. Other issues, such as conciseness are not included 
explicitly. 
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The NATO COBP gives a similar list properties referred to as criteria for validity 
and reUability [70]. For validity they are: mission oriented, realistic, appropriate inclusive 
and simple. For reliability: discriminatory, quantitative, measurable, objective and 
sensitive. 
2.6 Effectiveness and Data Fusion 
In present-day systems, the user need not be involved in the data fiision process 
nor interested in the detail of what is taking place. The user's interest is in the 
information provided and its quality. That information must be complete, accurate and 
relevant and any measure of data fiision effectiveness will take these characteristics into 
account. The timeUness and availabiUty of information are also important issues and may 
also be regarded as features of data fijsion effectiveness. 
This work will define the performance and effectiveness (usefiibess) of data 
fiision in terms of its information output. It will show that the key issues: availability, 
timeliness, completeness, accuracy and relevance can be addressed in this way. 
Some of the issues, identified in this chapter, will not be addressed. Ease of 
access, "user fiiendliness", productivity and cost may only be evaluated in the context of 
the parent situation awareness system and its users. Techniques and methodologies exist 
to evaluate these issues and there is no reason why the system employing data fiision 
should require new or special treatment in these respects. Poor data fiision might cause a 
system to fail such an assessment but good fiision processes cannot guarantee success. 
The issues cannot be addressed by considering data fiision effectiveness alone. 
2.7 Documented Data Fusion MoPs and MoEs 
There are relatively few documented MoPs and MoEs for data fiision. Most 
documented examples warrant only simple MoPs expressed as graphs of error behaviour 
versus time to demonstrate some desired point [2] [8] [45] [51] [82]. For applications 
such as observation-to-object allocation or object classification, MoEs based on the 
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probability of a successfiil (or unsuccessfiil) outcome are common [3] [8] [51] [55] [60]. 
These approaches are adequate to illuminate issues surrounding algorithm design and 
behaviour but would be extremely cumbersome applied to the effectiveness of 
large-scale, complex systems. 
Examples of more sophisticated MoPs and MoEs can be found. Blackman has 
developed an heuristic, rule-based, scoring algorithm for tracking filter assessment [8]. 
This provides a usefiil tool for confirming the appropriateness of tracking filter design 
but is specific to that application. 
Kharbouch and Atherton proposed measuring the performance of data fiision 
using a scoring fianction which combined accuracy, time to acquisition and duration of 
sustained, uninterrupted tracking [44]. Waltz and Llinas produced a Ust of MoPs 
comprising: "... detection probability, false alarm rate, location estimation accuracy, 
identification probability, identification range, time fi"om detect to transmission, 
communication time delay, sensor spatial coverage and classification accuracy..." [82]. 
The NATO COBP on the assessment of C2 systems gives examples of time and 
accuracy based measures of related system characteristics [70]. Time based measures 
were: time to perform task, response time to event, time to achieve target state, time on 
target, number of events pending (not yet processed) and timeliness of actions. 
Corresponding accuracy based measures were: accuracy of task, sensitivity to events, 
probability of error, time to recognise error, time to rectify error, knowledge of own 
status and quality of decisions. 
MoEs for parameter estimation based on normalised error or on the negative 
exponential of its square have been used [2] [7] [8] [60]. The normalising factor in each 
case is an SoP and may be defined as the desired maximum error standard deviation. 
Whilst these measures are fiiUy adequate for their documented applications, they demand 
knowledge of the evaluation scenario before they can be calculated. 
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Measures based in information theory have been used both as MoPs to 
characterise error behaviour and to indicate the utility of action within Sensor and 
Information Management processes [19] [51]. These measures offer the prospect of 
making statements about information quality which are both concise and informative. 
2.8 An Approach to Data Fusion MoPs and MoEs 
Information Theory and the theory of Stochastic Processes will form the bases to 
the approach to measuring effectiveness which is used in this work. This approach was 
presented in summary in the lEE Data Fusion Conference in Malvern in 1996 [59]. 
One may regard information quaUty as the degree of similarity between the 
reported situation and the true situation. Perfect information would allow decisions to be 
made which are not constrained by information error but, in reality, perfect information 
is not available. The error in the information, incorporating errors of inaccuracy, 
incompleteness, untimeliness etc., is the complement of similarity. So, if we measure the 
error we measure also the similarity provided that the definition of error incorporates all 
the elements of similarity that are sought. 
However, we need to qualify these assertions. The reported or estimated 
situation must be defined in terms of relevant information only. Irrelevant parameters and 
variables must be excluded from any assessment and no relevant parameter may be 
omitted. Only then can we guarantee to reflect errors of incompleteness. 
In terms of the NATO COBP on the assessment of C2 systems, the information 
error is our Measure of Performance which focuses "...on the internal system structure, 
characteristics and behaviour" [70]. In order to address the effectiveness of the data 
fiision process, we compare the information error with the information needs of the task 
to be performed. We refer to the level of information ertor which is tolerable, without 
disruption to the task, as the Standard of Performance for that task. When we compare 
the MoP and the SoP we are able to measure effectiveness which, according to the 
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NATO COBP focuses "... on the impact of the C2 systems within the operational 
context" [70]. 
The measures we use must be timely and located. They must be timely in the 
sense that if a task must be carried out at time t the MoE must refer specifically to that 
time. They must be located in the sense that if a decision must be made by an observer at 
location x the MoE must refer specifically to the information available at that location. If 
we take a prototype system and measure its performance, these issues concern only the 
instrumentation of the trial. I f we require to produce a model of a system concept, we 
will see in Chapter 6 that these issues demand close attention. 
When we define a measure of performance, the following points must be 
addressed. Firstly, it is axiomatic that the truth caimot be known in any reahstic scenario 
independently of the reported information, otherwise there would be no need for a fiision 
process. There may be cases of highly instrumented trials when this is not so and when 
simulations are conducted it is clearly not so, but in general it holds. I f the truth cannot 
be known, likewise the error cannot be known. However, using well-established theory 
we may predict the log-likelihood of error in such estimates [41]. 
Secondly, in many applications, information will be reported regarding many 
real-world objects simuhaneously. Conveniently, log-likelihoods of error may be 
combined by summation and increase as the likelihood of error decreases (i.e. as the 
degree of similarity increases). 
Finally, the log-likelihood of error observed at any instant, in a dynamic situation, 
may be subject to significant variation. For this reason, the expectation of the 
log-likelihood is more indicative of the capabilities of the data fiision process than any 
instantaneous measurement. We note that information entropy may be defined [75]: 
/f=-Hlog-likelihood]. 
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Information entropy is proposed as the basis for MoPs, SoPs and MoEs for data 
fijsion. It will be shovwi in chapters 4 and 5 that MoEs of this form are amenable to 
analytic techniques and may be obtained with or without reference to the true situation. 
In Chapter 6 models will be proposed to predict the entropies of various data fiision 
processes. 
However, we Avill discover in Chapter 6 that the entropy of a data fiision system 
is predictable only when the system's behaviour is likewise predictable. It will be seen 
that systems are capable of displaying different behaviours in identical situations and that 
the switching and mixture of behaviours may be described in terms of a particular type of 
Stochastic Process known as an ergodic Markov process. The behaviours of the system 
correspond to the states of the ergodic Markov process and will be referred to as the 
Fusion States. It will also be seen that a data fiision system is fiilly predictable only when 
one Fusion State dominates its behaviour. When more than one Fusion State is present in 
the system behaviour the proportions of the mixture of states will be predicted. 
This is analogous to the mixed models approach described by West and Harrison 
[83]. When forecasting fiiture trends and events in a system capable displaying multiple 
behaviours. West and Harrison estimated the most likely current behaviour or mbcture of 
behaviours to account for the observations to date. The models in Chapter 6 of this 
thesis will predict only the quality of the forecast and will base this prediction on 
assumed knowledge of the statistics of observations. 
2.9 Emerging Uses of Data Fusion MoEs 
So far we have considered the use of MoPs and MoEs as indicators in an 
evaluation process. The prospect exists to use MoPs and MoEs within a system to 
optimise some aspect of its own behaviour. The system would be constructed to 
incorporate a model of effective behaviour (like SoPs) and a model of the processes it 
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executes (MoP modelling). Any actions under internal control would then be selected 
and initiated to maximise effectiveness predicted by a comparison of these models. 
2.9.1 Sensor and Information Management 
Managed sensor systems allocate tasks to sensors and control the sensors 
operating modes to optimise the information output of situation awareness systems [8] 
[18] [19] [35] [48] [51] [64] [80] [82] [85] . 
The subject of sensor management was surveyed in the well-known paper of 
Popoli [64]. Popoli divided sensor management into two levels. The ^i-level was 
concerned with the physical sensing environment and optimising the operating modes of 
the sensing devices to that environment. Woodward was among the first to recognise the 
possibilities of an optimised sensor device in the 1950's [85]. Whilst Woodward could 
not envisage using a computer to adapt the response of the sensor to the changing 
environment, his proposition that the transmissions of a Radar be designed to optimise 
the information return, anticipated |i-level sensor management. 
The other level of sensor management, described by Popoli is the M-level, where 
the sensor tasks are allocated and scheduled to optimise the available information in 
some way. Blackman proposed an approach to task scheduling for Electronically Steered 
Array (TESA) Radar based on utility theory [8]. Utility was expressed in terms of MoPs 
concerned with estimation error standard deviation and probability of detection. More 
recently. Van Keuk also wrote about ESA Radar management [80]. Measures based in 
information theory have been used by Manyika and Durrant-Whyte to indicate the utility 
of action for M-level sensor management processes [51]. 
Information management is a more recent development. In a large system with 
multiple tasks, information management may be applied to optimise the information 
access for each task. Deaves used an information theoretic approach to manage the 
exchange of information between units connected by communications of limited capacity 
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[18] [19]. In a system of distributed operator stations and sensors, Deaves 
communicated that information predicted to be of greatest utility to its recipient. Using 
this approach he demonstrated a quantifiable improvement in the global situation 
awareness of the group. 
In M-level Sensor Management and Information Management appUcations, the 
system has control over the sensor or the means of communication and can initiate new 
observations or transmissions when required. The management process calculates the 
likely utility of each possible next action by the available sensors or communications 
devices. The process then chooses the combination of actions with the highest utility. 
Thus, the system attempts to maximise its own performance or effectiveness. Systems 
which maximise performance may be referred to as "greedy" in the sense that better 
information is assumed good at any cost. The resuhs of this thesis might be used to 
produce a system able to maximise effectiveness and conserve resources when an 
effective state is reached. 
It has been shown that systems which operate adaptively under management 
achieve better performance than systems which operate to fixed task schedules [8] [18] 
[19]. However, there remain issues still to be addressed. The information-theoretic 
measures used to date have assessed the utility of an action based on the predicted 
information quality of the sum of inputs to the fiision process. The models which will be 
described in Chapter 6 will allow the information quality of the output to be predicted 
with the potential to improve performance still fiirther. 
Finally, effectiveness models to date have been based on the implementer's 
judgement. This thesis will propose an analytical basis for the development of models 
and a means of predicting whether effective operation will be achievable in a realistic 
scenario. 
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2.9.2 Self-monitoring Systems 
Additional applications of this work are envisaged. It will be possible to create a 
system capable of reporting on its own information gathering performance. Given an 
estimate of the current situation, a model of system behaviour would predict a 
performance level. Failure to achieve this level would indicate malfimction or, for 
military C^ possible information denial. Thus, fixture C^  systems may be supervised by 
dedicated Condition Monitoring systems to beneficial effect. 
2.9.3 Potential Future Applications 
There is current interest in self-learning systems. A self-learning system is one 
which attempts to "train" a process (usually based on a neural network) to perform some 
fimction without the advantage of human intervention in the training activity [13] [34]. 
The system would have some model of desired and undesired behaviour and woiild 
modify itself iteratively in an attempt to optimise its own behaviour. The great difficulty 
with these systems is the creation of concise, verifiable behavioural models which are 
based in theory. The techniques described here might be applied for this purpose. 
Looking fiirther ahead, the concept of a conscious system has been proposed 
[57]. Conscious systems would be implemented in appUcations which required some 
robot agent to carry out actions autonomously with little or no immediate supervision. 
The agent would supervise itself by comparing the outcomes of its actions with a 
simulation or model of itself Any significant divergence between the model and the real 
world would trigger remedial actions or alarms. Again there is a requirement for reliable, 
concise modelling founded in theory and this presents a possible application for this 
work. 
These applications described in this section will not be investigated as part of this 
work and are left as topics for fiiture research. The analytic approach to modelling 
information theoretic MoEs is described in Chapter 6. 
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3 Data Fusion: A Survey 
The requirement for information to perform a task or make a decision might be 
defined in terms of its content and the amount of uncertainty or infdrination error which 
is tolerable. Each sensor observation, has a particular content and a particular 
information error and it is possible to map many observations together to determine their 
overall information and information error. I f the required information is available and the 
error within tolerated limits, the task can be performed or the decision made with the 
expectation of a successfiil outcome. 
The uncertainties in a system can be static if the system is non-random. However, 
in a random system, they are dynamic and uncertainty and expected information error 
increase during any period when no new observation is made. There may also be an 
intrinsic ambiguity in the situation of interest so that the appropriate mapping is unclear 
and several different mappings of the information appear to have similar Ukelihoods. 
The purpose of data fiision algorithms is to map and extract information and 
minimise the resuhing levels of uncertainty whilst making due allowance for any 
randomness or ambiguity which is present. Sometimes, that ambiguity may be 
represented adequately by a single hypothesis and process model. On other occaisions, 
multiple hypotheses and process models are required [83]. This chapter considers the 
data fiision problem and numerous documented approaches to its solution. 
3.1 Background 
Firstly, the background to data fiision will be considered. To understand a data 
fiision process it is necessary to understand the information requirement and the act of 
observation as a means of fiilfilling that requirement. When observations are individually 
incapable of satisfying the information requirement or when continuous renewal of the 
information is made necessary by the stochastic nature of the observed objects' 
behaviour, the role and purpose of the data fiision process become apparent. 
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3.1.1 Attributes, Observations and Observation Uncertainty 
Shafer, in his discussion of evidential reasoning, talks about a fi-ame of 
discernment, interpreted as the information that may be discerned &om the available 
body of evidence or data [74]. The degree to which data fiision exploits its firame of 
discernment and extracts the available information might be regarded as a basic 
parameter of system performance. But, just because information is available, that does 
not make it usefiil information; and information that is outside the fi"ame of discernment 
may be vital. We require a definition which can address information requirement as well 
as information availability. When the required information is delivered, the fiision process 
will be regarded as effective. We define the attribute space as follows: 
A system under observation has a number of parameters and variables that, 
together, comprise the information required to allow some decision to be made or some 
task to be carried out. The parameters and variables may be of any type and will be 
denoted as attributes of the system, for example: identity and location of objects. The 
parameters and variables vwll occupy an attribute space. 
Attributes are associated with objects and the state of each object is given by a 
vector or m-Uiple of attributes in attribute space. The state of attribute space is the 
assembly of object vectors. Manyika and Durrant-Whyte use a convenient notation for 
this [51]. The state of attribute space X is given by a vector of dimension nxm 




c[ . . . xJ ... xl ] zndxj = [ x j i ... Xji ... Xj^ ]^ 
It is axiomatic that the true state of attribute space cannot be known with 
absolute certainty, only an estimate, X, will be possible. Given the above definition of 
attribute space, the distribution of errors in X can serve to define the quaUty of the 
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information it holds, provided our definition of error can be made to encompass all 
deviations fi"om full and perfect information. This distribution of errors will form the 
basis of the information-theoretic Measures of Performance (MoPs), Standards of 
Performance (SoPs) and Measures of Effectiveness (MoEs) proposed by this work. 
Next we will consider the observation process. Manyika and Durrant-Whyte 
describe global and nodal fi-ames of discernment within a multiple sensor system in which 
the nodes are sensors and the nodal frames of discernment are subsets of the global 
fi-ame of discernment [51]. As was the case with Shafer, Manyika and Durrant-Whyte 
are concerned with available information and once again, we require to make a 
distinction between available and required information. We will define the observation 
space: 
Observations, made using sensors, will estimate some or all of the required 
parameters and variables, and the estimates will occupy an observation space that will 
map onto the attribute space resulting in an estimate F o f AT. 
Generally, observations will be incomplete and/or partially overlap, and will be 
subject to errors that may be independent or correlated. The observation operator Q 
operates on X so that: 
for the k'^ observation. Associated with an observation operator Qj^ will be an error SQ}}^. 
An individual object j may or may not have an estimate of its attribute vector = cokXj. 
I f such an estimate is present, associated with it will be a transformation H and an error s 
such that co^Xj =H]^j + e;^ -^. When no such estimate is present, a large standard error 
will represent our ignorance. To clarify this, consider the example of figure 3.1: 
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A sensor observes the range and azimuth angle (horizontal polar co-ordinates) of 
objects. The errors in the observations lead to uncertainty about the observed objects. 
This uncertainty was present both in the observation space of the sensor and in attribute 
space. Manyika and Durrant-Whyte use a geometrical representation of uncertainty that 
will be discussed in Chapter 5 [51]. The representation derives an ellipsoidal region of 
imcertainty, centred on the observed or estimated position, from a singular value 
decomposition (SVD) of the error covariance matrix. We will use this representation to 
visualise the observation process. 




The uncertainty in sensor observations represented as ellipses in observation space. 
The ellipses in figure 3.1 are centred on the locations, Hx, of two objects 
observed by the sensor. The ellipses correspond to a one-sigma region around the 
reported locations and represent the distribution of errors, e, about the resulting 
estimates. The observation space of the sensor may be visualised in this manner. 
It is impUcit in this work that information is being gathered and fused in order to 
allow some task to be performed. I f the task in hand requires the locations of objects to 
be known in three dimensions a corresponding attribute space may be defined. 
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Say the attribute space is the location of objects defined with respect to a 
right-handed, 3-dimensional Cartesian axis set with the sensor position as origin. Then 
let the X and y axes of the attribute space lay in the horizontal plane-with the x axis 
aligned with the azimuth datum of the observation space and let the z axis of the 
attribute space point upwards. The mapping of the observations onto this attribute space 
results in Figure 3.2. 
Figure 3.2: Observation Eirors in Attribute Space 
t 
The same uncertainty (as Figure 3.1) in the same sensor observations represented in attribute 
space. 
The observation operator Q. may be visualised in this way. The observations 
provided information with respect to the horizontal plane only. The approximate 
transformation of these error distributions into error distributions in the x, y plane was 
simple. However, we knew nothing about the z co-ordinates of the observed objects. 
Manyika and Durrant-Whyte would depict this axis of the error ellipsoid as having 
magnitude oo [51]. Alternatively, the errors in z could be represented by a uniform 
distribution from 0 to co but both of these notations would overestimate the uncertainty 
in z. In practice, there is a range of interest for every variable and z is shown as 
uniformly distributed between its practical limits (0 and Zmax)- This anticipates the 
discussion of models of ignorance that will be found in Chapter 6. In that chapter, issues 
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surrounding the effects on information quality of full or partial ignorance will be 
discussed in detail. 
In the above example, the attribute space was made up of continuous random 
variables and the observation spaces were related to attribute space by geometrical 
transformations. The same approach and notation can be applied to discrete random 
variables but would not result in as clear a geometrical representation. 
Discrepancies between attribute space and observation space are recognised by 
convention in Unear filtering and non-linear filtering [2] [8] [38] [42]. The standard 
Kalman filter will be discussed in section 3.2. It is an algorithm to estimate the 
parameters of a Dynamic Linear Model (DLM) time-series and incorporates a mapping 
function between observations and estimates. For a standard Kahnan filter the 
observation is a linear function of the estimate, often just a sub-vector. For an extended 
Kalman filter the mapping function is non-linear and usually more complex. The details 
of these and other approaches will be dealt with m Section 3.2. 
Manyika and Durrant-Whyte allow for discrepancies between attribute space and 
observation space [51]. Writing about object classification applications, Manyika and 
Durrant-Whyte suggest two approaches to dealing with these mismatches when they 
occur: 
•to "pad out" the observations with non-discriminating dummy values or 
probabiUties so that the observations appear to be drawn fi"om the global fi"ame. 
This is recommended where the discrepancies are small and infi-equent. 
•to allow each node to use its own frame, constructing the global fi-ame only at 
the point of sensor fiision. This approach is recommended in situations where the 
discrepancies are large and widespread. 
The latter approach is the more general and an extended form is used here. The 
approach taken by this work does not restrict the observation space to be a simple subset 
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of the attribute space. More complex mappings are allowed. Object classification is 
described in more detail in Section 3.2. 
3.1.2 Fusion of Non-random Attributes 
Sometimes the behaviour of X over time is fiilly determined. In these 
circumstances, i f the state o f ^ is known with certainty at time its state at any later 
time can be predicted with certainty and we will represent X using a non-random model. 
Satellite tracking might be regarded in this way. 
Let O denote the state transition that predicts J^r,) given AX?,_i): 
X(/ ,) = OX(f,_i) 
Sensor Fusion estimates the state of the attribute space, X,based on all the available 
measurements and knowledge of the observation processes. The fiasion operator F 
operates on Y so that for k observations made at times ti.. .t^ is: 
;e(f;fc) = F(Fi(^l)...rfc(?^)|Ql...Q;t,0,/i../P (3.1.2.1) 
Assimiing that ^ i s a consistent estimator of A", each new observation tends to improve 
the quality of information and, by repeated observation, the expected error in A" may be 
made arbitrarily small. This is represented in figure 3.3 where the discontinuities coincide 
with new observations ( , ) and between observations information is 
neither gained nor lost. We have assumed in Figure 3.3 that a single-valued, scalar 
measure of information error exists. This assumption will be examined in more detail in 
Chapter 4. 
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Figure 3.3: Infomiation Eiror in a Non-random Static System 
Q2 
03 
When a non-random system is observed, each new observation improves the information 
quality. 
Returning to the example of the previous section, it is possible to visualise the 
affect of the fusion process. Suppose a second sensor, also located at the origin, is 
observing the same objects and measures the azimuth and elevation (spherical polar 
direction) of the objects, its observation space can be represented by Figure 3.4. 
Figure 3.4: Observation Errors in Observation Space 
azimuth 2JI 
The same objects (as Figure 3.1) are observed by a second sensor in a different observation 
space. 
The second sensor has a diflferent observation space and a different mapping will 
be observed when the new observations are drawn in attribute space. 
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We now have two views of the same situation. I f we map the observation errors 
fi-om both sensors onto attribute space we get the picture of figure 3.5. 
Figure 3.5: Two-Sensor Observation Enors in Attribute Space 
When the observations uncertainties from both sensors are m^ped onto die attribute space 
together. 
In figure 3.5 the errors in the observations fi"om the second sensor are 
represented by narrow beams radiating fi-om the origin. The error in the unobserved 
object range is represented by a uniform distribution fi-om 0 to rmax- Conunon sense s&ys 
that the objects are located where the error distributions intersect; data fiision calculates 
the expected locations and the fused error distributions. 
After the fusion operator, F, is applied, the uncertainties corresponding to the 
estimation errors in the fiised information are represented by figure 3.6. 
Because the state is non-random, the fiision process is not sensitive to time. The 
observations could have been simuhaneous or separated by a significant interval and 
similarly the fusion process could have been carried out immediately on receipt of the 
last observation or after a delay. The information value of the observations and the 
output of the fusion process would be the same in all cases. 
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Figure 3.6: Two-Sensor Fused Errors in Attribute Space 
+x 
When the observations from two sensors are fused, uncertainty about the locations of objects is 
reduced greatly. 
3.1.3 Fusion of Random Attributes and the Growth of Uncertainty 
I f AT varies stochastically over time, any predicted state is subject to extra 
uncertainty. For example, the state of a vehicle under human control may change at any 
time when the controls are operated. To an observer, these changes appear to occur at 
random and we will represent AT using a random model. AT may imdergo change, 
unobserved, at any time over the interval to tji 
K denotes the stochastic variations which AT undergoes and other notations are as in 
section 3.1.2. I f the observations were made at times ti..Jk : 
A(r;fc)=i<Fi(/i)...y^(/;,)|ni...Q)fc,o,ri..?;t,K?i)...K/it)) (3.1.3.1) 
The fiasion process now depends on Kand the observations acquire different weightings 
depending on their age. The more recent an observation, the more likely that observation 
is to contain information regarding the current state. 
In this situation, the quality of the information in our fiised estimate degrades 
with time during any interval without an observation. This is represented by figure 3.7 
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where the discontinuities coincide with observations and the quality of the information is 
seen to degrade between observations. 
Figure 3.7: Infomiation Error in a Stochastic System 
error 
+time 
When new observations are fused, uncertamty is reduced. Between observations uncertainty 
grows. This is characteristic of a random system. 
Again we have assumed that a single-valued, scalar measure of information error 
exists. When the fiision process is delayed similar degradation of the information quality 
of the observations occurs. Thus, timely processing of new observations will have a 
positive effect on information quality and long intervals with no observations will have a 
negative effect. In fact, i f an interval without observations is suflBciently long, the effect 
can be a return to near-ignorance. 
Models of stochastic systems are considered in detail in Chapter 6. The modelled 
information state is such a system is that in which an equilibrium is reached between the 
rate of information arrival in new observations and the growth of uncertainty due to 
random behaviour. 
In many real world applications, the attributes are a mixture of non-random and 
random. For example, in the air traflBc control example of Chapter 2, the identity of each 
aircraft is strictly non-random and its flight plan is usually so. However, the current 
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position and motion of the aircraft are attributes subject to stochastic variation. Thus, 
they require fi^equent updates and timely processing. Whilst our knowledge of all the 
attributes is subject to random error and uncertainty, when the attribute value itself 
imdergoes random variation, we will develop models, based on equation (3.1.3.1), 
representing the stochastic variations explicitly. That is: 
Mtk) = KYI(h)...Yk(tp)\Cli ...Clk,O.ti..tk, Hti IMtk)) 
Where Fwill be defined to have a null effect on non-random attributes. 
3.1.4 Fusion in the Presence of Association Ambiguities 
The situation depicted in figures 3.1 to 3.6 is characterised by unambiguous data 
associations. The objects are most likely to lie where sensor imcertainty regions overiap 
and only one permutation of overlaps exists. 
This unambiguous arrangement of objects is not guaranteed. I f the same objects 
were observed with similar azimuth attribute estimates, the clearly interpretable atuation 
of Figure 3.5 would change to the ambiguous one of Figure 3.8. 
Figure 3.8: Correlation Ambiguity 
Unambiguous fusion is not guaranteed. Here two objects give rise to four intersections of the 
uncertainty regions. 
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The correct data fiasion operation is no longer obvious and two association 
hypotheses exist which lead to different interpretations of the data. This is represented in 
Figure 3.9 by the light and dark object estimates which were derived from alternative 
interpretations of the same observation data. 
The subject of Data Association is very important in any discussion of data 
fiision. It will be seen as an important topic in section 3.2 where data fiision algorithms 
will be discussed, in Chapter 6 where the Simulation and Modelling for this work are 
described and in Chapter 7 where the case study results are given. 
Figure 3.9: Fusion in the presence of Correlation Ambiguity 
t 
+x 
Two objects give rise to four possible object estimates. It is not clear whether the light or dark 
pair of objects gives the true interpretation of the observations. 
3.2 Data Fusion Algorithms 
So far, data fiision has been regarded as a "black box". Sensor observations are 
put into the box and consolidated information comes out. Much has been assumed about 
the properties of the fijsion process and as yet no justification has been offered. This 
section will consider in more detail the data fiision process and how it is carried out. 
First, we will discuss briefly the process of selecting an effective data fiision 
process from the many that will be described in the following paragraphs. A Bayesian 
model will be adopted as a basis for this discussion [2] [8] [51]. Given a set of 
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observations Fwe will estimate the state of A using a fiision operator/'. The task is to 
choose F so that A is optimal in some sense. The Bayesian model requires that the set of 
fiision operators from which we select should be mutually exclusive and exhaustive. 
Mutual exclusivity requires only that the operators be distinct alternatives and 
exhaustivity requires that we consider all feasible operators, where feasibility would be 
defined in terms of the practical constraints of the application. 
We have proposed in Chapter 2 that performance and effectiveness of the fiision 
process be expressed in terms of the uncertainty surrounding A. Hence, i f we choose F 
to deliver a maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) estimate of A, we minimise the 
uncertainty in question. Whilst other uncertainty-based expressions of optimality exist, 
they do not relate so readily to our chosen definition of effectiveness, ffi^ were chosen 
to maximise the likelihood of the observations (i.e. P{Y\X)), this would deliver a 
maximum likehhood estimate (ML). Sometimes these definitions of optunality produce 
identical results, but in general they do not. 
By Bayes' rule, the posterior probability of A given the set of observations Y is: 
Recalling equation (3.1.3.1), we choose the MAP operatorFso that: 
(3.2.0.2) -^MAP =arg max 
V/ KIO 
The FiS are the set of feasible fiision operations that could be performed. 
To calculate the MAP operator, the prior probabilities of A , P(F,(F|Q, <i>,t,V) , 
must be knovm. I f they are not known, a M L operator may be obtained: 
F M L =arg max {P{Y\Fi(m, ^, t, V))) 
V/ 
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Each Fi might be based on a different hypothesis regarding the array of objects 
that inhabit the attribute space and/or regarding the time series of observations each 
object gave rise to. Each F, would resuU in a different X j with the potential for diflferent 
arrays of objects, with individual objects in diflferent positions and appearing to hold 
diflferent identities. Further variations mFj could arise fi-om variations in hypotheses 
regarding V, the random behaviour of the objects or, in some cases, Q, the observation 
process of the sensor. When evaluating system concepts, variations m F/ could arise 
fi-om diflferent arrangements of sensors, computers and communications Unks and fi-om 
diflferent choices of algorithm. 
The operator Fyy^ yields the most likely X/ based on the evidence of the 
observations, Y, and on any prior knowledge we possessed. Recalling the discussion of 
the previous Chapter we proposed to measure the performance of the data fusion 
process through the information error present in the final X. Smce we have defined XXo 
contain all the information that is required to be observed, under relatively few 
assumptions (to be discussed in the following sections), we would have maximised the 
performance of our system in terms of the likelihood of the solution through this 
approach. Most texts on data fusion concern themselves with optimising X in this way. 
This work is concerned with the effectiveness of data fusion and we must 
recognise that it cannot be guaranteed that an optimal system will be eflfective. 
Eflfectiveness depends on the achievement of Standards of Performance. These relate to 
the decision or task in hand and are independent of the observation and fiision process. 
An optimal fusion of the available observations might still fall short of these standards. 
Conversely, there may be many fusion operations that satisfy our standards and 
optimality may be replaced with one of many eflfective approximations. In such 
circumstances we might write: 
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F e {FE} =arg 
V/ 
>P(SoP) 
where the SoP is expressed in terms of the probability of the fiised data and {Fg} is the 
set of effective fiasion processes. 
In the remaining sections of this Chapter, we will look in more detail at the 
components of F and at algorithms and techniques that have been applied to calculating 
or approximatmg the optimal solution of equation (3.2.0.2). We will consider four 
classes of algorithm: 
•Trackmg - where time series of observations of numeric attributes are combined 
to form tracks. 
•Track Fusion - where tracks are combined to form higher tracks. 
•Object Classification - where observations of non-numeric attributes are 
combined to form higher estimates of those attributes. 
•Data Association - where the mapping of observations to objects is created. 
3.2.1 Tracking Algorithms 
There are many applications in which the sensors provide a time series of 
observations of numeric attributes. In a tracking algorithm, the observations from the 
time series are combined, recursively, to form tracks. 
We will use the term track to denote any estimate of a dynamic system derived 
from a time series of observations. Whilst much of the published material referred to here 
is concerned with applications of aircraft tracking, tracking has other applications. For 
example, in the financial worid, investment decisions in tracker fimds are based on 
algorithms of this type. In general, a track is a collection of numeric attributes and their 
time derivatives describing the world-line or path of some object through space and time. 
When the observation process or the dynamics of the system being observed are 
subject to uncertainty, tracking algorithms often exploit prior knowledge, expressed as a 
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model or models of the uncertain observation or dynamics, in order to maximise the 
information gain fi-om each new observation. Models may be single or multiple, 
depending on the complexity and degree of prior knowledge of the4incertain behaviour, 
or on the degree of modelling fidelity required of the tracking algorithm. A single model 
represents the extra errors introduced by the uncertainty as i f they were always drawn 
fi-om the same (usually Gaussian) distribution [2] [8] [76]. 
A multiple model tracker may be used, either when the uncertain behaviour is 
known to change during the life of the track, or when the uncertain behaviour is 
unknown and must be learned as part of the estimation process [10] [13] [16] [50] [83]. 
Examples of all of these cases will be discussed in the following paragraphs. 
The purpose of tracking is to estimate the state of parameter x, given Y, where 
Y= {yi,y2,--;yk^- The theoretical basis for modem tracking algorithms is found in 
time series analysis. Kendall, Stuart and Ord describe an auto-regressive moving 
average (ARMA) process in which the value of a scalar parameter of a stationary time 
series x at time k depends on its previous p values and a random process Sk, with zero 
mean and variance a l , and on a moving average of the previous q random processes 
[42]. This is called an ARMA(p, q) process and may be written as: 
X k - ¥ l X k - l - •••-V^pXk-p=Sk + e\ek-i+... + eqek-q (3.2.1.1) 
The stationarity of the time series means the parameter value in (3.2.1.1) undergoes a 
characteristic oscillation. The current value of x depends on its previous p values and the 
current estimation ertor depends on the error in the current observation and in the 
previous q observations. Parameter values beforep and observations before q are 
redundant because they are repeated. 
The auto-regressive integrated moving average (AREMA) model extends 
(3.2.1.1) to non-stationary time series where the mean parameter value "wanders" along 
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a path which is no longer oscillatory. In the ARIMA model a transformation is applied to 
the parameter to achieve stationarity. The deterministic wandering motion of the average 
parameter is removed by the transformation, leaving only an underlying oscillatory 
motion. 
I f (3.2.1.1) were applied directly to a non-stationary tune series where the 
parameter underwent little or no stochastic variation, truncation at p states and q 
observations would exclude previous uiformation not diminished in relevance by the 
passage of time. Serial correlation in the information error would be slow to die out. The 
integrating transform of the ARIMA model diminishes the correlation introduced in this 
way. 
When the parameter undergoes significant stochastic variation, previous states 
and observations dunmish in significance as they get older and eventually become 
insignificant. Truncation of the series at p previous states and q measurements in a dkect 
appUcation the ARMA(p, q) process can offer a good approximation to the process of 
object tracking in a stochastic system that would not depend on recursive computation. 
Kendall, Stuart & Ord cite Kalman and Harrison & Stevens as the source of an 
alternative, recursive formulation to the complete ARMA model of equation (3.2.1.1) 
known as the Dynamic Linear Model (DLM) [32] [38]. The D L M is described in detail 
by West & Harrison [83]. It is defined in two stages and comprises an observation and a 
system equation respectively for the observation of a single object: 
yk = Hxk + Ek and = Oxk-i + vj,. 
Where H is related to the observation operator of section 3.1.1 such that Hx+e = cux, 
<I> is the state transition and v the random variation described in section 3.1.3. The first 
equation may be interpreted as an observation j that is some (possibly partial) mapping, 
H, of jc with error s. The second equation relates to the time behaviour of x that is 
modelled as stochastic. 
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It is assumed that H and ^) are known and that e and v are white, zero mean error 
vectors with covariance matrices R and Q respectively. In the notation of West & 
Harrison, this is DLM(Ar, O, R, Q). The D L M has the big advantage over the ARMA 
and ARIMA models that the state of interest, x, no longer needs to be directly 
observable as long as the mapping H on to observation space is known. It has the extra 
constraint that e and v are assumed white. 
In control theory, it is usual to solve a system based on a D L M (H, O, R, Q) 
using the Kahnan filter (Rf) algorithm. When ^ = 0 the Kahnan filter also serves to 
describe object tracking in a non-random system. When O = / it represents a static 
system. When ^ = 0 and 3) = / it is equivalent to a Wiener filter. 
The K f equations are executed recursively: 
x(Ji,k-\) = ^x{k-\,k-\) 
P{k,k-\) = ^P{Jc-\,k-\W+ Q 
K=P(k,k-\W[HP(k,k- l)H^ 
x(k, k) =x(k,k-l) +E[yk-Hx(k, k-l)] 
P{k,k) = [I-KH]P(k,k-l) 






observations, and P(k,k) = Pj^, its error covariance. Equations (3.2.1.2 a) and (b) 
extrapolate the existing estimate and its covariance to the time of the new observation, 
equations (c) and (d) calculate an MMSE combination of estimate and observation and 
equation (e) calculates the covariance of the new estimate. 
Often, H, «I> and R are known, either fi-om the physical properties of the system 
or fi-om empirical sources. When this is the case, a tracker based on a single observation 
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model may describe adequately that aspects of system behaviour. However, Q depends 
on the object under observation, and is external to the system. Q is referred to in texts on 
aircraft tracking as the manoeuvre model following the analogy of a vehicle under human 
control. In control theory, it is more often referred to as the process noise model. In 
financial appHcations, Q represents changes in market trends and the abiUty to detect 
them at the earUest possible time is a valuable one. 
In aircraft tracking, it may be that the objects of interest are homogeneous in 
their randomness and uniform in their random behaviour. I f this is the case, nothing is 
lost i f a single manoeuvre model is used for all updates to all object tracks. In the 
terminology of West & Harrison, a single D L M is sufficient to describe the system in 
question [83]. 
It is more likely that different objects have different random behaviours and that 
the randomness of individual objects depends on the context within which they are 
observed. These properties may be seen in the air traffic control example. Respectively: a 
light aircraft is more manoeuvrable than a wide-bodied passenger jet and an aircraft 
preparing to land is more likely to manoeuvre than it is when it is in transit. I f a single 
manoeuvre model were used, the simplest approach that would guarantee a consistent 
estimator under all conditions would be to choose Q based on a white noise, random 
walk (Markov) model and assume a manoeuvre variance sufficiently large to 
accommodate the most violent manoeuvres which could occur. As a consequence of this 
model, under all other manoeuvre conditions, the tracker would not converge to its fiill 
potential accuracy. 
Singer proposed a (single) manoeuvre model that was based on assumed object 
manoeuvre behaviour and recognised the auto correlated nature of the acceleration of 
real manoeuvres of a vehicle under human control [76]. Figure 3.10 gives the resulting 
model of manoeuvre acceleration distribution. The Singer model has the parameters: 
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Figure 3.10: The distribution of Aircraft Manoeuvre Variance [76] 
PO (l-(P0+2Ptnax))/(2Ainax) 
Pmax Pmax 
-Amax 0 Amax 
Singer's model for the distribution of aircraft manoeuvre acceleration variance. 
•Amax, the maximum object acceleration which may be observed during a 
manoeuvre; 
•Pmax, the probability that Amax or -Amax is observed; 
•PQ , the probability that no manoeuvre is observed; and 
•T, the duration of a typical manoeuvre. 
The auto correlation fiinction is then modelled as: 
K T ) = E[v(t)v(t + T ) ] = ah exp(-j^lTl) 
where al, is the manoeuvre acceleration variance modelled as: 
a^ = % [ l + 4 P m a x - P o ] 
Singer used these expressions to calculate a general expression for Q and gave limiting 
values as T -> 0 and as y -* 0. 
Singer's approach recognises that different manoeuvre behaviours exist, but 
averages over them. Furthermore, the approach offers a single D L M to represent all 
objects and is unrealistic for many appUcations. The alternative is to use a multiple model 
approach. 
I f the components of the distribution of A from the Smger model could be 
separated and implemented as alternatives, the flexibility of the tracker would be 
improved and the potential accuracy of the system might be more fully exploited during 
periods of low manoeuvre. The model switchmg approach selects the manoeuvre model 
adaptively by monitoring the error state of the system. I f the average error is small, Q is 
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chosen to reflect minimal manoeuvring. I f the average error is large, Q is selected to 
allow for a violent manoeuvre. A common approach to this, in use in many real data 
fiision systems, performs a hypothesis test using a moving average-normalised residual 
error: 
4 = (1 - a ) j f _ i + adl and ^  < Gj e 
where 4 = (yik)-Hx{k,k-l)f{HP{k,k-l)H^+R]-^(y(k)-Hx(k,k-1)) is known 
as the Mahalanobis distance and 0 < a < 1 [3]. The smallest threshold, G„ for which the 
hypothesis test is satisfied determines the selection of Q and may cause a change to a 
smaller or larger manoeuvre model, or retention of the current one. More rigorous, 
theoretical approaches, employing models of manoeuvre noise distributions have been 
reported. For instance, Wu and Fitzgerald reported work on the detection of 
discontinuities in time series with Laplacian noise characteristics [86]. 
Another multiple model approach is a mixed model estimator. Magill did 
pioneering work in this field [50]. More recent developments have been reported by 
Blom & Bar-Shalom [10]. The approach of Blom & Bar-Shalom is known as the 
interacting multiple models (IMM) tracker. The I M M algorithm propagates # trackers 
based on JV different models (hypotheses) and calculates the probability/), of each 
hypothesis with I j ? / = 1. The estimated state and covariance are then given by a linear 
combination of the individual estimates with coefficients such that 
jc = Z p j X j and P = Z p j P j . West & Harrison describe a system model, based on the 
supposition the at each time t the process may be represented by one of a finite number 
of discrete possibilities, as a multi-process class n model [83]. 
Caputi considered the self-learning properties of the I M M but noted that 
situations existed in which the I M M failed to converge to any particular hypothesis [13]. 
Caputi described necessary conditions to avoid such failures. Namely, the models must 
be sufficiently discriminating and diflFerent, and one model must approximate the 
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observed behaviour better than the others. Caputi provided an analytical formulation of 
these conditions. 
It was noted in section 3.2 that Q is not the only variable tracking parameter. 
Conditions can arise in which the parameters of the observation process (J^ and R) are 
variable. When the variation is between discrete observation behaviours, a model 
switching approach, applied to Hand R, may be used to accommodate this. 
Alternatively, the I M M might be applied. Daeipour and Bar-Shalom applied the I M M 
approach to the problem of target glint [16]. Glint occurs when the object of interest is 
large in relation to the resolution cell of the sensor and successive observations may arise 
from different parts of the object. Thus, the observation process is subject to disruption. 
The I M M solution operated with two versions of R: one was based on the assumption of 
multivariate Gaussian distributed (MVGD) errors and represented returns from the 
dominant focus of observations; the other was based on assumed (longer tailed) 
Laplacian distributed errors and represented the distribution of errors in observations 
from the secondary foci. 
Whilst the K f is the de-facto standard approach to tracking, an alternative is 
gaining favour. Maybeck proposed a revised formulation to the solution of the DLM 
known as the information filter in which the attributes were normalised with respect to 
the covariance P [54]. B. S. Y. Rao, Durrant-Whyte and Sheen developed this idea to 
produce an algorithm known as the distributed Kahnan filter (DKf) [66]. Define 
z(k, k) - {k, k)xik, k), then the information filter algorithm may be written: 
lKk.k- 1) = ^P(k- l,k- l )0^ + e ( 3 2 1 3 a ) 
z(k,k-l) = P(k,k-ir^^Pik-l,k- lUk- l,k- 1) 
zik,k)=z{k,k-l)+H^R-^y(k) (c) 
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{k, k) = p-Hk,k-l) +H^R-^H (d) 
The above algorithm is algebraically equivalent to the K f algorithm of equations (3.2.1.2 
a... e) and so has the same properties and constraints. The great advantage of the 
information filter is that it may be conveniently divided up into segments implemented in 
different computers in different locations, a very usefiil property i f the elements of a 
system (sensors and processors) are distributed over a wide geographical region. This 
property of convenient division arises because, when there are multiple sensors in the 
system, (3.2.1.3 c) and (d) become respectively: 
z(k,k) = z(k,k- l ) + l H f l ? 7 V y ( * ) 
P-I (k, k)=P-\k,k-\) + Y,HTRT^Hi 
i 
where the index / denotes sensor. In this latter form the algorithm is known as the DKf 
All of the above concerning the K f and the DKf depends on the linearity of the 
system of mterest. When the observation process or the object dynamic behaviour are 
non-linear, the D L M and K f algorithm no longer apply. The non-linear observation and 
system models are of the form respectively: 
yk = h{tk,xk, Uk, 8k) and xj, = <f>{tk,Xk-\, n)-
where u denotes the control input (for example, when a sensor is mounted on a steered 
moving vehicle the steering is the control input). A common approach to tracker design 
is to take a linear approximation to the true system model at each new observation. The 
Extended Kalman Filter (EKf) takes this approach [2]. 
The EKf employs four of the K f equations as defined in (3.2.1.2). They are 
equations (a), (b), (c) and (e) withH= ^h(tk,Xk, Uk, Sk) and <I> = •^<}>itk,Xk-\, nl 
Equation (d) is replaced by: 
xik,k)=x{k,k-l)+K\yk- hitkMk, k-\Xuk,ek)] 
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The EKf provides an adequate approximation to the track when the non-linearities are 
weak. 
For highly non-linear systems, a different approach is required. Bar-Shalom and 
Fortmann examined the possibility for constructing an optimal, recursive tracking 
process to estimate an object state governed by a non-Unear stochastic system [2]. Given 
white process and observation noise sequences that are independent, Bar-Shalom and 
Fortmann offer the recursive, discrete-time relationship linking the probability density 
fiinction of the estimate at time k and k+\: 
piXk^^Y^-^K = h(yk^, ) ip(xk^^ \xk,Uk)p(xk\Y^, V^-^)dXk (3.2.1.4) 
where denotes the observations up to and including step k, f/^denotes the controls 
over the same interval, \ denotes a normalising constant and Uk denotes the control at 
step k. For linear systems, with Gaussian noise and initial state, the K f is the optimal 
solution to (3.2.1.4). For linear systems, with non-Gaussian noise and/or initial state, in 
general, numerical solution is the only option. 
Bar-Shalom and Fortmann describe (3.2.1.4) as "...in most cases analytically 
intractable and numerically expensive." Citing these as reasons for the degree of interest 
in approximate solutions. The reqiurement for white noise sources is cited as "...the 
reason why the formulation of stochastic estimation and control problems is done with 
white noise sequences." 
Bar-Shalom and Fortmann wrote these words a decade ago. Since then, the 
speed and storage capacity of computers have increased dramatically and numerical 
solutions to (3.2.1.4) are becoming popular both for non-linear and non-Gaussian 
systems. Strictly speaking, when the noise is not white, a recursive tracking algorithm 
should not be used and a batch solution, based on equation (3.2.1.1) should be used. 
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3.2.2 Track Fusion Algorithms 
Track Fusion is applied to a group of object track estimates, {x} = {x^,x-^,...) 
to create higher (multiple sensor) tracks. Its purpose is to estimate ^he state of the 
variable ac, given {jc}. Track fusion is used when two or more object tracking processes, 
serving different sensors or sensor groups, operate simultaneously observing the same 
objects. When it is required to combme their outputs, a weighted combination of the 
object tracks would be produced. Consider the following simple example : 
Two sensor groups produce estimates of the form x' =x+e^,- and x> =x+ 
respectively. Assuming the errors have covariances P' and PJ respectively, and are 
independent so that E fi„, £ ,^ = P'J = 0, i f a Nfinimum Mean Square estimator (MMSE) 
for A : might be used [2] [41]: 
jc = PJ[P' +PJT^x' +P'[P' +PJ]-^x' (3.2.2.1) 
= x'-P'[P'+PJ]-HxJ-x'] 
and this fiised estimate has covariance P: 
P = P'iP'+PJT^PJ (3.2.2.2) 
= (i'P'[p'+pjr^)p^ 
In each case the latter expression is the familiar form used in recursive computation. In 
the recursive form / represents the fiised state derived from the sensors considered so far 
and j represents the next sensor under consideration. Note that this is not time recursion. 
The problem with an algorithm based on equations (3.2.2.1) and (3.2.2.2) is the 
assumption of independence. In a dynamic stochastic system, both sensors are subject to 
the same process noise (manoeuvre) errors because both would be affected by the same 
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random variations in object state. So the errors in two tracks of a single object created 
from two, truly independent, observation sequences must nevertheless be correlated. 
Bar-Shalom and Fortmann consider the case where E = P'-^ * 0- They 
give the resuU for a minimum mean-square estimator (MMSE) x [2]: 
x = x'- [F - Pmpi +pf-PV -FJ^]-^ [xJ -x'] 
and this fijsed estimate has covariance P: 
P=P'- [P'-P'J][P' +PJ-pO -puT]-l[P^-PU]^ 
(3.2.2.3) 
(3.2.2.4) 
where P'J obeys the time recursive relationship for a sensor pair { i f } (producing 
synchronised sensor observations) at time n: 
p'i = ( / - (op^.! +Q)ir^ (jr(^p'„_^ +Q)ir^+/?')" 
X l^P^i_,^^ + Q) 
X [ / - ( 0 P ' „ _ l ( D ^ + Q)Hf^(lp(oP'„_^^^ + Q)lP'^+R'y^H''^ 
Any real implementation, with sufficient capacity for data exchange between the 
sensors to provide the data for this recursive calculation, would employ a global 
(possibly distributed) multiple sensor tracker rather than multiple, single sensor trackers 
and track fiision. The global tracker implementation would be simpler and more 
accurate. It follows that track fusion would only be used in situations where data 
exchange is limited. Blackman offers an example, based on two identical synchronised 
sensors, which approximates P'J without the requirement for fiill data exchange but this 
is very much a special case [9]. Blackman himself writes that this approach cannot be 
readily extended to many, dissimilar, asynchronous, sensors. In general and in practice, 
P' is unknown. 
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In many cases, the numerical effect of the error correlation will be very small, and 
the assumption of independence wiU produce acceptable results. Saha compared the 
track fijsion performance of algorithms that assumed independent errors, based on 
equations (3.2.2.1) and (3.2.2.2), with the performance of algorithms which made due 
allowance for the correlation, based on equations (3.2.2.3) and (3.2.2.4) [72]. Saha used 
a steady-state approximation to P'w based on the solution of a discrete asymmetric 
Lyapunov equation. It was reported that, as co-located sensors were made more 
dissimilar (disparate), the track-fiised performance became increasingly similar to the 
single sensor performance of the better sensor. He concluded that track fiision based on 
an MMSE was not worthwhile under such circumstances. 
Haimovich et. al. showed that, as co-located sensors were made more dissimilar, 
the track-fiised performance became increasingly similar to an optimal muhiple sensor 
tracker performance [30]. This result was obtained under the assumption of 
time-synchronised sensors. For sensors operating asynchronously, an optimal multiple 
sensor tracker would still be expected to show an advantage. 
The sensors in the example of section 3.1 may be described as disparate; the first 
sensor measured horizontal polar co-ordinates (range and azimuth) and the second 
sensor measured spherical direction co-ordinates (azimuth and elevation). Figures 3.5 
and 3.6 showed the observations and the fiised information in attribute space 
(3-Dimensional position). Clearly, the only source of range information was the first 
sensor's estimate and elevation rotation information came from the second sensor's 
estimate. Rotation in the horizontal plane was provided by both sensors' azimuth 
observations. The more accurate estimate was provided by the second sensor and this 
estimate tended to dominate the fiised estimate. This dominance occurred as follows. Let 
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~ ffi - H ^ i be the azimuth of the fused estimate and ^0 * ^2 be its 
variance (the sub-scripted values represent the single sensor equivalents). When 
With these disparate, co-located sensors the transformed axis set where the 
errors are independent is approximately aligned Avith the spherical polar co-ordinates of 
the object. (The approximation is usually very good.) The overall effect is that each 
attribute in the transformed attribute space was approximated by the observed attribute 
from one of the sensors. 
For disparate sensors the effect of error correlation is numerically small. Noonan 
showed that for disparate sensors, an heuristic approach that created a composite state 
estimate selecting the best sensor observation for each attribute, produced approximately 
the same results as MMSE fusion when applied to disparate sensors [60]. 
I f the sensors are not disparate, £ < < g- for at least one attribute JC of X where 
0 < £ < 1 is a given small value. Then more than one sensor would contribute to the fused 
estimates of the attributes satisfying this condition. The effects of error correlation would 
be numerically significant in such cases and the assumption of independence would not 
produce acceptable resuUs. 
At least two algorithms are available that produce results guaranteed free of error 
correlation problems. Namely, the heuristic composite state estimate evaluated by 
Noonan and the Covariance Intersection (CI) approach proposed by the Covariance 
Intersection Working Group (CIWG) [14] [60]. Both approaches produce a fijsed 
estimate with an error distribution that encloses the true distribution with covariance 
given by equation (3.2.2.4). Neither approach requires knowledge of P'j. The latter 
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approach claims the advantage of producing the distribution which encloses the true 
error distribution with some norm minimised under the assumption of ignorance of P'j. I f 
the chosen norm were the covariance determinant of the fijsed estimate, entropy would 
also be minimised. 
Stuart and Ord defined consistency of an estimator of 6 based on n samples as 
'Pr{\tn -0\ <e} > l - r f , n >N for any e and ij, however small [41]. This might be stated: 
by increasing the sample size the probability of improving on an arbitrarily small error in 
a consistent estimator can be made to approach arbitrarily close to unity. Stuart and Ord 
cite Fisher as providing an earlier definition which defined a consistent estimator as one 
which would provide the true value given the entire population [26]. 
The CIWG refers to the property of predicting an error distribution enclosing the 
true error distribution as consistency, such that P-P^O wherePdenotes the true error 
covariance of the estimated state and P is the approximation delivered by the data fiision 
algorithm [14]. The latter property requires the expectation that the current estimate 
derived from the current sample achieves or betters a specified error squared, P. This 
property is not the same as the one defined by Stuart and Ord or Fisher. 
Alternatively, the CIWG refers to an estimate with this property as conservative. 
We will use the latter term to avoid confiision with the traditional definition. The CIWG 
prove that the CI algorithm: 
P - l = (o{P')-^ + (1 - coXPJ)-^ and P-^x = oiP'T^Xi + (1 - c o X P j y ^ X j , 
with 0 < Qj < 1, produces an estimate which is conservative provided the single sensor 
estimates were conservative. 
The heuristic composite estimate algorithm evaluated by Noonan also produces 
an estimate which is conservative provided the single sensor estimates were conservative 
[60]. In the heuristic composite estimate algorithm, no fiision of data is performed and 
each attribute is represented by the best single sensor estimate. 
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3.2.3 Object Classification Algorithms 
In addition to estimating parameter values and time derivatives, it is sometimes 
required to fiise observations which provide information about object class. Object class 
observations differ from track data in two important respects: 
•the data are non-parametric, non ordered and discrete, 
•data association is often subject to greater uncertainty due to difficulty mapping 
observations from object class sensors on to estimates of an object's track. 
The latter feature of this type of application means that a single object class statement 
might be associated with many objects over a relatively wide region. 
Given multiple statements concerning the class of a particular object, data fusion 
is required to produce a single, consolidated class statement. Documented approaches to 
object classification (sometimes referted to as identity fixsion) are nimierous. Moruzzis, 
Colin and Milhem produced a survey paper that compares and evaluates the approaches 
[56]: 
•Fuzzy logic; 
•Bayesian techniques; and 
•Evidence theory. 
For completeness, heuristic approaches are added at the head of the Ust and Bayesian 
techniques are extended to include all probabiUstic approaches. 
The use of heuristic approaches was reported by Llinas and Hall [48]. Heuristic 
approaches include voting and rule based reasoning. The voting approach is the simplest 
whereby all observations are mapped on to object classes and the class that occurs most 
often in the mapped observations is adopted by data fusion as the object class. 
The rule based reasoning approach incorporates rules for interpreting 
observations in the logic of a computer program. A rule based approach can operate 
robustly by eUmination. For instance a system for identifying aircraft might have a rule: 
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IF airspeed > 200 Kt THEN class -i- helicopter. 
Such a rule would cause a helicopter classes to be discarded when an unambiguously fast 
airspeed is observed for any object. 
When sensors report probabiUties or likelihoods associated with object class 
observations, heuristic approaches can under-exploit the available data. However, when 
sensors report only a siogle class with a non-probabilistic confidence statement or no 
confidence statement at all, and i f no models of sensor observation error distributions are 
available to allow a weighting of object class observations to be applied, then heuristic 
approaches can perform as well as any other. Proponents of heuristic approaches claim 
that they allow the action of human operators to be synthesised in an automatic data 
fiision system. 
Fuzzy logic was regarded as a promising approach by Monizzis, Colin and 
MQlhem [56]. Fuzzy logic allows membership fimctions A/(x)and possibility distributions 
Z)(x)to be described. A membership fimction relates observed parameter value to object 
class in a manner which is less formal and more subjective than a probability distribution. 
Within certain predefined bounds an observed parameter value is said to indicate a 
particular object class. Either side of these bounds, the indication is said to be less certain 
and ramp fimctions are applied. The top-left graph of figure 3.11 shows this. 
The possibility distribution sets bounds on the variation of the parameter value 
about the observed value. In the top-right graph of figure 3.11, the value xO has been 
observed. Again this is interpreted as a spread of values with ramp fimctions on either 
side. Moruzzis et. al. define possibility and necessity TV^ ; respectively as: 
Px =ina« [min(M(x),£)(x))], and 
A^ x =min [max(M(x), 1 - D ( x ) ) ] 
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These relationships are represented in the bottom-left and bottom-right graphs of 
figure 3.11 respectively. 
M(x) 
1 
Figure 3 .11: Basic Relationships in Fixzzy Logic [56] 
D(x)/ 
xO X 
Fuzzy logic has been proposed as an approach to classifying objects. 
For muhiple observations the logical inference functions Weighted Conjunction 
and Weighted Disjunction are used to "fuse" data. Weighted Conjunction leads to: 
Px=Trnn msx(\-Wi,Pj^j) andA'x:=min max(l-Wi,Nxj^ • 
Weighted Disjunction leads to: 
Px=Tnax min(^,-,Pj.,i) andA^x=max min(Fr/,iVj. , ) . 
Like probability, fiizzy logic leads to indications of object class which are numbers 
between 0 and 1. 
The values Wj in Weighted Conjunction and Disjunction are the weights from 
which the functions derive their names. The weights define the relationships between 
observations and resulting class estimates and may be subjective interpretations of prior 
knowledge or be "learned" from empirical data. 
ProbabiUstic approaches include conditional probability and Bayesian inference. 
Blackman provides a simple example of object classification using Bayesian inference 
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[8]. These approaches require probability (or likelihood) statements to be provided by 
the sensors or by the data fiision pre-processmg. 
Models of sensor observation error distributions could take4he form of a 
confiision matrix Cy where each element characterises the likelihood of reporting 
identity / when the true identity is j. The columns of this matrix are similar to fiizzy set 
membership fiinctions but are based on objective measurements or analysis. These 
approaches are usefiol when the sensors discriminate well between different identities and 
when targets belong to one of the known identities, y. 
Conditional probability calculates the probability of object class conditional on 
the observed parameter values. No prior knowledge is assumed or allowed for in the 
calculations. 
The recursive form of the Bayesian classifier given by both Blackman and 
Manyikais [8] [51]: 
Where denotes the first k observations andyk denotes the k^ observation. This 
equivalent to calculating: 
P(x\r') = —^)— smce 
k 
In each case p(yk\^) could be provided from the matrix Cy . In the above calculations 
p(x) is the prior probability of class x before any observations are made. In the recursive 
form p(x\Y^~^) takes the place of the prior probability. When the prior probability 
distribution is non-discriminating so that all classes are equally likely in the absence of 
observations, the conditional probabihty and Bayesian approaches are equivalent. 
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In situations where the data association is subject to significant ambiguity, 
Noonan and Pywell showed that the robustness of this type of algorithm was improved 
by taking due account of the data association ambiguity, so that [62]: 
p(x\Y^) = 
where 6y,^ is the probability that the observation j j t is the true update for the object of 
interest and X 0yk=^- The Bayesian approach requires that the object classes form an 
orthogonal and exhaustive set. Thus, there must be no overlap between classes and all 
classes must be allowed for in the calculations. 
Evidential approaches, such as Dempster-Shafer reasoning also depend on the 
availability of probability or likelihood vectors but do not need the classes to be 
orthogonal or the fiill vector to be available for every identity statement [20] [74]. These 
approaches may apply transformations that translate likelihood to "belief or "probability 
mass" as opposed to probability [74]. Alternatively, they may calculate maximum and 
minimum probabilities for the object classes [20]. 
Evidential approaches cope better than probabilistic approaches when faced with 
identities that do not belong to J and are robust when there is no unambiguous best 
identity. Llinas and Hall give a simple example of an application of Dempster - Shafer 
evidential reasoning [48]. The evidential interval of x is defined as [Sp(x),Pl(x)], Sp is 
support and PI is plausibility. 
The former is defined 
Aex 
where A is the set of all single propositions (Shafer's fi^ame of discernment) and 2^ is the 
set of all subsets of A. 
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Plausibility is defined as = 1 -Sp(x), where x denotes "not x". In plain 
language: all the evidence that does not refute class x. The uncertainty is defined as 
iXx) = Pl(x) - Sp(x) and Sp(x) + Sp(x) < 1. The observations of two sensors a, b are 
combined using Dempster's orthogonal simi: 
m(A, 2^) = ma(A, 2^) © TW^U, 2^) , and for the class x this gives: 
m(x) = ^[ma(x)mi,(x) + ma(x)mi,(A) + ma(A)mi,(x)] and 
m(A) = ^ma(A)mi,(A), 
with c = ma(A)mi,(4) + 2^[wa(x);7i/,(x)+7Wa(x)/w^C4) + Wa(/4)/w/,(x)] and 
Vx 
miA)=l-^mix). 
Both the probabilistic and evidential approaches depend on the availability of 
models of sensor observation error distributions, either in the fusion pre-processing or in 
the sensor. I f either of these approaches are adopted it is essential that the models are 
accurate. I f they are inaccurate, the meaning of the results produced is not clear and that 
can be highly misleading. 
I f the sensor classification error distributions are known but are homogeneous, in 
the sense that the classification performance is roughly the same for every object class 
belonging to j, then all approaches are approximated well by simple voting. 
3.2.4 Data Association Algorithms 
Tracking, Track Fusion and Object Classification share two common 
assumptions: that it is known what objects exist and also which object gave rise to each 
observation. In general, neither is true. 
Correlation and Allocation are terms that describe processes by which 
hypotheses, regarding the existence and number of objects in the attribute space, are 
created. The processes operate by identifying coherent time series of observations that 
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could, feasibly, be denoted as objects. These processes are sometimes referred to 
collectively as Data Association. 
Two classes of Data Association are recognised in the literature. Those that make 
"hard" decisions and those that make "soft" decisions. A hard decision is one which 
irrevocable and, once made, is bound permanently into the estimates produced by the 
data fiision process. Given an object estimate and two candidate observations, of which 
one is a true update and the other is not, an algorithm making hard decisions would 
chose the most likely update. I f the wrong one gets chosen, the estimation process may 
be adversely affected. Nearest neighbour approaches commonly work in this way. 
Soft decisions are commonly implemented in one of two ways. One approach 
forms a weighted average of the candidate observations and updates the estimate using 
this average observation. So-called Probabilistic approaches work in this way. 
The other approach to soft decisions stores multiple estimates for each object, 
each estimate based on a different sequence of decisions. At any time the most likely 
estimate is reported but as more information is received and the true decision sequence 
becomes clearer, the data association algorithm my switch to an estimate based on a 
more likely sequence. Track Splitting and Multiple-Hypothesis approaches work in this 
way. 
In general, many hypotheses, 0,-, exist which could explain the observations, Y. 
We require some means of selecting the best hypothesis. In section 3.2 we identified 
maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) as a suitable criterion for such an optimisation. 
Let Xjhe the estimate which results fi^om the hypothesis 0,-. Then from (3.2.0.1): 
POf,|I-,0,) = £ M * (3.2.4.1) 




Many approximate solutions to (3.2.4.1) are documented [2] [8] [51]. 
The well known approaches to data association were developed for tracking 
single objects and these will be considered. The ways in which the approaches are 
extended to multiple object tracking and Track to Track Fusion will be discussed. 
The concentration on tracking applications has the consequence that most 
approaches assume the object state vector comprises only continuous random variables. 
We will consider variations which extend to non-parametric data and Object 
Classification applications will be discussed. 
Whilst, aU these approaches have all been designed for computer implementation 
as algorithms, some have been implemented non-algorithmically as neural networks and 
these will be discussed. We will start by considering a simple algorithmic approach to 
data association in single object tracking applications. 
3.2.4.1 The Nearest Neighbour Standard Filter 
The Nearest Neighbour Standard Filter (NNSF) updates a track with the nearest 
new observation received during the current update interval of a tracking process, 
provided at least one observation is feasibly near to the track [2] [8] [51]. I f no nearby 
observation exists, the track is extrapolated over the interval and no other update is 
made. 
The NNSF calculates the normalised distance fi-om a single, estimated object, x, 
to each new object observation, at time k. 
dj = (yiik)-Hx(k,k- l)fU-^(yi(k)-mk,k- 1)) (3.2.4.2) 
where x(k, ^ - 1) is the estimate at k based on the observations yo • • .yk-\ , H is the 
mapping of into observation space and: 
U = E[(yi(k)-Hx(k,k- l))(yiik)-Hx(k,k- l ) f ] 
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is the covariance of the innovation, (yjik)-Hxik, k-l)). A validation gate is applied so 
that observations for which djj^ > a are rejected, where a is a point on the Xm distribution 
giving the desired (low) probability of rejecting the true observation and where m is the 
dimension of the observation vector. The observation is then chosen from those 
remaining (if any) so thaXyik) =arg min (dj). 
i 
As noted above, the NNSF has the weakness that once an allocation decision is 
made, no allowance is made for the possibility that the allocation was wrong. 
3.2.4.2 The Track Splitting Filter 
Approaches that make allowance for the possibility of wrong allocation of 
observations to estimates have been reported. The Track Splitting Filter (TSF) is one 
such approach that calculates multiple versions of the track. Each version would be 
based on a different, feasible, time series of observations known as its track history. The 
Track Splitting Filter calculates the track, 7, for each feasible track history up to time k 
[2] [8] [51]. The value djj^ is calculated as in equation (3.2.4.2) for each update, k, in the 
sequence and the track history yielding the best track is reported, chosen so that 
X =arg min X rfl . Measible tracks are detected using the test I.d%>a and deleted, 
where a is a point on the Xmxk distribution giving the desired (low) probability of 
deleting the true track, where m is the dimension of the observation vector. The process 
of deleting infeasible track histories is sometimes referred to as pruning. In addition to 
pruning infeasible histories, when two or more histories merge so that their last q 
updates are identical, the one with the lowest E djj^ score is retained and the rest are 
pruned. 
The NNSF and TSF select the best track on the basis of normalised distance 
square. Bar-Shalom and Fortmann point out that, under the assumption of Gaussian 
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distributed errors, the normalised distance square is the modified log-likelihood that the 
potential allocation {jk} is the true one [2]. 
3.2.4.3 The Probabilistic Data Association Filter 
The Probabilistic Data Association Filter uses a different approach that 
calculates Bayesian likelihoods of association hypotheses and uses them to update tracks 
probabilistically. The Probabilistic Data Association Filter (PDAF) in its sub-optimal 
form calculates the set of normalised distance squares, df in the same way as the NNSF 
at time k [2] [8] [51]. It then calculates the probability, j?,, that each observation, is 
the true update: 
fii = cPg^\2nU\~2 exp 
and the probabiUty, ^o, that there is no update: 
P0=c(il-PdPg)P„fa 
where c is a normalising constant, is the probability that the true object was detected, 
Pg is the probability that the true observation lay within the validation gate and P„fais 
the probability that no false alarm lay within the validation gate. The new estimate is 
obtained from a linear combination of all the possible updates: 
where is obtained using j ' , to update the estimate at time k-I and.xo is obtained by 
extrapolating the estimate without update. 
In its optimal form, the PDAF process is performed for all feasible track histories. 
The probabilities, ^ y, are calculated that each observation, yj, is the true update to the 
true track history, represented by the estimate Xy: 
^y = cPg^27CW2tXp --f- P(xj\Y(k-\)) 
\ J 
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where Y(k- l ) is the set of all observations up to and including time k-I. The probability 
of no update to track history j, PQJ, is calculated: 
% = c( l -PdPg)PnfaKH'^^- 1)) 
and the new estimate is obtained: 
Infeasible and merged track histories are pruned as for the TSF. 
All the above approaches assume a single object of interest and all require 
external initialisation of estimates. The simplest extension to multiple object scenarios 
would apply the above approaches to each object in turn. A common initialisation logic 
in a multiple-object scenario would attempt to form a new object estimate when 
observations lay outside the validation gates for all known objects on successive updates. 
Provided these observations pass validation with each other, a new object estimate 
would be formed. These approaches to muhiple object scenarios share the weakness that 
no allowance is made for observations that pass validation for more than one object 
estimate. However, there are documented approximate solutions to (3.2.4.1) which take 
multiple object approaches into account. 
3.2.4.4 Multiple-object NNSF (Optimal AUocation) 
A multiple-object extension to the NNSF is offered by Blackman [8]. Blackman 
refers to the NNSF as the sequential NN approach and offers an extension to 
multiple-object scenarios that minimises the simi of distance measures for the selected set 
of allocations under the constraint that each observation may update only one estunate. 
We will refer to this as the simultaneous approach to data association. The normalised 
distance square measure is defined as: 
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where the term in Uj allows for each existing object track to have a different covariance 
reflecting different degrees of convergence and track accuracy. Under the assumption of 
Gaussian distributed errors, d^-j = -2 xlog likelihood {ij}-mlog2ji. 
An assignment matrix of dQ^ is created and solved by the Munkres algorithm 
[11]. Thus, the hypothesis 0 is chosen so that: 
0 = arg min S dh,-,-
%i ijsei ^'J 
The Munkres algorithm serves only to reduce computation. When n objects are present 
Munkres offers the expectation of a solution after 0(«^ )computations. Full enumeration 
would require 0(w!) computations. Like the NNSF on which this extension is based, this 
approach offers no opportunity to repau- false allocations. Once an allocation is made, it 
is irrevocable. Using this approach, it is possible that allocations that did not pass 
validation are included in the solution. Under such circimistances, the object estimates 
are not updated and the observations in question, along with others that were not 
allocated by the Munkres algorithm, become candidates for the formation of new 
objects. 
3.2.4.5 The Joint Probabilistic Data Association Filter 
The Joint Probabilistic Data Association Filter (JPDAF) is offered by Bar-Shalom 
as an extension to the PDAF [2]. The difference between the PDAF and the JPDAF lies 
in their treatment of multiple, candidate observations for an object update. The former 
assumes that the extra observations arose fi-om noise whilst the latter calculates an 
assignment probability, ^ y, that each validated observation / arose fi-om object j, 
conditional on the probability that the observation arose fi^om all other objects for which 
it was validated. 




where Cj is a normalisation constant calculated so that XPy = 1. is defined: 
(}-PdPg)Pnfa i = 0 




^ A, 1 observation / in validation gate of object/ 
'•^  I 0 otherwise. 
The object state estimate is updated: 
Any observation, /, which fails validation on all known objects, so that Qy = 0, Vy, 
becomes a candidate for the formation of a new object. 
Noonan and Pywell applied this approach to the inherently highly ambiguous data 
association that is common with some object classification sensors [62]. Whilst the joint 
probabilistic approach did not allow genuinely ambiguous situations to be resolved, it did 
prevent the gross errors that occur when data is fiised on the basis of uncertain and 
unstable data associations. 
3.2.4.6 Multiple Hypothesis Tracking (Reid's algorithm) 
Multiple Hypothesis Tracking (MHT) or Reid's algorithm is an extension to the 
TSF [2] [8] [69]. The TSF estimated the object j for each feasible track history which 
could have given rise to the set of observations, I t^ ) , and chose the estimate with the 
best score so that x =arg min S rfl . MHT creates and maintains hypotheses comprising 
track histories for each feasible set of objects which could have given rise to K^) and 
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Pdj\2nU\ 2 exp 
chooses the hypothesis that is most likely. The probability of each hypothesis is 
calculated recursively. 
Let P(@i^-i) be the probabiUty of hypothesis / after the update at time k-I. I f 
there are n observations at time k, let denote an hypothesis at time that describes 
one of the ways in which 0/jt_i could have evolved over the interval k-1 to k. I f 0^^ 
comprises a set of (« -p - ^)observation to object allocations. A, a further p 
observations that are false alarms and q observations that form new objects. Then: 
PiQlj,) = cP(Qij,_0(PfanPne.)'^nll -P , . ) 
where Pj-^ is the probability of receiving a false alarm, P„ew is the probability of 
observing a previously undetected object and P^. is the probability of detecting object j 
in the interval k-I to A:, c is a normalising constant, calculated such that: 
J:IP(@L] = I 
V / V r ^ W 
An hypothesis is chosen such that: 
0 =arg max p(@l^j. 
VA/r 
Clearly, the potential exists for the number of hypotheses to grow very large, very 
quickly. For this reason, the hypotheses are pruned and only unique, feasible hypotheses 
are carried forward to the interval k to k+I. Non-unique hypotheses are hypotheses with 
the same number of objects and within which the objects are similar. Reid offers two 
alternative approaches to establishing similarity [69]: 
•the objects share the last N (> 2) update observations in common, 
•the objects have similar state estimates, so that |x^j -xgsl ^^J^^AS'^^BS 
^As y^Bs ' ^Bs < y^As ^^^^ element s of the object state vectors. ( 
^ = 0.1 and 7 = 2 are recommended constants for these tests). 
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Reid recommends that a linear combination of similar objects is used to create a 
joint hypothesis to replace both similar hypotheses that are then rejected. Blackman 
offers the simpler approach of rejecting only the less likely hypothesis [8]. 
Infeasible hypotheses are rejected if p{@^j.^ <Po, where PQ is some low, 
threshold probability. Blackman points out than in many practical applications, this 
approach can still lead to excessive numbers of hypotheses and suggests that only theM, 
most likely hypotheses should be retained when more than Mfeasible hypotheses exist. 
In highly ambiguous situations, with many more than M likely hypotheses, this can 
degrade the performance of the system as the probability of failing to consider the true 
hypothesis increases. 
On completion of pruning, the remaming hypotheses are re-labelled 0/^ ready 
for the next cycle of observations to be considered by the MHT process. 
3.2.4.7 Non-Algorithmic Approaches to Data Association 
So far, we have considered only the common algorithmic approaches to 
Observation-to-Track association for tracking purposes. Non-algorithmic approaches, 
namely Neural Networks, have been proposed and demonstrated as possible alternatives. 
An analogue computational network was used by Sengupta and Dtis to simulate the 
performance of a JPDAF algorithm [73]. Sengupta and litis created an energy function 
to which they applied a Hopfield-Tank optimisation network and reported simulation 
results that suggest that such a network has the potential to approximate the 
performance of the JPDAF. 
Barker, Brown and Martin proposed a sub-optimal correlation algorithm 
designed specifically for neural network implementation [3]. The correlation algorithm 
was an approximation to the NNSF and the Neural Network performed operations 
equivalent to a Hopfield-Tank analogue network. In their algorithm, the best remaining 
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association {//} is removed from the system recursively until there are no feasible ones 
remaining. Barker et. al. used a distance measure called divergence, that lends itself 
readily to computation in a neural network, defined as: 
^dj + ^ t r ( ( f f lW)-^ R+R-^HPH-21) 
where dj is as defined in equation (3.2.4.2) and H,P,R and / are as in equations 
(3.2.1.2). Promising simulation resuhs were reported. 
Early promise and progress with these technologies have not been exploited. 
Various explanations for this may be given: 
•the progress came at a time when digital computer technologies were advancing 
in capability and reducing in price at an unprecedented rate; 
•advances in theory were not matched by corresponding advances in 
implementation technology; and 
•in general, the processes associated with higher-level Data and Information 
Fusion may be characterised mathematically and, with modem computing 
equipment, optimised on-line. 
The great potential of Neural Network processing appears to lie in lower-level processes 
such as pattern matching and signal processing. 
3.2.4.8 Track-to-Track Data Association 
Next we will look at associating information from independent trackers. The 
trackers are independent in the sense that each tracker consolidates observations from 
separate independent sensors. The data associated in this way will be the subject of a 
subsequent Track Fusion process and the association process is referred to as 
Track-to-Track association. Track-to-Track association differs from 
Observation-to-Track association in several ways: 
•The data tend to be of higher dunensionality because of the extra attributes 
(usually time derivatives) estimated by the Tracking processes. This can reduce 
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association ambiguity in many situations but requires more processing to 
calculate the distance and likelihood metrics used to discriminate between 
association hypotheses. 
•An effective tracker process acts as a filter on false alarms such that the 
probability of receiving a false track is small enough to ignore in most 
circumstances. 
•Whilst the trackers may be truly independent, when the attributes of a system 
are random, the errors in the estimates they produce are correlated as discussed 
earlier in this chapter. 
There are fewer documented approaches to Track-to-Track association. As in the 
discussion of Observation-to-Track association, the following applies to continuous 
attributes only. I f we denote the set of sensor tracks as X, the track-to-track association 
hypothesis as ^and the Track Fused estimate as Z , we can rewrite (3.2.1.1): 
MK-P,-) = a ™ a (3.2.4.3) 
and we choose Y so that: 
^=argmaxP(Z,|Ar,%) 
V/ 
Blackman recommends a simple "gating" process that looks for a known fiised 
track that passes a validation test (rf?. <g^Xm where gis the validation gate threshold) 
with each sensor track [8]. This is often adequate for associating data from co-located, 
similar sensors and for maintaining established association hypotheses in other 
circumstances. In both these cases it is unlikely that more than one feasible (validated) 
association possibility exists. When multiple feasible association possibilities exist 
simultaneously, this approach offers no way to discriminate between them. 
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Various authors have developed extensions to NNSF that allow multiple tracks 
from multiple sensors to be associated [36] [58]. For each candidate pair of tracks, ij, a 
distance-square measure, Z)? , is calculated based on the negative log-likelihood of the 
association, {ij). 
Djj^-2xHP{im\ 
The 's form an allocation matrix that is solved using an optimal search algorithm 
(Munkres) to give the MAP set of associations [11]. The optimal search yields a set of 
associations 4'that approximates m and recalling the criterion for optimising the solution 
to (3.2.4.3): 
S Dl cr-2xhi[P(ZlX,4')] 
noting that: 
arg min S s arg maxP(Z,|A;^;) 
I f Z)?. is calculated using the true log likelihood of association, true equivalence is 
achieved. These approaches are capable of establishing and maintaining association 
hypotheses in more complex and challenging situations. 
Noonan used the recursive Bayesian probability to derive the expression for inter 
track distance [58]: 
d l i f l ) = djjik) + log,|C^,| +mhi27r - 2 ]n{FTGy(k- 1) 
where PrQyQc- 1) = exp[-jd^jj(k- l ) j . Houston and Kraus have used the 
Bhattycharyya distance [36]: 
Dl = iJ(xi-xfy(x'-xi) 
A non-algorithmic approach to the optimisation of Track-to-Track association 
has been demonstrated by Jackson [37]. A neural network of the type proposed by 
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Barker, Brovra and Martin was shown to extend to the track-to-track association 
problem and to give a good approximation to the optimal set of associations, ^  [3]. 
3.2.4.9 Object Classification Data Association 
Finally, the ways in which non-parametric, discrete attributes (object classifiers) 
may be used to improve the Track-to-Track association process, will be considered. 
Here, the Bhattycharyya distance proposed by Houston and Kraus extends readily to 
measure object class similarity [36]. As an alternative, Moruzzis, Colin and Milhem 




where c is a normalising constant. Conditional probability, under the assumption of 
independence, yields: 
Dj.. = -2]n{x''x'}, 
where x' and are the object class probability vectors for the tracks. 
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4 Information and Entropy 
A new analytic approach to the calculation of combined entropy of continuous 
numerical information and discrete object-classification information's defined in this 
chapter (section 4.5). 
Entropy was first proposed as a means to quantify the relationships between 
energy, heat and disorder. However, a thought experiment known as Maxwell's demon 
highlighted the potential role of perception and intelligence in the reduction of entropy. I f 
the energy of individual particles could somehow be perceived and the particles sorted 
into energetic and non-energetic groups by means of a controllable shutter or gate 
between two chambers, the entropy of the system would be reduced without work being 
applied directly to the system. Were this possible, it would contradict the second law of 
thermodynamics. It is not possible, but it is analogous to the ways in which perception 
and intelligence are used in data fusion to sort information mto related groups and so 
reduce the entropy of our state of situation awareness. 
More recently, entropy has been used as a measure of the information "profit" or 
"loss" associated with a process or an action. In the Theory of Communication and 
subsequently in Radar Signal Processing, entropy has been used to quantify the effect on 
information of the Communications transmission and Radar update processes 
respectively. Information entropy has been used quantify the expected information gain 
in automatic Sensor Management. This chapter examines these issues in greater detail 
and considers the effect, on information entropy, of a data fusion process. 
Finally in this chapter, the error and uncertainty in the information delivered by 
data fusion is discussed. The information may have both continuous and discrete 
components and this mixing of types raises issues concerning the entropy datum and 
scale. A reconciliation of scales between discrete and continuous information entropy is 
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necessary i f entropy is to provide a single valued measure of data fusion information 
error. A new approach is proposed. 
4.1 A historical perspective 
Entropy was proposed in thermodynamics as a means of quantifying the amount 
of disorder in an ensemble of particles. When an ensemble of particles is heated its 
molecules move more energetically and entropy is a means of describing the properties 
of the order or disorder in these motions. 
The second law of thermodynamics implies that: "... in a spontaneous irreversible 
process, the total entropy of a system and its surroundings always increases; for any 
process the total entropy of a system and its surroundings never decreases...." [21]. 
James Clerk Maxwell's book Theory of Heat of 1871 referred to a thought 
experiment, now known as Maxwell's Demon, that involved entropy and the second law 
of thermodynamics [53]. Maxwell wrote: "... One of the best established facts in 
thermodynamics is that it is impossible in a system enclosed in an envelope which permits 
neither change of volume nor passage of heat, and in which both the temperature and 
pressure are everywhere the same, to produce any inequality of temperature or pressure 
without the expenditure of work. This is the second law of thermodynamics, and it is 
undoubtedly true as long as we can deal with bodies only in mass, and have no power of 
perceiving or handling the separate molecules of which they are made up. But i f we 
conceive a being whose faculties are so sharpened that he can follow every molecule in 
its course, such a being, whose attributes are still as essentially finite as our own, would 
be able to do what is at present impossible to us. For we have seen that the molecules of 
a vessel full of air at uniform temperature are moving with velocities by no means 
uniform, though the mean velocity of any great number of them, arbitrarily selected, is 
almost exactly uniform. Now let us suppose that such a vessel is divided into two 
portions, A and B, by a division in which there is a small hole, and that a being, who can 
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see the individual molecules, opens and closes this hole, so as to let only the swifter 
molecules to pass from A to B, and only the slower ones to pass from B to A. He will 
thus, without expenditure of work, raise the temperature of B and lower that of A, in 
contradiction to the second law of thermodynamics...." 
A modem demon is depicted in Figure 4.1. We might imagine the demon as an 
ordinary human with sharpened faculties derived from access to microscopic sensors and 
the power to intervene in the molecular arrangement of the air in the partitioned vessel 
provided by remote control of an equally microscopic gate mechanism. The point of the 
thought experiment is the same. Firstly, the statistical nature of the second law of 
thermodynamics is demonstrated. There is a finite ( if tiny) probability that the exchanges 
of molecules brought about by the demon would occur by chance i f the gate were 
permanently open. 
Figure 4.1: Maxwell's Demon 
before after 
A B 
0 % ) 
1 + CO of 
0/ 
\p 0 7 
Through selective operation of the gate between two chambers. Maxwell hypothesised that the 
demon could sort the particles into high and low energy. 
Secondly, and of more interest to this work, the role of perception and 
intelligence in the outcome of the experiment. Ludwig Boltzmann is quoted as having 
described entropy as a measure of "missing information". By informed, selective sorting 
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and re-mixing of the molecules, Maxwell's demon brought about a reduction of entropy. 
An analogy exists with the processes which take place in a data fusion system. By 
selective combination of data we will reduce the entropy in the information we hold. 
Maxwell's demon made only a limited contribution to the field of 
Thermodynamics. However, it is included here because it highlights issues which are 
important in the understanding of the ways information quality is improved in the data 
fiision process. In section 4.3 these issues will be considered in more detail. 
The ideas introduced into Thermodynamics developed into Statistical Mechanics. 
Rushbrooke cites J. Willard Gibbs as a pioneer of the application of Statistical Mechanics 
in Physical Chemistry (also known as Chemical Thermodynamics) [71]. The Physical 
Chemist wishes to: " ... interpret and, as far as possible, predict the properties of 
macroscopic physical and chemical systems in terms of the microscopic systems (atoms, 
molecules, ions, electrons, etc.) of which these aggregates are made up... " [71]. In 
particular Physical Chemists are interested the equilibrium properties of these systems. 
Rushbrooke offers qualitative examples the ways in which entropy relates 
randomness and disorder with ignorance and uncertainty. When a liquid evaporates to a 
gas, its entropy per mole increases and what limited knowledge was held about the 
positions of the systems (the molecules) of the assembly (the liquid) is destroyed. 
Alternatively, when a partition separating two gases is removed and the are molecules 
allowed to difiuse there is again an increase in entropy. Ignorance and imcertainty have 
increased and not only regarding the locations of the molecules. Previously, knowledge 
of the location of a molecule would tell us about its class or species, now it does not. 
The basic equation of Statistical Mechanics is: 
S = klogQ 
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S is the entropy, ^ is a constant and Q is the number of equally probable complexions 
(micro molecular states) of the assembly. More precisely, O. is written Q(E ,V,N) 
where E is the energy, Fis the volume and A'^ is the number of systems contained. 
The appUcation of a measure similar to entropy in information science can be 
traced back to Hartley [33]. Hartley proposed that the information capacity of an 
electrical storage system should be defined: 
C = log{«} 
where n is the number of distinguishable states in the system. This definition conveniently 
makes the capacity of a compound system equal to the capacity of a basic storage unit 
times the number of units. When the logarithm is to the base 2, C is equivalent to the 
number of bmary storage units and is measured in bits of information. 
Shannon extended and developed the application of entropy to the mathematical 
theory of communications [75]. Shannon defined the average information content of a 
message as: 
for a discrete system, where P(xk) is the probability of the value of the discrete 
random variable x^. The states are no longer equally probable except when H is a 
maximum. For a continuous system Shannon proposed: 
00 
H(x)= i p(x)\og\ 
—00 
where p(x) is the probability density of the continuous random variable x. He used 
measures based on these equations to discuss communications channel capacities and 
rates. These equations give the well-known formulae for the discrete and continuous 
forms of information entropy. In section 4.2 we will discuss standard results and 
relationships associated with information entropy, many of which originate fi-om 
Shannon's early work. 
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Woodward applied information entropy to Radar system design [85]. Woodward 
tried to answer the question "what to transmit?" in order to maximise the information 
provided by his Radar. Whilst he failed to give a definitive answer, his mathematical 
analysis of Radar information considered, among other things, information gain. 
Expressed sunply in terms of the probability densities,/7o(^) Pli^) respectively, of 
some state of interest, x, before and after an action. The example given by Woodward 
was the estimate of range (distance) to an object before and after a Radar observation. 
The information gain as a resuh of the Radar observation was defined as: 
/ = l o g 
Manyika and Durrant-Whyte proposed "... a framework for addressing 
multi-sensor data fiision and sensor management in general, and in decentralized systems 
in particular...." based on an information theoretic approach [51]. Manyika and 
Durrant-Whyte too considered information gain, but in their case it was the expectation 
of information gain i f a particular sensing action were carried out. Based on a recursive 
formulation of Bayes Theorem: 
where I=-H and / was the information value of the update which was referred 
to as the Mutual Information. Mutual Information was described as the information 
about one variable, contained in another. 
4.2 Information Entropy : Standard Results 
We have seen that Shannon (most notably) appUed the idea of entropy to the 
mathematical theory of communications [75]. He represented a discrete information 
source as an ergodic Markov process and sought to measure how much information was 
produced by the process and the rate at which that information was produced . Shannon 
started by examining stochastic processes as representations ofvthe patterns that occur in 
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language. He gave examples of simulations of English text, first with a random mixture 
of alphabetic symbols, then demonstrating increasing similarity to English as models of 
single, double and triple letter pattern probabilities were introduced-and finally even 
greater similarity as single and double word pattern probabilities were used. He pointed 
out that multiple alphabetic symbol and multiple word approximations could be 
represented as Markov processes. 
Starting with a set of discrete events, x^, and associated probabilities, Pix^), he 
looked for: "... a measure of how much 'choice' is involved in the selection of an event 
or of how uncertain we are of the outcome...." [75]. He called the measure H and 
required it to possess the properties: 
•H should be continuous in the P(xj^); 
• I f all theP(xk) were equal, P(x/^) = then H should be a monotonic increasing 
function of n; 
• I f a choice be broken down into two successive possibilities, the original H 
should be a weighted sum of the value of H for the individual steps. For the 
example m Figure 4.2 we require that: 
Figure 4.2: Decomposition of choice for tiiree possibilities [75] 
p2/(l-pl) 
3/(l-pl) 
Breaking a choice down into its constituent steps does not change its entropy. 
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Startmg in state sothe probabiUties of arriving in states s i , S2 or S3 are the same, 
irrespective of the presence or otherwise of the intermediate state s,- so the 
entropy of the total state transition is the same in both cases^ . 
Shannon showed that the only H satisfying all three requirements is of the form: 
where K 'xsdi positive constant which serves to define the unit of measure. He recognised 
this as the form of entropy used in some formulations of statistical mechanics and defined 
information entropy as: 
H=i:kPixk)log (4.2.0.1) 
This definition, gives entropy as -E[log Ukelihood], where E denotes expectation. It 
comes from being able to enumerate all possible permutations of values of the discrete 
variable x. This is also true for qualitative attributes such as identity or subjective colour 
but not for continuous variables. 
Shannon Usted the following properties of the entropy of a discrete variable: 
•H=Oi£ and only i f all but one P(x0 are zero, this one having the value unity; 
•For a given n,H [sdi maximum and equal to log{w} when the P(xp.) are equal, 
i.e. h 
•For joint events Xk mdyi with probabiUty/'(x;t.>'/), the following are defined: 
H(x,y) = I,kjPixk,yi)\og[p^ 
H(y) = i:kjP(xk,yi)\og[^j^ 
then H(x,y) <H(x) +H(y), with equality for independent events; 
•Any change towards equalisation of the probabilities, P(xk), increases H; 
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• I f the conditional entropy H(y\x) is defined as: 
Hm = TkjPixk,yi)log[-p^ 
then 
H(x,y)=H(x)+H(y\x), 
Hix,y) =H(x)+H(y\x) <H(x)+H(y) and 
H(y)>H(y\x). 
Thus, uncertainty regarding;^ is never increased by knowledge of x and will be decreased 
except when x andy are independent when it is unchanged. Shannon used these results 
to develop his measures of communication channel capacity and rate. 
The entropy of discrete attributes is related to the probability of a particular 
permutation and to the number of possible permutations. For the continuous case, it is 
related instead to the probability density of a given observation and to the likely volume 
occupied in attribute space. Shannon defined the entropy of a continuous variable as 
-E[\og likelihood] which gives: 
00 
Hix)= i p(x)\og[-l^]clx (4.2.0.2) 
—00 
Shannon listed the following additional properties of the entropy of a continuous 
variable: 
• I f X is limited to a certain volume, V, entropy is a maximum and equal to log( V} 
when X is uniformly distributed over the volume with probabiUty -p. This fact is 
used in Chapter 6 as the basis for a model which quantifies the Entropies of 
attributes and objects of which we are ignorant. Provided the possible range of 
values (V) of the missing information is known, we can calculate the maximum 
entropy of not knowing. 
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• I f the variance, cr ,^ of x is fixed, entropy is maximum for a Gaussian distribution 
and is given by: 
H = logUlne a), for scalar x and 
H=\ogQ(2ne)'"\P\) _ (4.2.0.3) 
for vector jc of covariance P and dimension m. Equation (4.2.0.3) is the entropy 
of the multivariate Gaussian distribution. 
• I f X is hmited to a half line such thatp(x) = 0 for x < 0, entropy is a maximum 
and equal to log{e/i} whenp(x) = jre~^. 
• I f a transformation changes the variable fi-om x to y : 
H(y) =H(x)-E[\ogXj)] =H(x)+E[logXi)] (4.2.0.4) 
in particular for a general linear transformation 
y j = Z Oij-Xi, H(y) = H(x) + log layl 
i 
•For rotation (or any measure preserving transformation), J=l and H(y) = H(x). 
Shannon pointed out the dependence of the entropy of a continuous distribution on the 
co-ordinate system and described it as a measure of randomness relative to an assumed 
standard, namely the co-ordinate system chosen with each small volume element dx 
having equal weight. After the change of variable entropy measures randomness with 
respect to a different small volume element dy. He noted that these diflferences do not 
affect the difference of two entropies. 
Lahti took a different approach to the definition of the entropy of a continuous 
variable, regarding it as the limit of a discrete random variable as the step size 
approached zero [46]. So, the probabihty P(xk) became a probability density pix^) and 
the expression for the entropy became: 
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H{x) = l i m ^ ^ ^ ^ lkP(xk)^Xk log[ P(xk)Ax,, 
This reduced to: 
H(x) = iZ,P(x)log[-^]dx-^m^^^ log Ax (4.2.0.5) 
This well-known result for a single continuous variable iQustrates the problem when 
combining entropy from discrete and continuous quantities. The first term is the same as 
Shannon's definition and is directly analogous to the expression for a discrete variable. 
The second term is infinite. Various ways may be found of avoiding the infinity, they 
include: 
•adoption of the approach used in thermodynamics and taken by Shaimon and 
ignoring the mfinity, concentrating on changes in entropy only [75]; or 
•setting an arbitrary size to Ax and normalising with respect to this unit [5]. 
In the first case, the effect of adding the first term for entropy from a continuous 
measure to that for a discrete is not invalidated by the exclusion of the second term. 
However, the normalisation of entropy for a continuous measure requires an accounting 
being made for the scale. Alteration of scale changes the value of the datum for 
continuous entropy (second term). I f the scale of Ax is altered by a factor e, then both 
the value of i%iP(x)log dx and that ofhm/^^^ log Ax are altered by 1. In general, 
for a transformation with Jacobian J, both values change by E(\ogJ). 
4.3 Information Entropy and Data Fusion 
We will consider the appUcation of entropy to measure the quality of information 
produced by data fiision processes and whether or not such an approach Avill allow the 
effectiveness of a data fiision process to be measured. 
Data fusion takes observations regarding the state of the objects which inhabit an 
attribute space and turns them into one consoUdated statement of the state of that 
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attribute space. We want to know how the information quality of the fiised information 
relates to that of the source observations and we propose to quantify this relationship 
using entropy as a measure. 
The Bayesian model of data fusion reflects common sense regarding the 
relationships that exist between existing information and new observations. I f we treat 
existing fused mformation as prior information x and the new observation as the sample 
y, the probabihties obey the relationship: 
p(x\y)p(y) =p(y\x)p(x) or more usually/7(x[v) = 
For the purposes of their work on Sensor Management, Manyika and 
Durrant-Whyte gave the information form of this expression as [51]: 
where I = -H and 1 , . was the information value of the update which was named the 
Mutual Information. Manyika and Durrant-Whyte had the objective of predicting the 
utility of a potential update to data fusion arising fi-om one of many potential sensor 
actions. The largest values of / indicated the sensor actions likely to yield the greatest 
information returns. 
We are concerned with the expected outcome of the data fusion process overall. 
Taking logarithms and expectations and negating we will concentrate on the value of 
/^(p(xly)) given by: 
H(p{x\y))^H(p{x))+H(p(y\x))-Hip(y)) (4.3.0.1) 
Note that the H{p{x\y)) is the entropy of the distribution ofp{x\y) and H(i^\x)) is the 
entropy of the distribution of piy\x) which are not the same as Shannon's definitions of 
conditional entropy H^x[y) and J^(yx) [75]. 
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For synergy we need H(p(y)) >H(p(y\xy) where equality means that x andy are 
orthogonal and that the observation tells us nothing new regarding the state of attribute 
space x. Common sense tells us that two uncertain statements should never be more 
uncertain than either alone and when we deal with expectation, this is always the case. 
For an individual data fiision update, it is possible that fiised information is more 
uncertain than the better of the sources. This could arise because previous data had been 
misinterpreted in some way or because contradictory new observations had been 
introduced. In Chapter 3, Multiple Hypothesis approaches took advantage of this. The 
MHT sought the track history which maximised the likelihood of correct interpretation 
of the data in preference to the best single update. 
In Chapter 6 we consider the possibility of using equation (4.3.0.1) as the basis 
for a model of the Object Classification process and a similar expression is seen to 
represent the entropy gain of an MMSE Track Fusion process. 
The role of perception and intelligence in the outcome of the thought experiment 
known as Maxwell's demon has been noted. By selective sorting and re-mbdng of the 
molecules in a partitioned chamber containing a gas Maxwell's demon was able, 
hypothetically, to bring about a reduction of entropy. It is clear that an analogy exists 
here with the processes which take place in a data fiision system. But there are both 
similarities and dissimilarities when the two situations are compared. The similarities are 
summarised: 
•Maxwell's demon brings about a reduction in entropy by selective sorting of the 
molecules and data fiision does the same by selective sorting of data into groups 
of observations belonging to mdividual objects. 
•The selection is possible, hypothetically, for Maxwell's demon through 
perception of the energy of the molecules and for data fiision is actually achieved 
through perception of the information content of the source observations. 
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•An intelligent strategy is applied to the sorting process in both cases. 
The dissimilarities are summarised: 
•Maxwell's demon is trying to influence a natural process t© behave in an 
unnatural way; something which can never really happen, data fusion can in fact 
sort observations into clusters or groups with a high probability of having arisen 
fi-om the same object. In the sorted form, the observations convey more 
information about the objects in question, even before any fusion of data takes 
place. 
•Maxwell's demon is concerned only with sorting. In data fusion the sorted 
groups are consolidated and the information is improved still fiuther. 
It might be argued that a managed array of sensors which allocates tasks to 
optimise its data fiision performance is even more Uke Maxwell's demon in its operation. 
Within such a system, observations are gathered only when an overseeing manager 
(human or automated) decides that they are needed to improve the information quality of 
the fused picture. 
4.4 The Units and Scale of Information Entropy 
So far the only reference to the units of the entropy measure was in Section 4.1. 
It was noted that i f a logarithm base of 2 was used, the capacity C of the information 
storage system was equal to the number of binary storage units in the system [33]. The 
unit was bits of information. Such a unit is in common use when discrete systems are 
considered. 
However, Shannon's results for the Entropies of continuous statistical density 
functions imply that the logarithm base for that section of the work was e and the imit 
was nats of information [75]. For the rest of this thesis, the logarithm base e will be used 
exclusively and the unit of information will be the nat. 
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For continuous information there still remain unresolved issues regarding the 
datum for the information scale. Measured on the same scale as discrete information, the 
value of H for continuous information is infinite. When a relative entropy is given, the 
value quoted is: 
/ ^ ( x ) - l i m A , _ ^ log Ax 
and the datum, lim^^_»o log Ax, changes with any change of scale. 
4.5 A New Approach to Combining Continuous and Discrete Entropy 
When continuous and discrete information are produced simultaneously by the 
data fiision process, we require a joint measure of information quality. We have seen that 
continuous entropy is relative, because its value is infinite on the absolute scale, and 
discrete entropy is absolute. This difficulty was addressed by Deaves, when he 
considered optimal communications usage [18]. Deaves used a linear combination of the 
Track and Object Classification entropies to provide a joint measure. 
Deaves wished to select the most valuable information for transfer on a data 
communications network with limited bandwidth. The information comprised a list of 
objects for which Track (continuous information: location, velocity, etc.) and 
Classification (discrete information: type, allegiance, etc.) was held. Communication was 
subject to the constraint that any transmission comprised both the Track and the 
Classification. When demand exceeded capacity, some objects' information would not be 
communicated. The utility measures used were of the form: 
H=coHt + {\-(o)Hc 
where Ht was Track entropy. He was Classification entropy and the value of a that 
maximised system performance was found by repeated trials. This approach proved 
highly successfiil and this very success gives cause for optimism that a combined 
measure can be defined. 
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Similar issues arise when an entropy Measure of Effectiveness for a data fusion 
system relates to both continuous and discrete information. However, m this case we 
wish to evaluate the system's performance rather than optimise it. Thus, the criterion 
used by Deaves to determine the combination of continuous and discrete information 
entropy is not available to us. The following new analytic approach to the calculation of 
combined contmuous and discrete information entropy is proposed. 
We start with an assumption: that there is a certain amount of mformation error 
in the discrete information which incurs a penalty of equal worth to a given amount of 
information error in the continuous information. We require entropy measures for 
continuous and discrete information error to have similar, aligned scales against which 
information errors of equal worth have equal entropies. 
Fu-stly, we address the alignment. We will use the terms object track to denote 
the continuous information entity and object class to denote the discrete information 
entity. 
An m-hox enclosing an w-sigma confidence region aroimd an object track which 
is sufficiently large for a second object, outside the confidence region, to be 
unambiguously recognised as separate with probability 1 - e has volume: 
v=(2«)'"x7LPr , 
where P is the covariance matrix of a the track, m is the dimension of attribute space 
and n is chosen to deliver a particular desired s. 
Recalling the previous discussion of effectiveness, a track, tO, may be used 
effectively i f it just satisfies all state estimation SoPs. I f we denote the covariance of this 
track PQ and choose n = , then the loge of the unambiguous volume around the 
track is its entropy, H^. (This gives a probability of ambiguity e < .001 for m > 2 since 
the region, so defined, gives a +4.27 sigma interval in each dimension.) 
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ln{v} = ]n{(2nr x VTPOT } = hi{ J\Po\(ner } = Hto 
The modified continuous entropy is then given by: 
Ht = Ht-Hot ' (4.5.1) 
The maximum number of unambiguous object track volumes v which may fit, in a 
rectangular arrangement, within the tracking region of interest is then N^-^ where Fis 
the volume of the region of interest over which tracks may be encountered. 
We note that ln{iV^} is the maximum entropy of the tracking process on a scale 
where unit volume is (2w)'" x J\PQ . This fact is drawn from the assumption of 
uniformly distributed errors over the region of interest and follows from the result of 
Shannon that: " . . . i f x is limited to a certain volume, V, entropy is a maximum and equal 
to ]n{V) whenjc is uniformly distributed over the volume with probability -p...." [75]. 
j f f t is then the Track State entropy with respect to the same scale. 
We note also that both Ht and ]n{N} are independent of the original scale of the 
continuous information. Continuous entropy has been normalised with respect to a new 
scale in a similar manner to the normalisation proposed by Bell [5]. However, this 
approach differs from that of Bell because the scale is not of arbitrary size. Rather, it is 
chosen specifically to place the origin to coincide with an information state that is just 
effective and to deliver the required properties of parity of scale with discrete 
Information entropy. 
To align the scale, we require also to modify the datum of the discrete 
information entropy. I f cO is defined as the maximum entropy probability distribution 
that just satisfies all object class SoPs and Hco is the entropy of that distribution, the 
aligned Discrete information entropy is then given by: 
HC=HC-HM (4.5.2) 
The combined entropy after alignment is given by: 
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H=Ht+Hc. 
An approach such as this gives a measure of the combined entropy of the total 
information quality delivered by the system. Both the continuous and discrete 
components of entropy were normalised with respect to the entropy of an estimate which 
just satisfied the SoPs for the attributes concerned. Thus the datum for each was set at 
the level of the required information quality. 
But, what of scale? I f we regard the modification to the contmuous information 
space as having discretised that space into cells of volume {Irif x •J\PQ \ , an 
unambiguously separate track estunate may be used effectively when it is enclosed within 
a cell with probability > 1 - £. This is analogous to the situation with discrete information 
where a classification may be used effectively i f it placed the object in a class with 
probability > 1 - C-
It is proposed that a track which is enclosed within a (>1) cells with probability 
> 1 - e is equally ineffective as a classification which placed an object in a classes with 
probabiUty > 1 - C- This is represented in figure 4.3. 
The distributions of information error in both Track and Classification result in 
estimates spread over similar numbers of resolution cells/classes in similar proportions. 
We require the situations to have similar information entropies. 
We can quantify the entropy in each case. For the continuous information to be 
distributed over a cells, its covariance determinant must be times that of the 
information just satisfying the SoPs. It follows: 
Ht = Ht-HQt = \r{^{lneTa?-\Po\) - \x{^{lner\Po\) = hia. 
For the discrete case: 
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St=Ht-HQt 
- - ( 1 - C) ln(-^] - C l n ( ^ ] + ( 1 - C) ln(l - C) + C l i { ^ ^ 
!s: In a , for small values of C where q is number of classes. 
Figure 4.3: Equivalent Information Errors 
Resolution cells in continuous space Object classes 
Similar uncertainties should lead to similar entropy measures. 
It follows that the modified entropy measures defined in equations (4.5.1) and 
(4.5.2) approximate to a common scale if we assume that uncertainties in continuous and 
discrete information, spread over similar numbers of efifective resolution cells and classes 
respectively, have information penalties of similar worth. This result is as expected; 
similar proportional changes in uncertainty should result in similar changes in the value 
of entropy. 
For continuous information the spread of imcertainty is repressed as the ratio of 
m-volumes enclosed by contours of equal likelihood for the actual and required (SoP) 
error distributions. For discrete information, the spread of uncertainty is simply the 
number of classes for which actual support must be pooled before the required (SoP) 
support level is reached. 
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5 The Entropy of Estimation Error 
The system of interest is described m terms of the objects that inhabit it and the 
objects in terms of the states of then- attributes. Those attributes can belong to one of 
three classes: continuous, discrete with parameter (ordered) and discrete without 
parameter (non-ordered). These classes are represented in figure 5.1 and correspond to 
classes of random variable. 




discrete (with parameter) 
numhfr nf pnginfs 
number of objects 
in unit volume 
discrete (without parameter) 
ownfr airlinp 
type 
(e-g. Boeing 747) 
The attributes that define the objects fall into three divisions. 
Continuous random variables are the most common form of numerical 
information error arising fi-om a data fiision system. Attributes such as location and its 
time derivatives are subject to errors that fall within this class. Errors that are discrete 
random variables with parameter are encountered in attributes such as number of objects 
in a region or i f the object is an aircraft the number of engines it has. Errors which are 
discrete random variables without parameter are encountered in attributes such as type 
or ownership/allegiance. These latter attributes are non-ordered in the sense that, 
irrespective of any enumeration applied to them, a value might be regarded as no more 
dissimilar fi^om the furthest outlying value than it was fi^om its neighbours. The nature of 
entropy of each of these classes of random variable is considered separately. 
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In this chapter the properties of entropy as a measure will be considered. To 
provide a usefiil MoE, entropy must be calibrated. I f the entropy MoE at time T has the 
value H, what does this mean? I f the value of the MoE changes toff+dH at time x+dr, 
what is the nature of the change in information quality? We require that entropy should 
undergo transformation with minimal re-evaluation and re-calibration and it must reflect 
well the dynamic nature of the uncertainties when a random system is observed. 
Such dynamic uncertainties can lead to step changes and switching of the 
information error delivered by data fusion. This behaviour can also be regarded as 
possessing an entropy. Two views are possible, one giving the entropy of the equilibrium 
probabilities associated with the behaviours and another giving the entropy of the 
possible paths between a given pair of behaviours. The latter approach is a suitable 
subject for fiature research. 
We will see in section 5.1.4 that entropy jointly measures the spread and the 
shape of the distribution of information errors in continuous numerical attributes. For 
distributions with finite covariance, the value of entropy can be expressed as ln{|Pl }+B 
where P is the covariance matrix (the spread) of the errors in the information and 5 is a 
constant that indicates the distribution (the shape) of the errors. Whilst it is common to 
write the covariance of Gaussian distributed errors in this way, we show here that 
uniform and Laplace distributed errors have entropy which can be written in the same 
form, with simple exact expressions for 5. This result is not found documented 
elsewhere. We speculate that this fact might offer the basis for a test of the validity of 
assumptions of Gaussian errors. 
We begin this chapter by looking at the information error in attributes that are 
characterised as continuous random variables. 
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5.1 Continuous Random Variables 
Much of the numerical information produced by data fusion will be concerned 
with parameter value and rate of change. Good examples of this are location and its time 
derivatives for an object moving through continuous space. The information error in 
these parameters may be expressed in terms of a vector of continuous random variables 
with an associated probability density. This density is the error probability distribution of 
our estimate and gives rise to a region of confidence around the stated values. 
The quality of the information held in the statement is indicated by the extent of 
this region. A larger region of confidence indicates poorer information quality because 
larger differences between the estimated parameter values and the true ones are likely. 
Conversely, a smaller region indicates better uiformation quality because large 
differences are less likely. 
We will assume in this section that our continuous random variables are 
measured with respect to a Cartesian co-ordinate system with m dimensions. We assume 
further that errors are measured with respect to a common scale along each axis. The 
significance of the former assumption will become apparent later in this discussion. 
Intuitively, we might seek a measure of the spread or variability of the error 
probability distribution to indicate error performance. Classical statistics offers various 
measures of spread. Common among these are [40]: 
•Range, 
• Mean deviation, 
• Variance, 
• Standard deviation, 
• Covariance. 
Range is defined as the difiference between the largest and smallest scalar value in 
a sample. It is applied to empirical measurements where the sample size is small. Whilst, 
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it would be possible to define a version of range that could be applied to vector values, 
for instance the Euclidean distance, the measure would not be suited to an analytic 
approach. An analytical approach is proposed in this thesis and range will not be 
considered fiirther. 
Mean deviation is defined as E[\s\] where E[ ] is expectation and |e| is the 
modulus of the error in some scalar value. Mean deviation would extend readily to 
vector values but lacks an established basis for analytical treatment. In the past, before 
the advent of electronic calculators and laptop computers, the mean deviation was held 
to have advantages (over standard deviation) for manual calculation. It has fallen into 
disuse and will not be considered fiarther except where it relates to information entropy. 
Variance is defined as E[e^ ] where e is the error in some scalar value. Its vector 
form is the covariance matrix that will be discussed below and it has an established 
theoretical basis for analytical treatment. Standard deviation is defined asVVariance but 
does not extend readily to vector values. The advantage of standard deviation over 
variance is that is a more intuitive measure. However, standard deviation and variance as 
indicators of mformation quality are equivalent. 
Covariance is P = Eiee^] where s is the error in some (column) vector value. 
Covariance is a matrix whose diagonal elements are the variances of e,-, the elements of e. 
The off-diagonal elements of the covariance matrix indicate the cross-variances between 
pairs of elements of e, defined as E £/£y where; * j. The errors in element i and j of e 
are independent i f an off-diagonal element is zero. 
It is possible through singular value decomposition (SVD) to define a rotation of 
a rectilinear axis set, to find a transformation e' of e in which the elements are mutually 
independent [51]. The covariance with respect to that axis set is a diagonal matrix D 
with elements dj and the (orthogonal) Jacobian matrix of the transformation is U made 
up of vectors c/. Then P = UDU^. For two dimensions, this is represented in Figure 5.2. 
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Covariance satisfies all but one of the criteria established in Chapter 2 for a 
measure of effectiveness; what it lacks is conciseness. This will not cause problems i f the 
attribute space of interest is scalar or a vector of small dimension. However, i f a large 
number of attributes are held for a large number of objects, the covariance matrix for the 
errors in an estimate of the state of attribute space would be very large and, hence, not 
an informative measure. For a single object, simplification is often possible by rotation of 
the axes in the manner described above. However, there is no guarantee that this will be 
sunilar to the axis set of interest (in which SoPs may have been defined) and, for miiltiple 
objects, it is unlikely that the transformation would have the desired effect on more than 
one of them. 
Figure 5.2: Uncertainty Ellipsoid in 2-D Space [51] 
The covariance matrix defines an ellipsoid centred on the location of the estimate. 
It would be possible to take an ad-hoc approach to reducing the covariance to a 
scalar by means of its trace or determinant and Mori, Chang and Chong use a measure of 
1 
spread called average standard deviation that is defined cr = |F| 2m, where m is the 
dimension of the attribute state vector [18] [43] [55]. In the axis set where covariance is 
a diagonal matrix, a is the geometric mean of the standard deviations of the individual 
attributes. 
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The approach preferred here is to take the relative entropy of the error 
distribution. By adopting relative entropy we change the focus of our search for a 
measure which tells us more than just the size of the error distribution. Entropy allows us 
to examine the spread of a distribution in terms of the /w-volume occupied by the mean 
squared error plus an increment related to the shape of the distribution. 




More sunply, this may be written as [51]: 
H{e) = - H l o g likelihood(e)] 
Deaves found that the determinant of the covariance may be used in place of information 
theoretic measures for sensor and information management [18]. We will see in the 
following sections that, for the continuous distributions considered here, the estimation 
error entropy takes the form: 
where 5 is a constant. Deaves argued that because In is a monotonic mcreasing Sanction 
\F\ may be used in place of an information theoretic measure and produced good results 
using this simplification. However, we will see that the constant B is different for each 
distribution studied and, for the purposes of this work, entropy reveals more about the 
uncertainty, and hence the information quality, than covariance determinant alone. 
5.1.1 Multivariate Gaussian Distributed (MVGD) Errors 
Many data fusion systems produce numerical information with errors that 
approximate to a Multivariate Gaussian Distribution. Errors with this distribution are of 
particular interest for the following reasons: 
• they arise in many real-world fusion scenarios, 
• they lend themselves to analytical treatment using standard methods. 
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Consider an /w-dimensional Gaussian-distributed error vector e with zero mean 
and covariance P. To evaluate relative entropy, H, the expression given in equation 




H(e)= i g(e)]n d£ 
where [40]: 
g(s) = ^ e x p ( - } £ ' p - l fi) and P = E [ E E ' 1 
Sharmon gives the expression for the relative entropy [75]: 
f ' " r i l l 
/^(£) = h i | (27re )T |^ . }r2 • 
where the matrix a,y is P~^ in the notation used here. This may be rewritten as: 
H{e) = jM\P\} +m(]n{2ne}) 
We could relate this to a region bounded by a surface of constant likelihood 
arising fi-om a multivariate Gaussian error distribution. Using the SVD approach of 
Manyika and Durrant-Whyte, the surface is an m-dimensional ellipsoid with its axes 
aligned with the rectilinear axis set in which the elements are mutually independent and in 
which the covariance is a diagonal matrix [51]. It follows fi"om the results of Shannon 
discussed in Chapter 4 that the entropy does not change when the axes are rotated [75]. 
We could consider a rectangular m-hox aligned with the transformed axis set 
with sides of length (T'- (the standard deviation of £|.) as a simpler alternative. The m-box 
has /w-volume V= J\P\ . As a consequence we may write: 
H(e) = ]n{V} + G (5.1.1.1) 
where G is a constant particular to the /w-dimensional Gaussian distribution. 
5.1.2 Multivariate Uniform Distributed Errors 
Next, consider the uniform distribution. In any situation where position is 
declared as a grid reference and the object in question is small and slow-moving in 
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relation to the granularity of the grid, the errors in object position will have an 
approximate uniform distribution. For example, initial sightings of survivors of an 
accident at sea might be passed to their rescuers as map referencesr^  
This is an example of a 2-dimensional uniform error distribution. We will 
consider a general 7«-dimensional uniform distribution. I f the error is distributed 
uniformly over the rectangular m-hox with length of side (51.. .Sm with probability 
<?ix ^ xSm' calculate the entropy of the distribution: 
emaxi smaxm 
H(e)= f ... J j—^^^]n{Six...xSm}dei...ckm 
emin j eminm 
where di = emaxi - mirii. Which gives the expression for relative entropy: 
H{s) = \n{d\ x . . .X(5f f ,} 
So, the entropy of an w-variate uniform error distribution is the natural logarithm 
of the 7w-volume of the region over which e is distributed [75]. We note the following 
similarity with the result given for the MVGD errors in equation (5.1.1.1). The standard 
deviation of is tr,- = "^j^, hence: 
H{e) = \ ln{ |P |} +7wln{2y3 } , which can be written: 
Hie) = \n{V} + U. 
Again, V\s the volume of a rectangular m-hox with sides of length a'- and C/is a constant 
particular to the /n-dimensional uniform distribution. Shannon identifies the unifoim 
distribution as the maximum entropy distribution for a variable bounded within a region 
[75]. 
5.1.3 Multivariate Laplacian Distributed Errors 
Thirdly, consider the Laplace distribution. When Daeipour and Bar-Shalom 
applied the I M M approach to the problem of tracking with observations subject to glint 
noise, they modelled the observation errors as a mixture of MVGD and Laplacian errors 
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[16]. Glint is such that not all observations come fi-om the same place on the object of 
interest. Errors fi"om the primary focus of observations were modelled as MVGD whilst 
errors from the glint returns fi^om secondary foci were modelled asiaplacian. 
Also, when Wu and Fitzgerald reported work on the detection of discontinuities 
in time series with non-Gaussian noise characteristics, the model they considered was the 
Laplace distribution [86]. These examples of Laplacian distributed errors were discussed 
in Chapter 3 in the section concerned with tracking algorithms. 
Laplacian distributed errors in one dimension are characterised by the density 
fijnction: 
where r] = ^ is standard deviation, (t] is the mean deviation of 8.) We extend this 
to m dimensions assuming independent £, [16]: 
Imie, v) = Tl Ksi,rji) = -ar— exp - V2 I -57 
'•=1 2 2 J\p\ i=\ 
' m ,^ exp 
r ' " U P 1 f m \.\\ 
rexp 
. 2 2 T I p T ;=1 • J\ L /=1 ' J 
The entropy of these Laplacian distributed errors in m dunensions is given by: 
2 2 yipT -
/f(£) = ^ h i { | P | } + / w l n { V 2 e } . 
Which obeys a similar equation to that obeyed by the MVGD errors (5.1.1.1): 
Fis again the 7w-volume of a rectangular /w-box with sides of length a\ and Z, is a 
constant particular to the wi-dimensional Laplace distribution. 
5.1.4 To Calibrate Relative Entropy of Continuous Random Errors 
When relative entropy changes by a known amount, we wish to know what 
change in information quality is implied. So, H must be calibrated. To calibrate H we will 
consider a unit change in relative entropy. We have =H+l and we seek a 
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corresponding change in the error covariance. From equation (5.1.1.1) for MVGD 
errors: 
= ];M\P\}] + G+l 
= j[]n{\P\}+2x]n{e}] + G 
Replacing G with Lor U extends this to the Laplacian and uniform distributions 
respectively. Thus, a known change in relative entropy can be translated directiy into a 
proportional change in the determinant of the error covariance. 
We recall equation (4.2.0.2) firom Chapter 4 the fiill expression for the entropy of 
a continuous random variable. When this is applied to our error probability distribution: 
H(e) = i%,gie)\n[-^\dE-limtaAg 
A change of scale, by a factor e, caused lim^g_>o hiAg to be altered by 1. In this case, 
limAg_»o In Afi is unchanged and the relative entropy changes as a result of a change in 
information quality. 
The scale in this case is that of the /w-dimensional attribute space. \P\ has the 
same units as m-\olume^. When H changes by one, the proportional change in ji'] is e^  
rather than e. However, observing equation (5.1.1.1) we note that the w-volume (F) of 
the m-box with sides of length a'j undergoes a proportional change of e. This mdicates 
that this proportional change holds true in general. 
Thus, a known change in entropy can be translated directly mto a proportional 
change in the »2-volume of the confidence region surrounding an estimate defiined by the 
mean squared error. This implies that i f two (or more) estimates of the same X are 
available differences in then- relative entropy values serve not only to rank them in order 
of information quality but also determine the ratio of the /w-volumes of their regions of 
confidence. 
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However, this is not the only calibration of the relative entropy that might be 
made. Figure 5.3 shows the 2-dimensional MVGD, Laplacian and uniform distributions 
drawn to have identical covariance matrices, P=/2(the identity matrix of dimension 2). 
Whilst measures such as |P|, trace(P) or average standard deviation, a = iPl 2 « , would 








Figure 5.3: Error Distributions with a Common Covariance 
a) Gaussian Distributed Errors b) Laplacian Distributed Errors 
'mum 
c) Uniformly Distributed Errors d) The Area - / iP] 
Three distributions with the same covariance have different Information Entropies. 
In sections 5.1.1 to 5.1.3 the entropies of the MVGD, Laplacian and uniform 
distributions were written in the form: 
H{e) = ln{V}+B, 
In figure 5.3 d), the outline square is drawn at dta about the origin. The shaded square 
has area J\P\ . In a 2-dimensional system with covariance /2the shaded square is an 
m-hox of area (m-volume) V. It is noted with interest that for these three distributions: 
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b = ^ 
and A is a different constant, independent of covariance and dimension, for each 
distribution: 
•for MVGD errors i = g = k i { y 2 ^ ^ } = 1.419; _ 
•for Laplacian errors b== l=\n{y/2e} = 1.347; and 
•for uniform errors b = u = ]n{2j3 } = 1.242. 
There is a characteristic constant associated with each of these distributions. This 
relationship has not been found reported elsewhere in the literature. It may offer the 
capability to test the truth of assumed distributions particularly MVGD. For MVGD 
errors the constant must be unique since, for a given covariance the entropy of MVGD 
errors is a maximum [75]. 
5.1.5 Transformations of Systems with Continuous Random Errors 
In this section we will consider some transformations with particular relevance to 
data fusion processes. Shannon considers a general transformation of the form z = ^ (x) 
where ^(x) is a vector valued function, then the density function of the errors with 
respect to the transformed axes is [75]: 
Jiz)=[^]g(^) andHz=H^-El]n{\^\}[ . 
More conveniently, where O is the Jacobian matrix of the inverse transformation, , 
for the linear transformations which are of interest here: 
I f the determinant of the matrix O is known, the effect of the transformation on relative 
entropy can be predicted. Similarly, the effect on covariance determinant: 
P^ = OPxO^ (5.1.5.1) 
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We will use these results to examine common transformations, undergone by observed 
data and partially fused information in data fusion processes. Multiple distributed data 
flision centres, responsible for fiising a local subset of the observations need not all 
operate with respect to a common, global spatial definition. The transformations required 
to perform the mappings between spatial definitions are: 
•translation, where spaces are defined with respect different local origins, 
•scaling, where units vary between spatial definitions, 
•rotation, where the angle datum varies, 
•time transition, where observations are asynchronous. 
Transformations between polar and Cartesian axis sets may be regarded as compoimd 
transformations where the components are translation, rotation and scaling. 
A change in origin leads to a transformation of the form: 
Z=x~w . 
Effectively, the origin has moved fi-om 0 to w. The Jacobian of this transformation is the 
identity matrix and Hz=Hx . This is true of any measure preserving transformation [75]. 
A change of scale, by a constant factor a, affecting one of the attributes of x 
gives: 
0 = d i a g [ l . . . 1 a 1 ... \]soH2=Hx + \n{a]. 
When n attributes undergo the same scalmg Hz = Hx+nx ]n{a} or i f each undergoes a 
different scaling Hz=Hx + ^  ln{a/}. 
The value of the relative entropy MoP has changed by a constant amount and the 
position of zero on the H axis has changed. It can be seen that the relative term changes 
by the same amount as the lim^g_»o hi Ae term of equation (4.2.0.2), so that the net effect 
on the total entropy is no change. For practical purposes we will use the relative entropy 
term and must take due account of changes of scale. We note also that, when the scaling 
is by a constant factor (for example metres to kilometres) and H issi function of an 
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independent variable (for example tune), its derivatives are not affected by the change of 
scale. Thus, entropy gradients, as measures of rate of convergence could be compared 
between estimates of the same dimension without reference to the measurement scale 
[75]. However, this is not true of polar to Cartesian transformations where scaling is 
performed with respect to the distance variable. 
This is an important feature of polar co-ordinate systems and the reason for the 
Cartesian assimiption adopted throughout this section. The numerical value of relative 
entropy for a given region in a polar axis set changes depending on its distance from the 
origin. For a spherical axis set the value changes with elevation rotation also. This occurs 
because the extent of As and hence l i m ^ ^ ^ hi Ag is itself a fiinction of the distance 
parameter and is not uniform over the entire space. For example, comparing 
3-dimensional Cartesian co-ordinates with spherical co-ordinates [22]: 
Ae(cartesian) = Ae^ ^AgyAe^  whilst Ae(spherical) = cos y/Aer^egAey,. 
This property is not unique to entropy. The same problems arise with any measure of 
spread related to w-volume including |P|, trace(P) or average standard deviation. 
Another common transformation in data fiasion appUcations is rotation. Axis 
rotation will not change the entropy of the estimation error because it is another measm-e 
preserving transformation. The angular orientation of the axes should have no bearing on 
the quality of information present. I f x is the Cartesian position co-ordinate pair (x, y), 
and the axes are rotated through angle 6: 
cos^ sin^ 
- s i n ^ cos^ 
then \0\=l,andH:, = Hx. 
Finally, we note that we may take the same approach to transformations which 
result from a change in our temporal point of view as we did for the spatial point of 
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view. Transitions through time for non-random X will have no impact on the quality of 
the information present. As an example: i f x comprises x and its first n time derivatives: 
x=[xx^^^ ^(2) ... > ) f 
then ^yenx(t) ,z = x(t+T:) may be approximated by the Taylor series expansions: 
x(t + r) « + T X >(/) + . . . + ^x^"\tX 
x^^\t + T) « x(l)( /) + TXx(2)(0 + ... + - ^ x ( " - l ) ( a 
and so on, so that the Jacobian, 
Of 
1 T ... 









Recalling that i f X is non-random, the above is sufiBcient to describe the effect on 
X of a transition through time. The information we hold about the state of X at ^ does 
not degrade with time because the state at t defines completely the state at time t+r. 
I f X is random, the above is sufficient to describe the deterministic part of its 
transition through time. More simply, the above describes the way in which the transition 
through time would proceed i f no random disturbance to X were to take place in the 
interval t to t + r. However, X is subject to random disturbances. So the state at t, 
predicted on the basis of its state at ^ + T, is subject to extra uncertainty and the increase 
in relative entropy, in the intervals between observations, will occur as predicted in 
Chapter 3. The equation for this transition through time is no longer the same as 
equation (5.1.5.1). Rather, it takes the form: 
where Q{r) is the covariance of the unobserved random disturbances to X in the interval. 
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5.2 Discrete Random Variables with Parameter 
Some of the numerical information produced by data fusion will be concerned 
with number. A good example of this is the number of objects in a given region. The 
information error in any such statement is likely to be expressed in terms of a scalar 
integer random variable with an associated probability density. Like the error in 
continuous random variables, this density defines the error probability distribution of our 
estimate and gives rise to a region of confidence around the estimated value. Again, the 
quality of the information held in the statement is indicated by the size of this region with 
a large region of confidence indicating poorer information quality and a smaller region 
indicating better information quality. 
Again, classical statistics offers some measures of spread [40]: 
• Range, 
• Mean deviation, 
• Variance, 
• Standard deviation. 
Range and mean deviation are rejected for the reasons cited previously and covariance is 
not relevant to a single scalar value. 
This leaves variance and standard deviation that, we have akeady noted, are 
equivalent as indicators of information quality. For a scalar value, variance satisfies all of 
the criteria established in Chapter 2 for a measure of effectiveness but, to maintain 
consistency with our approach to continuous random variables, we will continue to use 
the entropy of the error probability distribution. Also, we will see later that entropy 
extends naturally to include discrete variables without parameter for which variance has 
no meaning. 
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In this section, we are interested in a discrete random variable with one or more 
parameters. This type of variable will have a distribution fijnction of the form 
P(x) = Fix, X,n,...) where X,fi,... are the parameters of the distribution function. 
5.2.1 Estimating the Parameter of the Poisson Distribution 
Many data fusion systems produce discrete numerical information. We will 
consider again the number of objects in a given region. I f objects are approximately 
uniformly distributed over the wider region of interest and the expected number of 
objects in a unit volume is X the number of objects x in a unit volume selected at random 
would be assumed to have the Poisson distribution: 
I f we calculate the entropy of this fi-equency function, using equation (4.2.0.1): 
H{x) = -Z In 
«=0 
H{x) = E\.-X\TI{X } + i + h { x ! } ] (5.2.1.1). 
Using Stirling's equation this becomes [71]: 
H{x) = E[x\n{j-} + \ ta{27Dc} + 0 ( T ) \ 
We require the entropy of the error, s, in an estimate of X based on a single sample, x. 
The fi-equency function of the distribution of s is: 
P(x) = ^J^y where x - £ e S"*" (the set of non-negative integers). 
With entropy as per equation (5.2.1.1). More conveniently, we use the Gaussian 
approximation to the Poisson distribution. For sufficiently large %: 
H{E)^\{\n2nXe). 
Assume now that we obtain, simultaneously, samples of the number of objects in 
n randomly selected unit volumes. The entropy of the mean of n samples fi-om the 
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Poisson distribution is approximated by the entropy of the error in the mean of n samples 
fi-om the appropriate Gaussian approximation: 
Stuart and Ord give the distribution of the mean of n samples fi-om a Poisson distribution 
[40]: 
Where x is on a scale with an interval times the original interval. With respect to the 
new interval, this has mean and variance of «A. However, v^th respect to the original 
interval, it has mean X and variance 4-
The distribution has become a better fit to its Gaussian approximation than was 
obtained for single sample because the Poisson parameter is n times larger. Its entropy is 
also better approximated. 
5.3 Discrete Random Variables without Parameters 
Many data fusion systems produce non-ordered, non-numerical information as 
well as numerical information. For example, an air traffic control system may hold the 
identity of each aircraft; for which it is responsible. Such a system is performing object 
classification and the classification process is subject to uncertainty. Thus, the object 
class attribute has an error distribution and we require some means of measuring the 
spread of this distribution. The object class attribute is an example of a Discrete Random 
Variable without parameters. The information it holds may be described as qualitative. 
Classical statistics is less forthcoming with measures of spread for distributions of 
this type. The possibilities include: 
•Entropy, 
•Information, 
•Minimal error probability. 
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Shannon first proposed the mformation theoretic approach based on the entropy 
measure and Woodward first applied the approach to Radar observation processing [75] 
[85]. Some basic results concerning entropy were discussed in det^ in Chapter 4. 
Manyika & Durrant-Whyte and Deaves et. al. favour another information measure 
known as Information [18] [19] [51]. Information is defined as - 1 x entropy. Entropy 
and Information are interchangeable for the purposes of this work. 
Minimal error probability is defined as 1 - Cmax, where Cmax is the probability 
associated with the most likely object class. A similar measure was used by Pal and Pal 
as the basis for an alternative definition of entropy and Feder examined the relationship 
between entropy and minimal error probability [24] [63]. Mnimal error probability has 
the weakness that it does not extend readily to continuous random variables. 
The distribution of errors in an object classification derived fi"om one or more 
observations may be represented as a vector of probabilities: 
Ci = [cii - ]^ (5.3.0.1) 
where C/j to c,-^  are the probabilities that the observed object, which belongs to class /, is 
classified as belonging to one of q classes. The entropy of this distribution is the entropy 
of object classification when the true class is /. 
I f we wish to generalise further, it is possible to define a matrix of probabilities of 
observing each class when the true class is any of the q classes: 
C= (5.3.0.2) 
Cqi ... Cqq J 
Note that Cis not a single probability distribution. It is an array of q distributions and: 
1J •> 
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Thus, these distributions may be characterised. Shafer described this 
representation ( Q as the Cartesian product of the true set and the set of possible 
outcomes, where the observation process is regarded as a statistical trial [74]. 
Shafer argued that aleatoric (chance) and epistemic (belief) probabilities are 
separate things and that the latter need not obey the same mathematical rules as the 
former. He cites the Bayesian approach to classification as an example of the rules 
governing chance being applied to belief I f we start with a matrix C that defiaies the 
probabilistic relationship of certain observable characteristics to the object class, when 
that collection of characteristics is observed, Bayesian theory offers a means by which 
the probability of each class may be calculated. By probability, we certainly mean our 
degree of belief rather than chance. The class of the object is not subject to chance. It is 
simply what it is. 
I f C is fiilly defined and the q classes form an exhaustive set of distinct classes, 
the Bayesian assumption is well founded and belief might be expected to behave exactly 
like chance. On the other hand i f C is partially defined, i f the classes are not distinct or 
classes exist that we know nothing about, the Bayesian approach offers only a coarse 
approximation. Shafer developed an alternative approach capable of making allowance 
for these possibilities based on a generalised variation of the Bayesian approach which 
had been proposed a decade earlier by Dempster [20] [74]. 
Once a decision has been made we are able to talk about the chance that it was 
the right one. Given prior information about the likelihoods of encountering certain 
classes based on empirical data, and given prior information about the sensing behaviour 
of our classification sensors when faced with these classes, we might predict the chance 
that we classify them correctly when they occur. We will see in Chapter 6 that 
concentration on the entropy of belief arising fi-om a data fusion process leads to a 
different model to one based on the entropy of the decision. 
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For the purposes of this work we will concentrate on the Bayesian approach, 
noting that Shafer's approach might offer a fiuitful area for future work. We will 
concentrate on the probability of error in a given decision rather than the mechanism by 
which support for (belief in) the decision is calculated. We will also adhere to the 
Bayesian model as a common thread running through the subject. Shafer does not say 
that the Bayesian model is vmtrue, rather, that situations will arise in which we are 
required to classify objects without access to all the components of the Bayesian model. 
5.3.1 The Entropy of Object Classification 
To evaluate/^, the expression for the entropy of Discrete Random Variables of 
Chapter 4 is used. For a particular true object class, /, the distribution of errors has the 
form of equation (5.3.0.1), and: 
H(ci)=jCij]n[:^] (5.3.1.1) 
Thus, for a specific object class, / and finite q, H(cj) may be evaluated by enumeration. 
I f we are concerned with the performance of the system when it observes any 
unspecified object class of q, the array of distributions of equation (5.3.0.2) is 
appropriate. A convenient definition for the entropy of this matrix is: 
M C ) = Z 2 c.-h 
However, a more useful MoP will be provided by: 
Hic)=E[H(ci)] = \H(C) 
5.3.2 To Calibrate the Entropy of Discrete Random Variables without Parameters 
It is not meaningful to calibrate the entropy of qualitative information m the same 
way as numerical information. The quality of the information is not measured by the 
likely spread of errors around the true object attribute. Chas no parameter and the 
spread has no spatial meaning. An estunate is either right or wrong and all wrong 
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estimates might be regarded as equally wrong. Entropy is a measure of how certain we 
are regarding the object class. The issue is confidence, not accuracy. 
It is important to note that entropy is measuring (un)certainty rather than 
accuracy or correctness. The wrong answer will deliver a better (lower) entropy than no 
answer at all. We will see later in this discussion that the maximum entropy corresponds 
to ignorance, defined as the state in which all classes are equally likely. In Chapters 6 and 
7 the apparent advantageous affect on performance of any answer, right or wrong, will 
play a part in the design of models and the interpretation of their results. 
Consider the entropy regarding a particular object class, H(cj). It can be seen 
fi-om equation (5.3.1.1) that: 
0<mci)<\dq] 
where 0 corresponds to the situation where the class is known with certainty and ln[^] 
corresponds to the situation where nothing is known and all classes are equally likely. 
I f it is required to minimise the probability of a classification error, the declared 
object class j is chosen such that: 
J =arg max (c,fc) and Cmax = c,-, 
k ^ 
Feder denoted the minimal error probability as TC = 1 -Cmax [24]. WhenHifi j) = 0,n = 0 
(its minimum value) and when H(cj) = ]n[q], n = ^ (its maximum). Feder went on to 
show that, for any other value of n, the entropy of object classification is bounded above 
and below such that: 
^inm(c/) <H(ci) <HmaJfii), 
then: 
^max(c/) = - ( l - 7 r ) b [ l - ; r ] - 7 r h i q-\ (5.3.2.1) 
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In Chapter 6, this expression is used to provide maximum entropy estimates of 
distributions for which only the entropy is known. Given H, equation (5.3.2.1) may be 
solved numerically to give %. It is then a simple matter to create a maximum entropy 
distribution of the form of Figure 5.4. This approach will provide part of a new model of 
object classification that will be proposed in Chapter 6. 
ngore S.4: Mazimum Entropy Distribotion 
J l - . 7 , q - 5 
W" 
It is possible to visualise the error distributions that give rise to the maximum and 
mmimum entropies. Figure 5.4 shows the maximum entropy distribution when n = 0.7 
and ^  = 5. The classes have been reordered for the sake of clarity so that the most 
probable class appears on the left of the diagram. We see that there is a single most 
probable class and that all other classes are equally probable. 
Maximum entropy occurs for a given Cmax when there is one most likely class and all other 
classes are equally likely. 
Given integer r in the range 1 to ^ -1 satisfying <n< the ©q>resMon 
for minimum entropy given by Feder was: 
^nmi(c,) =-(ra - r +1)ln[r7r - r +1 ] - K l - 7t)h[l - T T ] 
The form of the minimum entropy distribution shown in figure 5.5 depends on 
the parameter r. In general, there are r equal most probable classes and one less probable 
class that attracts the remaining probability. All other classes have probability zero. The 
simplest form of the minimum entropy distribution occurs when TC < j and r = 1. Under 
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Figure S.S: Minimum Enin^y Distribntian 




these circumstances, there are two probable classes: one with probability Cmax and one 
with probability n. The distribution becomes more complex as the minimal error 
probability grows. 
Minimum entropy occurs for a given Cmax when there are r most likely classes, <me class to 
which the remaining support attaches and all other classes with zero probability. 
The minimum entropy distribution is shown in figure 5.5 when = 0.7 and ^ = 5. 
Here, j < TT < j and /* = 3. Again, the classes have been reordered for clarity so that the 
most probable classes occur on the left and the least probable on the right. Finally, for a 
given q we can plot maximum and minimum entropy against minimal error probability as 
in Figure 5.6. 
There is a vertical line drawn at TT = 0.7. The intersections between the vertical 
line and the maximum and minimum entropy lines correspond to the situations 
represented in figures 5.4 and 5.5 respectively. 
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Figure 5.6: Maximum and Minimum Entropy of Object Classification 
Minixnutn Ezrar Probability (x) 
Maximum and minimum entropies are plotted against minimal error probability. 
5.4 The Entropy of a Markov Process 
When Shannon proposed that entropy, established in the field of statistical 
mechanics, should be applied to information dynamics, he started by examining 
stochastic processes as representations of the patterns that occur in language [75]. He 
gave examples of simulations of English text, first with a random mixture of alphabetic 
symbols, then demonstrating increasing similarity to English as models of single, double 
and triple letter pattern probabilities were introduced and finally even greater similarity as 
single and double word pattern probabilities were used. He pointed out that multiple 
alphabetic symbol and multiple word approximations could be represented by Markov 
processes. 
A Markov process describes the transitions between the states of a system in 
terms of the probabilities of the transitions. I f the system is currently in state s,-, the 
probability that the next transition takes the system to state Sj is denoted pjj. There is no 
residue of influence fi-om preceding states. Shaimon proposed that to turn a Markov 
process mto a description of an information source required only that a letter was 
produced at each transition. 
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Two representations of Markov processes are common: a diagrammatic 
representation as shown in figure 5.7 and as a (square) matrix of transition probabilities, 
There is a class of Markov processes referred to as ergodic. The Longman 
dictionary defines ergodic as: "... of a statistical system in which the fi^on of time eadi 
subsystem spends in a given statistical state equals the flection of subsystems in that state 
at any given time..." [49]. 
Shannon gives two properties of or tests for ergodic Markov processes, 
paraphrasing: 
•It must be possible to get to any state fi-om any other state (i.e. no breaks in the 
chain); and 
•I f the lengths of all the circuits fi-om a particular state back to itself were 
measured the highest common factor of the set of circuit lengths would be unity 
(i.e. no periodicity). 
Figure 5.7: An Eigodic Maikov Process 
An ergodic Markov process has a path from any state to any other and has no periodicity. 
An everyday situation which may be approximated by an ergodic Markov process 
is a city-centre circular bus route. Assuming all stops are roughly equally busy and 
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ignoring start-up and shutdown it is possible to create an ergodic Markov process model. 
The state in question is the number of passengers on the bus which may vary between 
zero and the capacity of the bus and a state transition occurs every 4ime the bus stops 
and passengers get on and off. 
It should be noted that the bus is an example of the most general case of ergodic 
Markov process because the network is fiilly connected and transition fi-om any state to 
any other is possible in a single step. The networks in the situations of interest to this 
work tend to be more sparsely connected. In a sparser network all transitions of an 
ergodic Markov process are still possible but some require several steps. 
The important property of an ergodic Markov process fi-om the point of view of 
this work is that the probability of selecting an object at random and encountering it in a 
particular state is the same as the probability of encountering a particular object in that 
state when the object is observed over many state transitions. In other words, sequences 
drawn fi-om a single ergodic Markov process tend to have the same statistical properties 
and given a long enough sequence the probability of encountering each state, P,-, 
approaches equilibrium. Thus: 
Pi = i:PjPji. 
j 
For an ergodic Markov process the equilibrium is approached irrespective of the 
starting conditions. We can approximate the equilibrium by iterating pin) = <!>p{n - 1 ) , 
where n denotes iteration number, /? = [ - • -P, - • - j ^ andpiO) is any probability vector such 
that X KO) , = 1. Shannon calculated the entropy of the P,'s to represent the amovmt of 
i 
information "produced" by the process. It is seen in Chapter 6 that we use an ergodic 
Markov process to represent the possible behaviours that may be encountered firom a 
data fusion system. 
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Ekroot and Cover took a different view of the entropy of a Markov process that 
has applications in backgammon, gambling and population growth [23]. Ekroot and 
Cover considered the ideas of logical depth and thermodynamic dqpth. In plain language, 
they studied entropy measures of the process or path by which the current state of affairs 
arose. A Markov trajectory ty fi-om Si to 5, was defined as having initial state 5 „ final state 
Sj and no intermediate visit to the final state, and Y,y was defined as the set of all such 
trajectories. The entropy of a trajectory was then defined as: 
tif^ij [p[tij} J 
This offers a possible avenue of future research into the mixtures of behaviours that arise 
fi-om data fiision systems and may have applications in systems autonomy and automatic 
sensor management. Using Ekroot and Cover's Markov trajectory model it may be 
possible to examine the utility of possible actions or sequences of actions in terms of the 
probabilities of reaching desired and undesired information states as a result. 
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6 Simulations and IModels 
Numerous simulations and models are used in this work. A simulation is a partial 
implementation of a system, its human operators, the enwonment and the situation. 
Missing elements are replaced with abstractions; for instance: the environment may be 
synthetic. When a simulation is performed, the objective is to give the appearance of the 
true and complete system performing a real operation to fulfil some task. The task and its 
outcome are then observed as i f they were real. 
For this work, when a data fusion process is evaluated by simulation, it is the 
information "feed" of sensors and other sources that is simulated. The data fusion 
process may be present in its entirety or it might be represented by a simpler collection of 
key components without loss of fidelity. The simulations are discussed in section 6.1. 
A model is an abstraction of the system, its operators, the environment and the 
situation. The aim of a model is to predict the outcome of the task without the operation 
actually taking place. When a model of a data fusion process is evaluated, it is the 
expected final information quality of the fused information which is calculated along with 
the probabiUty that this information quaUty is sufiBcient for the task. 
There are four types of model described in this chapter, all novel in some respect: 
1) Data association modelling is concerned with the ability of the data fiasion process to 
discern true clusters of observations in the source data, where a true cluster comprises 
observations of a single real-world object. 
2) Estimation modelling is concerned with the eflfect of combining clustered observations. 
3) Ignorance is modelled to quantify the penalty when information is missing. 
4) Fusion state modelling is concerned with the sequence of decisions taking place within 
data fusion in response to random events and the stability of the likely resulting 
information. 
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A new Data Association model is discussed in section 6.2.1. The proposed model 
is novel because it operates in a space where distances are normalised with respect to the 
distribution of relative errors between new information and information ah-eady 
accumulated. The main advantages of this compared with known approaches are greater 
accuracy and applicability to a wider range of situations. 
Estimation modelling is discussed in sections 6.2.2 (tracking), 6.2.3 (track fusion) 
and 6.2.4 (classification). Tracking is represented by the well kno-wn steady-state 
solution of the matrix Riccati equation. New formulations of the solution as a series 
expansion and a nested computation are offered. The effect of track fusion may be 
represented by the standard expression for the covariance matrix of the estimator in use. 
Using the above models for tracking and track fusion, the estimation error covariance 
matrix is used to calculate the information entropy. Alternatively, a new model is offered 
by which track fusion entropy may be propagated directly. 
Two models are offered for classification. The first model is new and predicts the 
evolution of the entropy of the class belief distribution when class observations are 
combmed using a recursive Bayesian process. The second model takes the obvious 
approach of summing the class decisions, weighted by their probabilities, for each 
possible outcome of the fusion process. The result is the predicted distribution of 
classification decisions for which an entropy may be calculated. Surprismgly, the two 
models were found to produce different results and this difference was borne out by the 
case studies reported in Chapter 7 where it is discussed in more detail. 
A model of the information penalty of ignorance is offered in section 6.2.5. 
Ignorance may result fi-om partial or missmg information and an approach is proposed 
which represents it as an uncertainty distributed uniformly over the entire region of 
interest. That uncertainty then has a fiinite entropy. 
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The new concept of fusion states, and a model to predict their mfluence on fiised 
information quality, is proposed in section 6.2.6. A significant problem in modelling the 
effectiveness of a situation awareness system arises because information quality can 
undergo step changes; for example, when a new information source starts to report or an 
estabUshed source ceases reporting. These must be accounted for and it is proposed in 
this thesis that the states of an ergodic Markov process be used to represent the resulting 
switching behaviour of the information error. 
6.1 Simulations of the Data Fusion Process 
In general, access to operational data fusion systems for research work is rare. 
Some of this work is evaluated by comparison with an operational system. However, the 
majority is evaluated by comparison with detailed Monte Carlo simulations. Simulations 
of stochastic systems are used to provide an information "input" or "feed" to the data 
fijsion processes which are studied; thus a wider range of situations and system are 
studied. 
Time-stepping simulations are used for this work. Simulations of this type are 
activated repeatedly and each activation is taken to represent a specific time interval. The 
interval can be of fixed duration or can be defined as the interval between key events. All 
the system or process activity in the interval is then simulated during the activation. On 
completion of the sequence of time-steps prescribed by the situation of interest, a single 
example of a possible behaviour of the system is obtained. In general, large numbers of 
repetitions are used in these simulations in order to measure the average system 
behaviour. 
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Figure 6.1 shows the generic process, comprising four stages, by which the 
simulations were carried out. Capture State is where the scenario data for the current 
time step is extracted from the Situation Database and made available to the subsequent 
processes; for example, in an air traffic control simulation the Situation Database could 
comprise a list of aircraft and their flight plans. At each time-step, parameters defining 
the latest position, velocity, orientation and status of each aircraft could be read. The 
Situation Database defines the "true" situation. 
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Figure 6.1: The Simulation Process 
The four stage simulation process flows diagonally from top left to bottom right The process 
builds up a fused picture whose information quality can be measured. 
Simulate Observations executes the sensor simulations. The scenario data for the 
current time is compared with a definition of the physical properties of the sensor 
observation process. In the air traffic control simulation, the statistical distributions of 
detection and parameter estimation for each aircraft are predicted in this way and a set of 
"observations", with appropriate statistics are created using Monte Carlo methods. 
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Fuse Observations executes the fusion processes. The simulated observations 
fi-om the sensor simulations are processed by data fusion as if they are real sensor data. 
Finally, Measure Performance calculates the MoPs and records the^esults. 
Capture State is highly scenario dependent and there is little which can be said 
about it in general terms. It is specific to the system of interest and the situation in which 
that system is being evaluated and these issues are dealt with in Chapter 7 where case 
studies are described. Measure Performance makes and stores the MoPs and MoEs 
discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. Results fi-om specific experiments are also given in 
Chapter 7. 
It is in the activities Simulate Observations and Fuse Observations where the 
behaviour and effect of the systems of interest are synthesised. In Simulate Observations 
the process of observation is represented and in Fuse Observations the actions of the 
system. 
6.1.1 Simulation of Sensor Observations 
We have seen that time-steppmg sensor simulations are used to produce 
time-series of "observations" to drive the subsequent data fusion process. Figure 6.2 
represents the stages in the sensor simulation. Figure 6.2 is a decomposition of the 
activity Simulate Observations of Figure 6.1. 
The activities in this decomposition may be described generically as: 
•Spatial Coverage, where the regions observed by the sensor m the current 
time-step are determined and the objects lying within them are extracted from the 
scenario. 
•Detection, where the objects are considered in turn and a detection decision 
made for each one. 
•Observation Error, where observations are created for detected objects by 










Figure 6 J,: Sensor 
Simulations 
The sensor simulation process flows diagonally from top left to bottom right Starting with 
definitions of the scenario objects and sensors the process creates simulated sensor 
observations. 
The detail of each stage depends on the sensor being modelled. The observed 
region is determined from a definition of the seeking behaviour of the sensor. For 
example, the simplest behaviour might be described as staring. A staring sensor observes 
a fixed "window" continuously. For such a sensor, the observed region would likewise 
be fixed and correspond to the window. 
More complex behaviours, such as scanning, are conmion; where a window is 
swept over a larger region in a given pattern at some given rate. Modem sensors may 
have an agile scanning capability where the position of the window is not constrained by 
a set pattern and can be moved around the overall observed region m any selected 
progression of window positions. 
As an example, consider the detection process of a Radar simulation. It calculates 
a signal to noise ratio for each object in question via the Radar equation [35] [77]; 
S Transmitted power density x Reflected power density x Effective antenna receiving area 
N ~ Noise X Loss 
^ Anr2 ^ N ^  L 
(47c)2r4NL 
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Where PtGAg are constants describing the Radar's properties (transmitted power, 
antenna gain and effective antenna receiving area respectively), a is the mean Radar 
cross section (RCS) which denotes the reflecting area presented byJhe object, N is the 
sum of the environmental and systematic noise, L is a factor to allow for propagation 
losses and r is the distance from the sensor to the object. 
The expected signal to noise ratio is then used to make a random detection 
decision based on the probability of detection, Pd, for the object given by the 
approximate relationship: P^aP^^ ^ . 
Where Pfa is the probability of a false alarm (a spurious observation due to clutter or 
noise) corresponding to the Radar's detection threshold. Thus, a particular Radar 
observing a particular object in particular environmental conditions can be characterised 
by a graph of versus object range. Such a graph is reproduced in figure 6.3. 
Detected objects are turned into observations by the addition of random errors 
with the appropriate distributions. Finally, false alarms are generated at random with 
uniform distributions that corresponded to Pfa. Based on comprehensive sensor 
parameters, accurate sensor simulations may be created in this way. 
Figure 6.3: Radai Model Detection Behaviom (Virange) 
Objea Range (fan) 
The curve of Radar Pd versus range for a given combination of Radar, observed object and 
environmental conditions. 
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6.1.2 Data Fusion Architectures and Simulation Networks 
Given accurate sensor simulations providing a source of observations, it is 
required to construct a simulated data fusion process. I f an existing-system is to be 
simulated, it is usual for a fiill and complete definition of the fiision process to be 
available. I f a data fiision concept is to be evaluated through simulation, the concept 
itself usually provides the definition. 
A simplistic, but adequate, approach to simulation would be to build the 
processing centres and data interconnections belonging to the system in their entirety and 
connect them to the sensor simulations. The drawback to such an approach is cost and 
lead-time. Given a system of interest expressed as a network of sensors, algorithms and 
interconnections various options exist for simplification.. 
Given a particular task with a particular attribute space of required information, if 
there existed a sensor whose observation space matched the attribute space or was a 
superset of the attribute space, and i f the performance of that sensor regularly and 
reUably exceeded the SoP for the task in question, there would be no need for a data 
fiision process. The information output of the sensor would simply feed the task and all 
requirements would be satisfied. Usually, this is not possible. 
It might be the case that a sensor could observe only a subset of the attribute 
space; or that its performance consistently fell short of the SoP for the task; or that an 
ideal sensor was too expensive; or too big and immobile and not in the right place. In 
such circumstances, multiple sensors would be used. 
Multiple sensors with the combined potential to provide all the information in the 
attribute space require a data fiasion process to do the necessary combination. In its 
simplest form data fiision might be implemented as a single consolidation process 
receiving observations from all the sensors. More usually, i f the sensors are distributed 
over a wide geographical region or some of them incorporate data processing provided 
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by the manufacturer, multiple consolidation processes are implemented with a network 
of interconnections. Within this network would exist a hierarchy of processes. The 
arrangement of sensors, processes and interconnections and the control hierarchy 
imposed on them is commonly referred to as the data fusion architecture. Three basic 
architectural forms are well known. 
6.1.2.1 Fully Centralised Data Fusion Architectures 
Data fusion systems with a fixlly centraUsed architecture gather all the sensor 
observations in a single fusion process [8] [82]. Figure 6.4 shows a fully centralised 
architecture and a corresponding simulation. Such an architecture is likely to provide 
optimal fusion of the observations and would be represented simply in a simulation as a 
single tracker and data association process receiving observations from all the sensor 
simulations. 
FigTire 6.4: Fully Centralised Architecture 
uobaview 
• globdview 
A Fully Centralised Data Fusion Architecture is represented in simulation as a single tracker 
fed by multiple sensor simulations. 
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6.1.2.2 Autonomous, Distributed Data Fusion Architectures 
The alternative to a fiilly centralised architecture is a distributed architecture. 
Within a distributed architecture, the fijsion process is divided into-sub-processes in 
multiple computers and part-processed data is exchanged between the sub-processes. 
Within autonomous distributed architectures there would be sensor-level fiision 
processes (for example, trackers) that would consolidate single sensor observations 
independently of all the other processes and, in general, without reference to the data 
produced by other sensor-level processes [8] [9] [72] [82]. Intermediate-level fiision 
processes would then combine the sensor-level views to form a local view that would, in 
turn, be communicated to the higher level and combined with other local views. This is 
represented, alongside a corresponding model, in Figure 6.5. 







An Autonomous Distributed Data Fusion Architecture is represented in simulation as multiple 
trackers fed by sensor simulations. Tracks are consolidated by a hierarchy of Track Fusion 
processes. 
The strengths of this architecture are that communications between processes 
may be scaled to fit the capacity of the data-interconnections and data from highly 
disparate information sources may be combined. The weakness of this approach is that 
data is under exploited, since the sensor processes will not interpret their data as 
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accurately as they would if they had access to the global picture. In addition, the global 
views held in dififerent parts of the system may diverge. 
In a simulation, each sensor would have its own tracker and-data association 
process. Several trackers would provide tracks to the intermediate-level Track Fusion 
and data association process. The data-interconnections need not be physical, rather they 
could be represented by restrictions on data exchange between software modules in the 
simulation. 
Within this architectural model, it is possible for multiple Track Fusion Processes 
to provide consolidated tracks to still higher Track Fusion and data association processes 
in a scaleable multiple-layered hierarchy. 
6.1.2.3 Integrated, Distributed Data Fusion Architectures 
Data fusion systems with an integrated distributed architecture differ from those 
with autonomous architecture in that each sensor process has access to the global picture 
and produces updates to that picture [18] [19] [51] [66]. The global picture is distributed 
using algorithms such as the distributed Kahnan filter (DKf) described m Chapter 3. 
The global picture updates are communicated between the processes. Each 
sensor process constructs its own updated copy of the global picture and all copies are 
the same. This approach can operate with or without the presence of a dedicated process 
to maintain the global view. It can accommodate sensor-less platforms that construct 
their own copy of the global view from receive-only communications. It is shown in 
Figure 6.6 alongside a corresponding simulation. In a simulation, this type of architecture 
would be represented very simply by a single tracker and data association process 
identical to that of the fiilly centralised architecture. 
The strengths of this approach are that it is inherently expandable, that it exploits 
fully the available situation awareness data and that the global views held by different 
platforms are in effect copies of the same thing. Each copy of the global view is the same 
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as would be produced by an optimal, fiilly centralised system. The weakness of this 
approach is that its demands for inter-platform communications are relatively high. 
Figure 6.6: Integrated Distributed Fusion Network 
balview 
An Integrated Distributed Data Fusion Architecture is algebraically equivalent to a single 
tracker fed by multiple sensors and is represented in simulation as a single tracker. 
6.1.2.4 Hybrid Data Fusion Architecture 
The architecture in a system need not be homogeneous. Parts of a system could 
benefit greatly from an integrated, decentrahsed approach or a centralised approach; 
whilst the overheads this approach would impose in other parts of a system might be 
excessive. The option exists to adopt a pragmatic approach that varies the architectural 
model applied in different parts of the system. The resuU would be a hybrid architecture 
of the type represented in Figure 6.7. In a simulation, this type of system would be 
represented by a mixture of the forms described in previous sections [8] [82]. 
Once chosen, the architecture model is populated with sensor simulations as 
described in the preceding section and with data fiision algorithms from those described 
in Chapter 3, selected to best represent the system of interest. Details of each simulation 
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used in this work are given in Chapter 7 where the case studies carried out during this 
work are described. 
Figure 6.7: Hybrid Fusion Architecture 
local view l^eBHiMw 
dotal view 
A Hybrid Data Fusion Architecture. The architecture combines centralised and distributed 
features and is represented in simulation by the most apt architectural forms. 
6.2 Modelling the Data Fusion Process 
Analytical models are proposed here for the information output of the various 
parts of the data fiasion process as well as models to bind the parts together and predict 
the information output of complete systems. Detailed analyses were made of the 
processes that associate and consoUdate mformation from sensor observations and 
representations of these processes are the bases of the models. 
The alternative to analytical models are empirical models. Empirical models 
might be used if it were required to extrapolate the measured and recorded performance 
of a system m one situation m order to predict its performance in a dififerent situation. 
Such models operate by postulating relationships between the parameters of the 
situations of interest and the system performance. For example, the Lanchester equations 
are used to model military engagements in terms of differential equations [84]. However, 
that is not what we are attempting here. We wish to evaluate system concepts and at the 
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The single stage modelling process predicts the information quality of the fused picture based 
on definitions of the situation and the sensor network. 
Sensor models were used to represent the observation processes but unlike the 
simulations no time-series of observations was generated. Instead the observations were 
characterised by parameters such as revisit time, probability of detection and observation 
error distribution. The information processing within the system was represented by 
entropy models for common fiision processes. 
Given reliable, accurate models of these processes, the performance of 
information systems was predicted in terms of entropy-based Measures of Performance. 
There were models for the types of data fiision algorithm: Data Association, Tracking, 
Track Fusion and Object Classification. In addition, models of special information states 
and system interactions were produced. They were: partial information, ignorance and 
Fusion States. 
6.2.1 Data Association Models 
Multiple objects have the potential to create Data Association ambiguity in the 
data fiision process and the ambiguity is a fiinction of the object separation in relation to 
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the sensor resolution. It was seen in Chapter 3 that the situation of Figure 3.5 led to 
unambiguous Data Association and a single likely fusion operation when objects were 
well separated in relation to the resolution properties of the sensors. The similar situation 
of Figure 3.8 led to ambiguity and two dififerent, likely fusion operations when objects 
were closer together in azimuth. The two fusion operations led to noticeably different 
ways of interpreting the data. 
We saw also that there are three distinct ways in which Data Association 
algorithms deal with these ambiguities: 
•by accepting the most likely interpretation of the data at each step as if it were 
true as in the Nearest Neighbour Standard Filter (NNSF); 
•by deferring the decision as to the most likely interpretation until suflBcient data 
becomes available, and meanwhile accepting the current most likely as interim, as 
in the Multiple Hypothesis Tracker (MKT); or 
•by weighting the new observations by the probabihties that they are the true 
updates for each track as in the Joint Probabilistic Data Association Filter 
(JPDAF). 
The first type of algorithm is considered in detail. The performance of the other 
algorithms has been written about by van Keuk on MHT performance and Kershaw and 
Evans on JPDAF performance [43] [80]. The question of whether the approach 
proposed in the following paragraphs can be extended to conveniently represent these 
other algorithms is left as a topic for future research. 
6.2.1.1 Data Association Models: Bacl^round 
A quaUtative model of the effect of data association ambiguity on the data fusion 
process was proposed by Blackman [8]. Blackman gave a graph of object separation 
against sensor resolution cell size of the form of Figure 6.9. 
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There were two lines on the graph representing threshold levels of object 
separation at which the data association outcome changed. Above the upper threshold, 
Data Association was free of ambiguity and the probability of an allocation error was 
insignificant. Below the lower threshold, the object separation was so small that the extra 
numerical errors in the estimates due to allocation error were insignificant. When 
separation is very small it would be common for sensors to fail to separate multiple 
objects. In such circumstances, the group of objects might be observed as a single object. 
Between the thresholds, the outcome was uncertain. Our models will atten^ to quantify 




Figure 6.9: Data Association Outcomes [8] 
unambiguous resolution 
unresolved groups 
+ sensor resolution cell volume 
Blackman's conceptual model of Data Association outcomes. Above the shaded repoa, the 
resohition is unambiguoos. Below the shaded region, ambigoity cannot be resolved. Diside Ae 
shaded region, the outcome is less predictable. 
Suppose there is an object with /n-dimensional state vector of continuous 
r 1^ 
variables at locationac in attribute space and another at jc+^,with^=[ ••• <5,- ••• 
If a nearest neighbour standard filter (NNSF) algorithm is used to perform the 
allocation, it considers one of the object estimates first, say which has zero-mean 
MVGD errors of covariance P. Both observations are considered as potential updates 
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for A : and if one observation is allocated, there is one observation left for consideration as 
an update for the second object. The NNSF will be referred to as a sequential algorithm 
because the object estimates are considered in sequence. 
I f the new observations have zero-mean MVGD errors of covariance R, the 
normalised Mahalanobis distance of the true observation from x is: 
z = (y-xf[P+R]-^(y-x), 
and this is used in the criterion for allocation [3]. Provided z is smaller than the 
normalised distance from the wrong observation, 
w = (y-x-df[P+R]-^(y-x-S), 
the correct data association will be made. 
In Blackman's extended form of the NNSF, all the object - observation pairs are 
considered simultaneously [8]. In algorithms such as these, all track - observation 
normalised distance squares are calculated and the feasible set giving the smallest sum is 
selected. We will refer to this type of algorithm as simultaneous (also known as optimal 
allocation). 
I f we consider again the pair of objects above and denote the distances of the true 
observations from the object estimates as 21 and Z 2 , and those of the false (interchanged) 
observations as and W2, we allocate the observations in the correct pairing when 
w' - w\+W2> z\+Z2=z . We will assume that the estimate of the object at also 
has zero mean MVGD errors of covariance P. 
Mori, Chang and Chong calculated the probability of correct association in a 
simultaneous data association algorithm for two targets with the sensor probability of 
detection of individual o b j e c t s , 1 [55]. 
Pre = Pr{M'' > z'} = deAR\c = 0 
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Where e r / [ ^ J ^ exp(-f and ^  ^ d^P+R]d. Mori et. al. found that 
probabiUty of correct association could be approximated by the expression: 
Pre « 1 - ( f x 2 - l ; r i r ( ^ ) = 1 -C^Cf)" 
where r is the radius of an m-ball over which the expectation was calculated, centred on 
1 
one target and just enclosing the other, CT=|P+/?|2inandr(p+l) = J e~^vPdq. When a 
0 
given N objects lay in the w-ball this became: 
Pr»»[ l -C„( irr '> 
and when was Poisson distributed with mean u: 
Pre »exp[-MCOT(f)'"], 
When extraneous (clutter) objects were present and their number was Poisson 
Distribution with mean v: 
Pre « exp[-(«C;;, +vZ)^)(f)'"], whereZ);„ = 2 f - ^ . 
These models fell short of our needs for this work for three reasons: 
•we were interested in situations where pd4i\; 
•we required to examine specific scenarios and configurations of objects as well 
as generaUsed object and clutter densities; 
•the approximation excluded small values of r; and 
•initial experiments indicated only moderate accuracy. 
6.2.1.2 A Model for the ProbabUity of a Correct Association 
The following new approximations for the probability of correct association for 
an object with /w-dimensional state vector of continuous variables are proposed. These 
approximations are both simple and easy to apply to specific situations. 
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First, consider a sequential allocation process where the known objects are 
considered in turn and the "best" matching new observation is allocated to update the 
current object before the process moves on and considers the next object. Consider the 
pair of objects defined above about which ambiguity may arise. 
Stuart and Ord give the distribution of the normalised distance, z, of the true 
observation fi-om the track as the familiar Xm distribution [40]: 
and that of the normalised distance, w, of the wrong observation fi-om the track as the 
non-central Xm distribution: 
Where r ( . ) and >l are as defined above and B(p, ^ ) = J v ^ ^ (1 - v)9-^dv = 
Stuart and Ord give the characteristic fimctions of / i ( z ) and/zCw) respectively as 
[40]: 
^z(0 = ( l -2 /Yr2 ' " , and : 
M 0 = ( l - 2 / 7 r 2 ' " e x p { - i ^ . 
Thus, assuming w and z to be independent, the distribution of (w - z) has the 
characteristic fianction: 
^w-z(t) = expl ^^^^ k 
which indicates: 
Pre = P K H ' > z) = erf^ V = I f f 14 e ^ [ - T r -
This can be obtained fi-om a standard table. When we extend this to represent a 
simultaneous data association algorithm we find: 
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which indicates: 
P r . = P r ( > . ' > . ' ) = er( /f] = - ^ l ^ exp(-4>_ 
We note that this is the expression for which Mori et. al. calculated the 
expectation [55]. I f we work only in space normalised with respect to \P-\-R\ 2 we find 
that we can use these models directly without calculating expectations and this leads to 
greater simplicity. In this normalised space, the probability of correct association for a 
given X is constant over an w-ball and equal to Pre. 
For specific scenarios and object constellations, this approach is highly 
convenient and accurate. Such scenarios can usually be transformed to normalised space 
with greater accuracy than multivariate error distributions can be transformed to natural 
space. 
Figure 6.10 gives the graph of probability of false allocation. Pry = 1 - Pre, 
versus X, produced by the above models, for sequential and simultaneous data 
association algorithms. 
An immediate and striking feature of these graphs is the performance advantage 
of the simultaneous algorithm over the sequential one. I f this were borne out by 
experimental results, there could be little justification for ever using the latter algorithm 
and little need for such a model in this work. We will see in Chapter 7 that it is borne 
out. However, we will also see later that when /?<i gfe 1 the simultaneous algorithm can 
behave like the sequential algorithm and this model will be required to provide a 
complete representation of its performance. 
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The models have an unexpected feature in their independence of the dimension of 
the object state vector of the system of interest. Unlike the models proposed by Mori et. 
al. these models depend only on the scalar X and not on m [55]. 
0.45 
Figure 6.10: Pr(False Allocation) for Two Objects 
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Probabilities of false aUocation predicted by the models. The superior performance of the 
simultaneous algorithm is clearly visible. 
When the ambiguous group comprises more than two objects the models may be 
extended using the argument put forward by Mori et. al. Namely, given N objects in an 
ambiguous group, object x is correctly associated by the event in which there is no 
transposition of observations involving that object. Assimiing transposition events are 
independent the probability of correct association is approximated by [55]: 
Pre = n Pr (w '>z ' ) . 
Where w' is the distance separating the estimated object fi-om one of one of the possible 
false observations and z is the corresponding separation for the true observation. For 
our model this gives: Pre = [erf(a)]^~^, 
where a-\ 
for a sequential algorithm, 
^ for a simultaneous algorithm. 
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Furthermore, we can adopt the argument by which Mori et. al. arrived at their 
approximation for the probability of correct allocation when A'^  is Poisson distributed 
with mean u, namely: 
Pre = I(Prc|AOPr(iV) 
V-U7J l + I [ l - e r f ( - a ) ] ^ - i ^ 
N=l ^• 
noting that erf(a) = 1 - erf(-a) 
l-erf(-a) 
«exp[-werf(-a)] (^-^^- l ) 
When clutter is present and is Poisson distributed with mean v, this becomes: 
Pre «exp[-(M + v)erf(-a)] (6.1.2.2) 
Independence of the errors in z and w is assumed in the preceding paragraphs in 
the calculation of the characteristic fimction of the distribution of the decision metric (z -
w) for a pair of objects. In general, errors in z and w are correlated. However, the 
nimierical consequences of this are small and these models of correct association 
probability were found to produce acceptable results in general. 
6.2.1.3 A Model for the Effects on Estimation of Data Association Error 
Based on the above models for the probability of correct association, we shall 
predict the effects of false association on estimation accuracy. First, consider the case 
when established tracks exist and the probability of detection for the individual objects, 
pdxl. 
Given the pair of objects fi-om the discussion above, we see that the estimate for 
the object at x is created fi-om a mixture of true observations and false observations 
(fi-om the interfering object atx+S). The proportions in the nuxture are Pre and 1 - Pre 
respectively. This mixture of data has a mean and variance that differ fi-om those of the 
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true observations belonging to x and the differences will affect the performance of the 
data fiision system. 
I f we consider the way in which association errors arise, we-recall that 
transpositions of object - observation pairs occur when the normalised sum of squares of 
the relative errors between observation and estimate in the transposed allocation (w') is 
less than the normalised sum of squares of the relative errors in the true one (z'). 
First, consider the case where observation errors are much larger than estimation 
errors (P <c R); a model of the behaviour of the relative error between observation and 
estimate will provide a good approximation for the apparent observation error in the set 
of allocated observations. We will model the estimated position of the track ofac in 
normalised space as the mean of the allocated set of observations. Define: 
fit =E[t\y ey(x)] and aj ^E[{f-fit9 \y ^y{x)\. 
where j ( jc) denotes the set of observations allocated to x. Then: 
1 
pit J t€xp\-Yjdt+ J (?+2a)exp(-yJfi& 
.-00 ^ -'^  -00 ^ . J2n 
The first term represents the true observations' contribution to the estimate and the 
second term represents the falsely associated observations' contribution. For a sequential 
algorithm the bias 3 and for a simultaneous algorithm b « I n attribute space b 
is related to the bias vector fip^ such that: 
b = -Jf[P+R]-^^ 
I f we adopt the convention that the object separation V I is in the positive 
direction in normalised space, we note that b is negative. This is interpreted as 0 
operating in the direction directly away fi-om the interfering object. 
The variance aj is approximated by: 
l(t-b)^exp(-^)dt+ i(t+2a-b)^exp(-^]dt . 
-00 ^ -00 . 
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For a sequential algorithm the apparent observation standard deviation a'« la} and for 
a simultaneous algorithm a'« • 
In normalised space, a (one-sigma) region of constant likelihood around an object 
estimate is an w-ball of unit radius. We find that a' <\ and this may be interpreted as a 
flattening of this region in the direction of the line joining x\ox+d,io make an 
approximate m-ellipsoid. The apparent error standard deviation along that line is less 
than that of the true data. In all planes perpendicular to that line, the projection of the 
region remains a circle of imit radius. 
The apparent observation error covariance Rp^ is obtained by: 
Rp<R = yfRy/^ 
where is a rotation of the matrix diag o' 1 • • • 1 such that the scaling factor, a , 
applies along the line joining the two objects. 
Figure 6.11 (a) represents these effects as they would be experienced in a system 
with a 2-D object state using the geometric representation of uncertainty [51]. The 
representation is in normalised space. The apparent position ofx\sx+P, and the 
apparent distribution of observation errors in the data used to create x is approximated 
by the shaded region. The distribution of the true observation errors is indicated by the 
circle. 
Both these effects are the opposite of what we would expect i f a random mixture 
of data had occurred. For the above data association errors, the tail of the true 
distribution in the du-ection of the interfering object is lost to that object's estimate and 
vice-versa. The gained false data are closer to JC than the lost true data. That is why the 
apparent observation error standard deviation decreases. These effects occur for both the 
sequential and simuhaneous algorithms. The difference between the algorithms is the 
magnitude parameter, a. 
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Figure 6.11 (a): The Effect of Data Assciation Enors (pdr-l and R » P ) 
The effects of data association errors when Pd-l and P < IL The observatiiMis allocated 
to X are biased away from the mterfering object and their standard deviation is less tiian 
the true data. 
When the opposite is true and estimation errors are much larger than observation 
errors (P:» R), the allocation of observations to estimates is dominated by the estimation 
error and fi-om the point of view of the observation, is completely random. Thus, the 
allocated set of observations take on the statistics of a random mixture. Such a mixture 
has a variance larger than that of the true observations and a bias towards the interfering 
object. Stuart and Ord give the expression for the mean of a mixture of scalar random 
variables with means/i, as/i = E/?,^,- [40]. For our example this gives; 
j?=jc+(l-Pre)^ =>^ i>>i? = (1-PreM. 
Stuart and Ord give the expression for the variance of a mixture of scalar random 




These effects are represented in figure 6.11(b). The mixture of distributions of the 
allocated observations can be bi-modal but, using the geometric representation of 
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uncertainty, it is represented in figure 6.11 (b) as a single ellipse corresponding to the 
uni-modal distribution with the same mean and covariance [51]. 
Figure 6.11(b): The Effect of Data Assciation Eirors (pd~l and R « P ) 
^>.^ sqrt(A.) 
When Pihl and R«Pt the observations allocated to x are now biased towards the mterfering 
object and their standard deviation, a% is greater than that of the true data, a. 
These models correspond to the extreme cases in the range of posable ratios of 
observation to estimation errors. A linear combination of these models is used to 
i D l i D l 
represent intermediate values with coeflBcients and 1 - - j ^ ^ respectively. 
When the ambiguous group comprises more than two objects, the model may be 
extended. Let py denote the probability of felsely allocating observations between the 
pair of objects {(/}, and let fiy denote the bias vector in the estimate of resulting &om 
the error induced by the presence of object j. If there are n objects in the ambiguous 
group the bias, due to all such errors, in the nuxture of observations used to create Jc,-
wiU be represented: 
n 
fii=c'Lpijfiij 
with Pa denoting the probability of correct association calculated using equation 
(6.1.2.1) or (6.1.2.2), c is a normalising factor and fin = O.This model can accept a 
specific configuration of objects with a different Xy for each pair, or it can be ^plied to 
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a generalised situation where the arrangement of objects is defined in terms of its doisity. 




6.2.1.4 More Complex Data Association Behaviours — 
In the preceding sections, the assumption of / x / « 1 has a simplifying efifect. If 
established tracks of the objects do not already exist and the probability of detection 
pd4i\, more complex behaviours are possible. Consider again the pair of objects fi-om 
the above example. If the probability of observing both objects in a single sensor viat is 
small and if the objects are sufficiently close together, a single estimate can form fi-om 
the pooled observations of both objects. This is represented in Figure 6.11(c). 
Figure 6.11(c): The Effect of Data Assciation Errors (pd « 1 ) 
la' 
The effects of data association errors when Pd«\. The observations frmn the objects at x and 
x4i5 are pooled to form a single estimate. 
Once again, the statistics of the random mixture take over as the best 
representation of the system behaviour irrespective of the relationship betweai 
observation and estimation errors. If the probabilities that the objects at x and JC + 6 are 
observed during any sensor visit are pd\ and pdi, the mean of the mixture of 
observations that go to form j£, y is approximated by the mean of a random mixture. 
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pd2 s 
and the covariance of the mixture is approximated by the covariance of a random 
mixture. 
In general, any of the behaviours (the simultaneous model, the sequential model 
and the pooled observations model) might be observed with switching between them that 
would obey a Markov process. The component states might be: 
•when one track is established and one object observed and allocated to the 
track, the pooled observations behaviour would be most likely; 
•when two tracks are established but usually only one object observed, the 
sequential algorithm behaviour would be more likely; 
•when two tracks are established and two objects usually observed, the 
simultaneous algorithm behaviour would dominate; 
One of the other possible track to observation combinations would increase the 
probability of a behaviour switch. When none of the above states is dominant, instability 
can give rise to discontmuous, short-lived estimates. 
Issues surrounding mixtures of behaviours have implications over and above their 
effects on data association errors. These issues are discussed in section 6.2.6 where the 
idea of Fusion States is introduced. In that section, ways of quantifying these mixtures of 
behaviours will be proposed. 
6.2.2 Models of Tracking 
We will model an object tracking process in terms of its information output. 
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6.2.2.1 Models of Tracking: Background 
An object tracking process is applied to a time series of discrete sensor 
observations, F = {y\,y2, ••;yn}- Its purpose is to estimate the state of the variable x, 
given F. We will predict the entropy of the distribution: 
To create a model, we could attempt to solve equation (6.2.2.1) and calculate the 
entropy of the solution, we could take the entropy of equation (6.2.2.1): 
^ ( x | F ) ] =H\p(Y\x)] +H\p(x)]-mp{Y)] (6.2.2.2) 
and attempt to solve for H\p(x\Y)] or for a particular estimator, we could predict the 
parameters o f p ( x \ Y ) and calculate the entropy on that basis. 
We recall fi-om Chapter 3 that Kendall, Stuart & Ord cite Kalman and Harrison & 
Stevens as the source of the computationally convenient, recursive formulation to the 
complete ARMA model of equation (3.2.1.1) [32] [38] [42]. The model is defined in two 
stages and comprises an observation equation and a system equation respectively for the 
k^^ observation: 
yk = hhXk + Sjt and Xk = Oxt-i + v^. 
Where h and O are known and e, v are white zero mean errors with covariance R and Q 
respectively. 
Kendall, Stuart and Ord show that, for scalar x, y and A = O = 1, the estimation 
error variance after the w'^ update is given by: 





The limiting value corresponds to the information output of a converged tracking 
process [42]. 
For vector x and y, combining equations (3.2.1.2 b), (c) and^e) and using the 
notationP;t forP(Jc,k), equation (6.2.2.3) becomes: 
Pn = ( / - (OP„_i 3)2" + Q)H^mOP„-i + Q)H^+/?)-^fl)(OP^l <D^  + Q) 
(6.2.2.4) 
which is not readily solvable by analytical means. 
6.2.2.2 Analysis of Covariance 
Blackman proposed solving equation (6.2.2.4) numerically, by iteration, to model 
the propagation of estimation error covariance within a Kahnan filter (Kf) [8]. This 
approach is referred to as Analysis of Covariance. Bar-Shalom and Fortmann refer to an 
equation, algebraically equivalent to (6.2.2.4), as the matrix Riccati equation and state 
the conditions under which P converges for large n [2]. The following simplification to 
Blackman's approach is proposed: let 
A„.i = (l-(^P„-iO^+Q)HHHi^Pr,-i^^+Q)H^+Rr^H) 
then 
Pr,=A„-l(^P„-l^^ + Q) 
and i f the initial value of P was PQ, after n iterations we have: 
P„ = (Arr-iO..AoO)Po(0^r +A„-l "l(0A„-2-<^AM^^)"~^~' +A„-iQ 
7=0 
For large w, in a stochastic system, (A„^\3>.. Ao^)Po(^^)" « 0. Referring to the 




Pn « ^ „ _ i S (0^„_2 . . . « I>^ , ) e (0^)"-2 - '+^„_ ie (6.2.2.5) 
Thus, we can predict the estimation error entropy of the converged-Kf linear estimator. 
Our solution is a fiinction o{H,R, $ and gand differs from Blackman's approach 
because it requires no initial covariance matrix PQ. We note also that equation (6.2.2.5) 
may be written in the form: 
P„«A„.iiQ + <^Ar^2(:(Q + ^ Ai(Q + OAoQ^^)<^^)...)0 
which has a nested structure, highly convenient for computation. 
We have assvmied a minimum mean-square estimator (MMSE) solution to the 
dynamic linear model (DLM) time-series and calculated the covariance matrix of the 
errors in p(x\Y) under that assumption. I f we fiirther assume multivariate Gaussian 
distributed (MVGD) errors, we recall from Chapter 5 that the entropy is a fimction of 
this covariance. 
The above argument may be applied to a non-random system as a special case 
with Q = 0. The solution becomes: 
P„ = y^iO. . J o ^ > o ( ^ ^ ) " (6.2.2.6) 
where: 
A„-i = (l-(OP„-i^^)HHH(^P„-i^V+Rr^H) 
Equation (6.2.2.6) is also amenable to nested computation. 
6.2.2.3 Convergence Issues for Tracker Models 
A more elegant approach to predicting the converged covariance of an estimator 
in a non-random system is given by the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) [2] [51] 
[67]. In the estimation of a non-random parameter with an unbiased estimator, the 
covariance is bounded below: 
P>J-
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where / is known as the Fisher information matrix and is given by: 
J=-E[Vx ]n{p(Y]x)}] 
Provided that the estimator used is unbiased and efiBcient, such that it produces errors 
that attain the CRLB, this approach offers a means of predicting the converged 
performance. MVGD errors have this property [2] [59]. 
When the behaviours of the object of interest and the observations coming fi-om 
the sensor obey linear laws, we are justified in taking the approach of equations (6.2.2.5) 
and (6.2.2.6). Furthermore, when the process noise (errors generated by the random 
variations in the object's state) and the observation errors are MVGD, this is a model of 
the optimal treatment of the incoming information since, for Gaussian distributed errors, 
the MMSE produced by the K f coincides with the maximum a posteriori likelihood 
(MAP) [2]. As such, provided we may assmne convergence to a stable error state, this 
approach is promising. 
The error state convergence behaviour of a K f depends on the ratio of 
measurement error to process noise errors. I f the measurement errors are large and the 
individual observations contain only coarse information regarding the object of interest 
but the process noise is small so that random variations in the object behaviour are minor 
and rare, the K f will be slow to converge and the approach of equation (6.2.2.5) would 
be inappropriate. In such circumstances, approximation by a non-random system would 
suffice and equation (6.2.2.6) would be used as the model. 
Applications where the opposite is true are common. In such applications 
accurate observations are made of highly dynamic situations. Under these circumstances, 
error state convergence of the tracker is rapid and the model of equation (6.2.2.5) 
provides a good approximation to the information output after relatively few terms have 
been calculated. What is more, the number of observations required for convergence of 
the tracker and the number of terms for convergence of the nested computation of the 
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model are approximately equal. So the convergence behaviour of the model is an 
indicator of its appropriateness. 
6.2.2.4 Tracker Models in Non-linear and Non-Gaussian Systems 
When the observation process or the object dynamic behaviour are non-linear, 
modelling becomes more difBcult. The non-linear observation and system models are of 
the form: 
yk = h{tk,Xk, Uk, ejt) and xj, = ^(th^k-i, n ) respectively, 
where « denotes the control input. 
The extended Kalman filter (EKf) algorithm takes a linear approximation to a 
non-linear system at each observation. The model of tracker estimation error given in 
equation (6.2.2.5) provides an adequate approximation to the estimation error 
covariance from an EKf when the non-linearities are weak. Such circumstances are 
exactly those under which the EKf is likely to perform adequately as a tracker. 
For highly non-linear systems or non-Gaussian systems, a different approach is 
required. Bar-Shalom and Fortmann give the recursive, discrete-time relationship linking 
the probability density fimction of the estimate at time k and k+1 [2]: 
p(xk^l\Y>^^^, = hiyk^l\^k+\) \l<Xk^l\^k,^k)p{xk\Y^, V^-^)dxk 
where denotes the observations up to and including step k, l/*^denotes the controls 
over the same interval, ^ denotes a normalising constant and denotes the control at 
step k. 
When this equation may be solved numerically, the error estimation process 
might be executed in isolation from state estimation and used as the basis for a 
calculation of the entropy of an assumed Gaussian or Gaussian mixture error model. 
Similar to the approach applied to obtain (6.2.2.5) but this time applied to a direct 
(numerical) solution of equation (6.2.2.1). The detailed implementation of such models 
will be left as topics for fiiture research. 
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Advances in algorithm formulation are limited by the analytic tractability of the 
system of interest. Some advances have been achieved m distributed tracking algorithms 
by algebraic manipulation of the K f equations [51] [54] [66]. Whilst these algorithms 
offer new and powerful properties in applications that require distributed sensors and 
processing resources, i f implemented optimally, the algorithms are numerically identical 
to the standard linear K f and the models of (6.2.2.5) continue to apply. 
6.2.3 Track Fusion Models 
It is required to model the performance of a Track Fusion process in terms of its 
information output. We recall fi-om Chapter 3 that Track Fusion is applied to a collection 
of track state estimates, {x} = {x^ ,x^,...}. Its purpose is to estimate the state of the 
variables:, given { x } . We wish to predict the entropy of the distribution: 
/ ' ( x | m ) = « ^ (6.2.3.1) 
The approaches available to solve equation (6.2.3.1) are the same as in the 
previous section. Namely: we could solve the equation directly, we could take the 
entropies and then solve or we could estimate the parameters of the solution. We will 
examine the process in more detail. 
Track fiision is used when two or more object tracking processes, serving 
different sensors or sensor groups, operate simultaneously observing the same objects. I f 
it is required to combine their outputs, a weighted combination of the object tracks will 
be produced. Consider again the simple example of Chapter 3: 
Two sensor groups, / and j, produce estimates of the formx' =x+e^, and 
xi =x+respectively. Assuming the errors 8 have covariances and Pi respectively, 
and are independent so that E ^^^^^ ~ = 0, i f a Minimum Mean Square estimator 
(MMSE) f o r x is used [42]: 
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P=pi[pi+pi]-^pJ 
and using the expression for the entropy of MVGD errors from Chapter 5: 
H=^[]n{\F\}+]n{ \PJ\} - ln{ \P' + PJ]} + w ln{27r} + m-]. 
This may be written as: 
H=H^i -H^i_^ (6.2.3.2) 
where H^i_^ is the entropy of the distribution of relative errors /7(x' -xJ). Equation 
(6.2.3.2) is used as a model of the Track Fusion performance of the system when the 
errors introduced by assimiing P^ « 0 are insignificant numerically. 
We recall from Chapter 3 that the problem with the above approach is the 
assumption of independence. In a stochastic system, both sensors would be subject to the 
same process noise (manoeuvre) errors. So the errors in two tracks of a single object 
created from two, truly independent, observation sequences must nevertheless be 
correlated. 
We saw that Bar-Shalom and Fortmann considered the case where 
E e^ j-j fi^- = P'^ * 0. We recall also that, in practise, P^i would usually not be known and 
i f the errors introduced by ignorance of P^ were likely to be significant, approaches 
were available capable of producing conservative estimates. Conservative is defimed as 
P - P > 0, and P is the true error covariance of the final estimate; in other words that the 
predicted error distribution encloses the true error distribution of the estimate. 
Each such approach would require an information error model appropriate to the 
consolidation operations it performed. For example, i f Covariance Intersection were 
employed, P would be given by the relationship [14]: 
P = [O)(P0"^ + ( I - (a ) (P ' ) - l (6.2.3.3) 
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where Q>< 1 is a weight calculated to optimise a chosen norm. Equations (6.2.3.2) and 
(6.2.3.3) are the lower and upper bounds respectively on the entropy of optimal fused 
tracks. The former assumes that the errors are known to be mdepeadent and the latter 
assumes that the errors are known to be fiiUy correlated. Both are optimal under their 
respective assumptions. 
6.2.4 Object Classification Models 
In this section we will consider the performance of object class estimation 
algorithms. We recall from out discussion of Chapters 3 and 5 that class is discrete, 
non-numeric and non-ordered. 
When an object is observed by two or more sensors, or repeatedly by a single 
sensor, multiple statements regarding the class of the object may be available. I f this 
occurs data fusion will produce a joint class statement. It is assumed that the 
performance associated with the individual sensors or observations is known, either from 
specification or empirically, and is available through the matrices C of equation (5.3.0.2). 
It is required to model the performance of the fiised object class. 
Given repeated, independent object class statements from a sensor that obey the 
known error distribution C, we might estunate the entropy of the distribution of object 
class after each new observation. Recalling equation (6.2.2.2): 
Hlpixm =H\p(iY\x)] +H\p(x)]-H\p(Y)] 
We may rewrite this as the entropy of the recursive form of the Bayesian classifier for the 
k^^ observation [51]: 
^ ( x | I * ) ] = i / l / 7 ( K ; f c l x ) ] + i / l / 7 ( x | l * - l ) ] - / / t ' ( V ; t | I * - ^ ) ] (6.2.4.1) 
where I * is the set of the first k observations and j j t is the k'^ observation. We propose 
to base a model of object classification on this recursive relationship. Two of the terms 
are easily obtained; 
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*H\p(x\Y*~^)] is simply the result of the previous iteration, 
*H[p(yk\x)] is enumerated from the appropriate row of the C matrix. 
The third term is more difficult. We require to estimate the distribution ofp(yk\^~^) ^ 
order to calculate its entropy. We know that: 
p(yk\Y^-^) = ^p(yk\=c)p(x\}^-^) (6.2.4.2) 
but the distribution of p(x\Y^~^) is not known, only its entropy. Recalling equation 
(5.3.2.1) and replacing 1 - n with Cmax, we propose to solve, numerically: 
Hjnax. = -Cmaxln[cmax] - ( 1 -Cmax ) ln ^ ^ ^ ^ 
to calculate the maximum entropy distribution (as per Figure 5.1) with the entropy 
H\p(x\Y^~^)]. This maximum entropy distribution might be used to estimate/?(x|r*~^) in 
equation (6.2.4.2). 
I t is worth noting that, in this case, the approach is not that of iterating equation 
(6.2.4.1) to estimate some limiting, converged state of information. The object class is a 
non-random, static attribute and each new observation improves the state of information 
in the system. The significance of the recursive nature of equation (6.2.4.1) is that the 
information state after ^ (=1 ,2 , . . . ) observations may be estimated. 
Another point to note is that this approach estimates the entropy of the 
distribution of belief in the object class estimate. We recall from the discussion of section 
5.5 that no answer at all equates to the state where all classes are equally likely and gives 
maximum entropy. Thus, a wrong answer produces a "better" entropy resuh than no 
answer at all. Therefore, this model does not discriminate between right and wrong 
answers. We require a more complex model. 
To discriminate in this way we require the distribution, </,-, of the decision (or 
report) made as a result of the joint class distribution. It is assumed that any usefiil 
identification system is more likely to report the true identity than any single false 
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identity. Under this assumption, entropy improves with true reported identity and 
worsens with false reported identity. It is fiirther assumed that all the observations are 
made regarding the same object and that that object belongs to one-of the known classes. 








v 2 . 
+ rj(0,k) (l-c^) 
where the rjin, A:)'s are the probabilities of reporting an object as class j given that n 
sensor reports out of k have made that classification, Cy is drawn from matrix C and 
is the binomial coefficient: 
)fc! 
n\Qc-n)\ • 
This is equivalent to calculatmg the scalar product of the vector of ry's with a 
vector of binomial probabilities of observing class j respectively k,k-\ ...Q times in k 
observations when the true class is /. 
(6.2.4.3) 
I f the sensor performance may be modelled as uniform, so that it results in a similar 
maximum entropy distribution (with c,-,- = Cmax) for every true object class, the rjs obey 
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a simple voting relationship. I f the sensor performance is strongly non-uniform, so that 
its performance varies greatly from class to class, Bayesian techniques can be used to 
derive the/-y's [8] [51]. 
6.2.5 Models of Ignorance - the Penalty of Missing Information 
All the above models operate under the assumption that the observations are 
capable of providing information on the full set of attributes and for aU objects of 
interest. The models predict the quality of the fused information for fully observed 
objects. Clearly, in many situations this will not be the case and information will be 
partial or missing. It is possible that no observations are available of one or more 
attributes of a particular object. There might even be no observations of the object at all. 
In such circumstances there exist two options. The partial or missing object can 
be ignored or a numerical value may be assigned to the effect on information quality of a 
missing object or attribute. The choice depends on the circumstances under which the 
entropy measure has been obtained and the use to which the measure is to be put. 
In Chapter 2, possible uses of data fusion MoPs and MoEs were discussed, 
including: on-Une system "health" monitoring, system control for adaptive behaviour, 
performance evaluation for concepts and designs and evaluation of prototypes and 
operational systems. 
The requirements for MoPs and MoEs may well vary from one application to 
another. For instance, any automatic on-line system monitoring might be required to 
operate unsupervised for long periods. Such a system would be required to deliver a high 
probability of fault detection and a low probability of false alarm; characteristics most 
likely to be achieved through monitoring the mformation state of stable, fully converged 
data. Missing data would not be apparent to such a system and partial data would not 
satisfy the criteria of stability and convergence. 
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An adaptive control system, such as an automatic sensor allocation and tasking 
unit could operate by comparing observed information quality levels with prescribed 
required levels, ^fissing data would not be apparent to this kmd of^jrocess, but the 
ability to recognise the presence of partial data could be crucial in allowing information 
needs to be detected and used as the basis for sensor control. 
For system evaluation, particularly theoretical evaluation of concepts and 
designs, missing data would be an important element in any MoP or MoE and, provided 
sufficient trial instrumentation was available, so that the true state may be known 
independently of the system under evaluation, missing data would be equally important in 
the evaluation of a prototype or operational system. Some way of quantifying the quality 
of missing or partial information is required. 
Ignorance in object classification has been discussed above. No information 
corresponds to the a priori case where all classes are equally likely. The entropy of object 
classification in such circumstances is ln{^} where q is the number of possible classes. 
The same idea may be applied to numerical discrete random variables. However, 
i f the distribution of the unknown parameter were allowed to drift unboundedly to 
infinity its entropy will also be infinite and that will not help to quantify data fiision 
effectiveness. In practice, every parameter can be argued to have finite bounds. I f we 
recall the number of objects in a region example of section 5.4.2 and let the objects be 
aircraft in a fixed region of interest around a busy airport, i f we then make simple 
assumptions about the minimum horizontal and vertical separation of aircraft we quickly 
arrive at a maximum number («max) that can fit into the region. I f nothing is known 
about the number of aircraft, any number between zero and the maximum may be present 
with equal probability and h { 1 + } is the required entropy. 
The same principles may be applied to continuous random variables. Consider the 
above example again and recall the sensor observation depicted in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. 
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The sensor observed the range and azimuth angle (horizontal polar co-ordinates) of 
objects. The distribution of errors about the resulting estimates was represented in figure 
3.1 as elUpses in the 2-Dimensional space of the sensor observation^ In the 
3-Dimensional region of Figure 3.2 the observations lack height information. The 
locations of aircraft observed by this sensor might be expressed as points on the ground, 
vertically below the aircraft, but nothing could be known about their heights. The errors 
in height could be represented by Gaussian distributions with infinite standard deviation 
or by uniform distributions from 0 to oo, but both approaches would make their entropies 
infinite [51]. 
Again there is a finite range of interest as there was m the case of the number of 
aircraft in a given airspace. Shannon tells us that the distribution giving the maximum 
entropy for a variable, enclosed within a bounded region, is a imiform distribution [75]. 
Thus the convention will be adopted that the entropy of a continuous attribute for which 
no estimate is available will be that of a imiform distribution over the region of interest 
for that variable. For the above example, height is modelled as uniformly distributed 
between 0 and htmax- The resulting contribution to information entropy from ignorance 
of height is hi{htmax}-
When objects are known to be present, independently of a system under 
evaluation, but have not been detected by the system, all attributes may be modelled in 
one of the ways described above. Thus, the information error of an unseen object may be 
quantified as the sum of the entropies of all attributes unobserved. In other words the 
object state will be modelled as uniformly distributed over the entire region of interest. 
6.2.6 Fusion States and Switching Data Fusion Outcomes 
The preceding sections propose models capable of predicting aspects of the 
behaviour of a data fusion system. In practice, rarely can any system be characterised by 
a single model that will represent it fiilly and with fideUty. In many cases a hierarchy of 
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processes in the system implies a hierarchy of models, with one or more models 
representing each process. The autonomous distributed system data fiision architecture 
certainly has this property. At the lowest level, single sensor trackers operate. Each has 
its own model predicting its performance. At the higher levels, track fiision models 
operate. These models take as inputs the predicted performance levels of the individual 
trackers and predict the resulting track-fiised performance, and so on up to the highest 
level in the hierarchy. 
This is not the whole story. We caimot assume that every object is observed by 
every sensor, tracked by every tracker or that every higher track has fiill data available as 
input. At any time the quality of information available regarding a particular object might 
be that associated with one of the many possible Fusion States. 
We define a Fusion State as the outcome of any subset of the data fiision process 
that constitutes a feasible data fiision process in its own right and is sufficient to exploit 
the available sensor observations. 
To clarify this, consider as an example the very simplest of Track Fusion 
processes. Two sensors are served by independent trackers and the output of the 
trackers is Track Fused. In this situation four Fusion States are possible. Respectively 
they are: neither sensor tracking; the first sensor tracking alone; the second sensor 
tracking alone; and both sensors tracking with Track Fusion producing higher tracks. 
Each state can be represented by one or more of the models described above and each 
model will lead to a different predicted performance. 
•"Neither sensor tracking" can be represented by the ignorance model of section 
6.2.5; 
•"First, sensor tracking alone" and "second sensor tracking alone" can be 
represented by the combination of a data association model from section 6.2.1 
and an appropriate tracker model from section 6.2.2. 
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•"Both sensors tracking" would be represented by the data association and 
tracker models used above combined with an extra data association model from 
section 6.2.1 with parameters set to reflect the track to track relationships and a 
track fusion model from section 6.2.3. 
I f we observed many objects in similar situations we would observe a mixture of the 
behaviours associated with the four Fusion States. We require a model of this mixture. 
6.2.6.1 The Track Life Cycle 
Blackman considered the transition from non-tracking to tracking and back for a 
single sensor (the track life cycle) [8]. Sunple rules for track formation and deletion were 
proposed and modelled as a Markov chain. A sunilar set of such rules is reflected in 
Figure 6.12 where a new track is formed when two out of any three successive 
attempted observations result in detection and an existing track is deleted i f « successive 
attempted observations fail to detect. 
Figure 6.12: Track Life-Cycle Maikov Chain [8] 
A model of a simplified track life cycle. Tracks begin when the same object is observed twice 
in three attempts and end when no observation is successful in n attempts. 
The chain of Figure 6.12 has the property of ergodicity. The important property 
of an ergodic Markov chain from the point of \iew of this work is that the probability of 
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selecting one of many objects at random and encountering it in a particular state is the 
same as the probability of encoimtering a particular object in that state when the object is 
observed over many state transitions. Under these conditions, an eigodic Markov 
process model will converge to give the required probabilities. I f we equate Markov 
process states with the system behaviours encapsulated in Fusion States, this offers the 
prospect of predicting the proportions of the mixtures of behaviours from a description 
of the mechanisms by which changes in behaviour come about. 
In the model of Figure 6.12, state 0 corresponds to no track at all, states t\ and 
t2 correspond to an internal (non-reported) tentative track based on one observation, 
states c i . . . C / . . .Cn correspond to a confirmed track, last observed / cycles ago, Pdis the 
probability of sensor detection and it is assumed that the probability of correct Data 
Association Pre « 1. A state transition takes place every time an attempt is made to 
observe the object in question. Blackman's model used the Markov chain definition to 
create a state transition matrix, O: 
• l-pd 0 \-pd 0 0 • • 0 l-pd 
pd 0 0 0 0 ••• 0 0 
0 l-pd 0 0 0 ••• 0 0 
0 pd pd pd pd ••• pd pd 
0 0 0 l-pd 0 ••• 0 0 
0 0 0 0 ••. ••. 0 
• 0 0 0 0 0 0 l-pd 0 • 
The appropriate mbrture of fiision states is calculated by the iteration: 
s(k)=^Mk-l) 
r 
initialised with s(0) = [ 1 0 ... 0 J , i.e. no tentative or confirmed track where 
r 1^  
s=[ SQ Sii ... Sen \ ,so = Pr{state 0} and 5(i = Pr {state t\ } etc. Then when the 
iteration converges to a value of s, the tracking probabilities are given by: 
Pr{no confirmed track} = SQ +Sti +St2, and 
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n 
Pr{track} = S s^. 
6.2.6.2 Fusion States and System Performance 
We can extend this simply to describe the Track Fusion example by applying the 
track Ufe-cycle model independently to each sensor and calculatmg4he conditional 
probability of the states: no track, single sensor track (two possibiUties) and fiised track. 
In general, the performance of data fusion, in each state, /, will be different and it 
is proposed that the overall performance be modelled by a linear combination of the 




For the track fiision example, the effect would be that shown in figure 6.13. The 
figure covers the approach of an object from a start position, where pdxQior both 
sensors, to a final position where pd^l for both sensors. The dotted lines represent the 
performance levels associated with individual states. Each state is represented by a 
distinct Une and the information held for any individual object will have an entropy which 
is approximated by one of the lines. 
During periods when the system performance Une is approximately coincident 
with a Fusion State Une, that state dominates the performance of the system. In such 
circumstances, the performance of the system for an individual object is readily 
predictable. For instance, there are three intervals in figure 6.13 when this occurs. 
InitiaUy, it is very rare for any track to exist at aU and the average system performance 
coincides closely with the state of ignorance. For a brief period in the middle of the 
sequence system performance coincides with the sensor 2 alone Fusion State. At this 
point, Pd for sensor 2 is sufficiently high to give Pr{track} » 1. At the same time, sensor 
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1 still has Pr{track} « 0. At the end of the sequence, Pr{track} « 1 for both sensors and 
Track Fused information is available with probability approximately unity. 
When the system performance line does not coincide with aiusion state line, an 
object may be observed in one of several states. When the system performance 
progresses from ignorance to sensor 2 alone, the information quality for individual tracks 
does not adopt some intermediate value. Instead, a random sample of objects would 
contain a mixture of (predominantly) objects with no track and objects tracked by sensor 
2. The value of the average system performance line derives from the proportions of the 
mixture. Similarly, during the transition from sensor 2 alone to track fiised, a mixture of 
these two states is found in a random sample of objects. 









sensor 2 alone 
+Time 
The performance of a Track Fusion process coincides with the Track Fusion model only when 
both sensors are tracking with high probability. 
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The sensor 1 alone Fusion State is highly unlikely to occur because it requires 
sensor 1 to have formed a track simultaneously with sensor 2 having failed. The physical 
properties of the sensors, in this hypothetical situation, effectively rule this out. 
6.2.6.3 Data Association Fusion States 
Recalling the discussion of Data Association models, it was stated that the Fusion 
States for data association could produce a complicated and dynamic mixture of 
behaviours when pd fkl.ltis proposed to model this mixture of behaviours by extending 
the track life cycle Markov chain. I f the Markov chain of Figure 6.12 was redrawn for 
two objects, and was made more general by allowing Pre ^ 1 the resuh is a new Markov 
chain. The first few transitions are represented in Figure 6.14. State 0 represents no 
tracks in the system and in state 0 four possibilities exist: 
•No new observation, with probability/?(0,0) = (1 -pda)i.l -pdy), in which case 
the model stays in state 0; 
• A single new observation, with probabilityp{a, 0) = pdai.1 -pdb), or 
p{0, b) = {l -pda)pdb, in which case the model moves to a single tentative track 
state, t l a or t l b respectively. 
•Two new observations, with probabilityp(a, b) = pdapdi,m which case the 
model moves to the double tentative track state, t l a t lb . 
From any state where tentative or confirmed tracks exist, the correct data 
association probability. Pre, must be accounted for. We noted in the discussion of Data 
Association models that Pre could change depending on whether one or more tracks 
were present in the system and on whether one or more observations were available to 
update them. This changed model for Pre is denoted by Pre in Figure 6.14. Also, pd is 
affected when a track is updated on successive cycles by observations from different 
objects. Sudden increases in velocity error that are inti-oduced make the object more 
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difficuk to find subsequently. Tracks affected in this way are denoted c/x (e.g. clx in 
Figure 6.14). 
From the state t la, seven transitions are possible. The next .state depends on the 
new observations made and, except in the case of no new observations, on the correct 
association probabiUty. 
Figure 6.14: Track Life-Cycle Maikov Chain (two objects) 
a.bni-Pre') >Vc la 
The track life-cycle Markov chain becomes much more complex in the presence of multiple 
objects and the possibility of Data Association errors. 
Whilst this model of a relatively simple situation is compUcated, it is by no means 
intractable. With careful examination of the possible transitions, the models proposed 
here allow an accurate representation of the mbcture governing the Fusion States to be 
created. 
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7 Experiments and Case Studies 
In this Chapter, the resuhs of three vaUdation experiments and a case study will 
be given. The vaUdation experiments were comparisons of the models proposed in 
Chapter 6 with detailed Monte Carlo simulations. Their purpose was to confirm the 
models and investigate their accuracy. The case study was of a real system. 
In the validation experiments, computer Monte Carlo simulations were created. 
The details of each wiU be given in the foUowing sections. For the real system, 
performance measurements were made. In all the experiments a performance model of 
the system was created. Details of these models are given below also. The results take 
the form of tables and graphs of predicted versus simulated or measured performance. 
7.1 Validation of the Data Association Models 
The data association models proposed in Chapter 6 were vaUdated. The details of 
the simulations, models and results are as foUows. 
7.1.1 Simulation Definition : Data Association 
Two sunulations were produced: one for a 2-dimensional attribute and 
observation space, nominally the Cartesian pair (x, y), and a second for a 4-dimensional 
space, nominally ( x, y, u, v ) . The scenario in each case was simply that two objects 
at locations jci and X2 were separated by the vector amount d such that: 
was the normaUsed distance square of the separation S = X]-X2. The notation Xj 
denotes the estimated object state andyj denotes a new observation where 
xi,X2~N((i,Pi) and j ' i^2~M0,P2) NormaUsation was with respect to the covariance 
of the relative errors between an estimate and an observation of an object, namely 
Pi +P2-
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P i and P2were the estimation error and observation error covariance matrices 
respectively. For simplicity, P i and P2 were simulated as diagonal matrices so that the 
errors in the individual state vector elements would be independents This approximation 
implies that the singular value decomposition (SVD) axes for the estimation and 
observation error covariance matrices for the two objects were assumed to be aligned. 
For close objects observed by a single sensor this approximation is usually an accurate 
one. 
Estimates ofyi-xi andy2-X2 were generated using the Box - Muller 
approximation to introduce pseudo-random Gaussian-distributed errors [65]: 
x~N(0, (T) » ( T X cos(27r x rand 1) x ^2 hi(rand2 ) (7.1.1.1) 
where randi and rand2 are a pair of random numbers drawn from the approximate 
uniform distribution 0 < rand < 1. Then x provides a value for a single element of a 
simulated vector of MVGD errors. 
The decision process of a NNSF algorithm was carried out and two pools of 
observations were created, one for each object. For a sequential NNSF logic, the right or 
wrong observation j>i or ^ 2^ was allocated to the pool for existing estimate jci based on 
which of z and w was the smaller respectively, where: 
^ = ( F I + / ' 2 ] ~ ^ 0 ' l - ^ i ) a n d 
^ = (y2 -xi f [ P i + P 2 ( F 2 1 )• 
The remaining observation was then allocated to X2. For a simultaneous NNSF 
logic, the observations were allocated correctly or incorrectly based on which of z' and 
w' was the smaller respectively, where: 
^' = ( y \ - x i f l P i + i ' 2 r ^ 0 ' i -xi)+(y2-X2f[Pi +P2]~^(y2-X2)and 
H-' = (yi -XI f [ P i +P2]-^(y2 -XI )+(yi -£2f[Pi +P2]~^(yi -X2) • 
In this maimer, pools of 10^ observation were allocated to each object. 
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The simulation was performed for a range of values ofK from 0 to 36 for the 
sequential algorithm and 0 to 18 for the simultaneous algorithm. The following results 
were recorded: 
•Pr(false allocation) the probability that an observation is falsely allocated; 
•y = EXy \y € yixj)] the expected value of the observations allocated to object /; 
and 
•Gy =E[(y -y)^ \y eyixj)] the variance of the observations allocated to object /. 
Initially these results were obtained for I P ] i « : IP2I and the (observation error : relative 
error) error square ratio, • « 1. A second set of results was obtained for 
i P l I » I P 2 1 and 1^'^^ I » 0. The models proposed in Chapter 6 correspond to these 
extreme cases. Finally, for various values of JJ, the simulations were repeated for a 
range of values of error square ratio from 0.1 to 0.9 in steps of 0.1. 
7.1.2 Model Definition : Data Association 
Models of data association performance as proposed in Chapter 6 section 6.2.1 
were produced. I f the theory proposed in Chapter 6 was correct, the models would 
predict the statistics of the pools of allocations generated during the simulations. For the 
situation where the error square ratio « 1 the system behaviour was dominated by the 
observation errors and the models were: 
•Probability of correct association was: Pre = erf(a) = -j=- J ^ exp(^-Y jdt. 
•The expected offset in apparent object position (in the direction away from the 
interfering object) was b. For a sequential algorithm the bias b»/it and for a 
sunultaneous algorithm b « where: 
Jin ] rexp(-4)c// + 7 ( ' + f ) e x p ( - 4 ) ^ / -00 ^ ^ -00 ^ ^ 
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•The expected pool standard deviation (along the line joining the true and 
interfering objects) was a'. For a sequential algorithm a'« Joj and for a 
simultaneous algorithm a'« where: 
r a , -a 
where a = i 
- y - for a sequential algorithm 
for a simultaneous algorithm 
For the situation where error square ratio « 0 the system behaviour was dominated by 
the estimation errors and the models were; 
•Probability of correct association was as above. 
•The expected offset in apparent object position (in the direction towards the 
interfering object) was: 
•The expected pool variance (along the line joining the true and interfering 
objects) was obtamed from: P 2 = ^2 + (P^c - P r i )[<5^^]. 
For other values of error square ratio a linear combination of the models was used with 
coeflBcients "j^^rj ^ ~ I p ^ ' T ^^^P®'^ ^^®^ -^
7.1.3 Comparison of Results : Data Association 
The following table 7.1 gives the simulation results of Pr(false association) which 
were used to validate the model of probability of correct association in the sequential 
Data Association algorithm. In figure 7.1 these data are plotted as point markers over 
the curve produced by the model output. Both simulations agree well with the 
simulation results. 
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Table 7.1: Simulated Pr(false association) for the Sequential Algorithm 
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Figure?. 1: Probability of False Allocation (sequential data association algorithm) 
•I 
r 1 
Model of iPr (false allocation) — 
MontecarlosimulatioaofaS-D object stale o j 
Montecarlo sinuilatioa of a 4-D object state 
5 10 15 
Nbnnaliaed Object Separation Squared (X) 
For the sequential algorithm, the model corresponds well with the probability (rf false 
allocation obtained in simulation. The dimensionality of the system does not affect the model 
and a value of A, in a 4-DimensionaI system has the same signtficance as it does in a 
2-DimensionaI system 
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Table 7.2 gives the corresponding simulation results from the amuhaneous Data 
Association algorithm. In figure 7.2 these data are plotted as point markers ovo' the 
curve produced by the model output. Again, both simulations agree well with the modd 
results. 








Comparison of the graphs in figures 7.1 and 7.2 shows a distinct performance 
advantage of the simultaneous algorithm over the sequential algorithm. This was 
predicted in Chapter 6 and is borne out by these results. For any vahie of normalised 
object separation, the probability of Mse allocation is less for the simultaneous algorithm 
and the probability reduces to an insignificant level for analler values of normalised 
object separation. The simultaneous algorithm benefits from a dedsion made on the b a ^ 
of more mformation. 
Both algorithms produce results which are unafifected by the dimension of the 
system. Again this result was predicted in Chapter 6. This means that all available data 
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dimensions should be used in the Data Association process. Consideration of an extra 
dimension must give a normalised separation square which is greater than or equal to the 
lower-dimensional value and equality occurs only when there is no^bject separation in 
the new dimension. These results show that performance improves as separation 
increases. 
Figure 7.2: Probability of False Allocation(simultaneous data association algorithm) 
0.5 1 1 
Model of Pr(false allocation) 
Montecarlo Simulation of 2-D Object State 
Montecarlo Simulation of 4-D Object State 
5 10 15 
Normalised Object Separation Squared (X) 
20 
For the simultaneous algorithm, the model shows equally good correspondence and the same 
independence of system dimension. 
Table 7.3(a) gives the simulation and model results for estimation bias in the data 
sets allocated by the sequential Data Association algorithm in a 2-dimensional system. 
The lower line corresponds to \P\ I IP21 and the association process dominated by 
observation errors. The upper line corresponds to |Pi I » I P 2 1 a^ id the association 
process dominated by estimation errors. In figure 7.3(a) the simulation data are plotted 
as point markers and the model output as a curve. The simulations agree well with the 
model results. Correlation error free operation corresponds to a bias of zero and as the 
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object separation increases, the simulation and the model show the bias and hence the 
correlation errors diminishing and eventually dying out. 
Table 7.3(a): Min. and Max. Estimation Bias Due to Data Association Error 
4X IWBIS-
O.O00 -05641 •0.5641 a.ooo0 
O.IQ0 -0.5155 -05156 00475 
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2 3 4 
Nonnalised Object Sepantioa - sqrt^) 
Expected estimation bias doe to Data Assodatim error is approximxtely bounded above where 
\Pl\:»>\P2\and below where I P ] I <:|P21-The expected bias in any sitnation is predictable 
from the ratio of observation to estimation error variance and the nonnalised object 
separation. 
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Table 7.3(b) gives the simulation and model results for apparent normalised 
observation error standard deviation in the direction of the interfering object in the data 
sets allocated by the sequential Data Association algorithm in a 2-dimenMonal system. 
This time, unlike table 7.3(a), the lower line corresponds to iPi I » I P 2 land an 
association process dominated by estimation errors. The upper line corresponds to 
iPl I < : IP21 the association process dominated by observation errors. In figure 
7.3(b) the simulation data are plotted as point markers and the model output as a curve. 
The simulations agree well with the model results. 






































Correlation error free operation corresponds to a normalised observation error 
standard deviation of zero at the lower bound and unity at the upper bound. Thus, the 
effects on data flision performance are different at the lower and upper bounds. At the 
lower bound, the true value of normalised observation error ^ preaches zero and thwe is 
more variation in the allocated data than the true data. The effects of this are likely to be 
destructive with divergent estimates and lost tracks. Recalling the discussion of Ch^ter 
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3 an estimator produced in this way is unlikely to be conservative and the true 
distribution of errors in any estimate will have a wider spread than that predicted by the 
fusion process. This will occur even i f a robust estimation technique is applied because 
the problem hes in the allocated set of observations. At the upper bound, there is less 
variation in the allocated data set than in the true data and the effects on data fusion 
performance are likely to be benign. Again, as the object separation increases, the 
simulation and the model show the correlation errors diminishing and eventually dying 
out. 
Figure 7.3(b): Upper and lower bounds of Sample Standard Deviation due to Allocation Eiror 
model 
simurabon « 
2 3 4 
Nonnalised Obiect Separation - sortfX) 
Expected change in error standard deviation due to Data Association error is approxiinately 
bounded above where \Pi I « : IP21 and helow where |Pi I » iPj I 
Table 7.3(c) gives the normalised estimation bias and observation standard 
deviation of the pool of allocated observations for the range of values of error square 
ratio, , from 0 to 1. Zero corresponds to iPi I IP21 and unity to |Pi I » I P 2 1 • 
Results are given for = 1.0 and 3.0. 
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Table 7.3(c): Normalised Estimation Bias and Observation Standard Deviatioii 

























































Figure 7.3(c) gives graphs of these results. The graphs indicate the effects of 
Data Association errors on estimation performance along the vertical lines x = 1 and x = 
3 drawn on figures 7.3(a) and 7.3(b) between the upper and lower performance bounds. 
In figure 7.3(c) the simulation data are plotted as point markers and the model 
output as a curve. The simulations agree well with the model results for VX = 3 and for 
larger values of VXthe correspondence is found to improve ftirther. As the separation 
increases the model and simulation results for the allocated data set approach the true 
population values and the probability of data association error diminishes such that the 
bias approaches the line;/ = 0 and the standard deviation {^preaches the l i n e = 7^  with 
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0 < X < 1 and > 0. For 71= 1, the correspondence is less good but is still a usefiil 
indicator of the parameters of Data Association performance. 
Figure 7.3(c): Estimation Bias and Sample Standard Deviation due to Allocation Errors 
simulated estimation bias « 
modelled estimation bias 
simulated apparent observatioQ sigma -1-
modelled apparent observation sigma 
i) Normalised Object Separation = 1 ii) Normalised Object Separation = 3 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.2 
The models of bias and standard deviation indicate the effects of Data association error on 
estimation over the range of error ratios,-? 
1^1+^21 
. 0 on the horizontal axis coincides with the 
upper bound of figure 7.3(a) and 1 with the corresponding lower bound. For the bounds of 
figure 7.3(b), the opposite relationship is true. 
The values of JJ. given in the tables represent the lower end of the range of 
interest. For Tracking applications of Data Association, separations less than three 
(3-sigma) are not of interest because an observing sensor would be highly unlikely to 
discriminate between separate objects. Lower values are of interest for Track Fusion 
applications of Data Association only. 
7.2 Validation of the Tracking and Track Fusion Models 
The tracking and track fijsion models proposed in Chapter 6 were validated. The 
details of the simulations, the models and the results are given in the following sections. 
These results were first reported at the lEE Data Fusion Conference in 1996 [59]. 
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Two sensors, separated by several miles, observed, independently, a pair of 
distant approaching objects. An object tracking process was performed at each sensor 
and the resulting tracks were communicated, periodically, to a third party. Immediately 
after each communication, the third party performed track fusion. The entropy of the 
track fusion result was recorded. 
The objects were simulated as i f capable of autonomous manoeuvres. Thus X, the 
system under observation, was stochastic by nature. A model of this system and the 
accompanying observation and data fusion processes was produced and compared with a 
detailed simulation. 
7.2.1 Simulation Definition: Tracking and Track Fusion 
The simulation comprised three main elements: two similar Radar models 
represented the sensors, an EKf algorithm was used to represent the tracking processes 
and a MMSE was used to represent track fusion. 
Data association was assumed perfect and communication was assumed to occur 
immediately after each tracker update. These simplifications were adopted to isolate 
tracking and track fusion performance from other effects and avoid complicated 
interactions which would make it difiBcult to draw clear conclusions. 
The Radar model was as defined in Chapter 6. Spatial coverage followed a raster 
scan pattern. Detection behaviour was governed by the parameters: 
•PtGAe - transmitted power x antenna gainx effective antenna receiving area; 
•or-the mean RCS; 
•NL - the simi of the environmental and systematic noise x propagation losses; 
and 
•pfa - the probability of a detection due to noise . 
The Radar equation gave: 
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A detection was made when Pj > rand and rand was a random number uniformly 
distributed so that 0 < rand < 1. Once an object was detected an observation was 
created with y~N{h(,x),R). These MVGD errors were simulated as described in section 
7.1 using the Box - Muller approximation of equation (7.1.1.1) [65]. 
The EKf algorithm executed the recursive calculations of equations (3.2.1.2 
a to e): 
x(k,k-l) = Ox'(k-l,k-l) 
P(k,k- 1) = OP'XAr- l,k- DO'^ + Q 
K=P(k,k- \W[HP(k,k- 1)H^+K\-^ 
xKk,k) =xijc,k-\)+K\yk-h{xiJc,k-1))] 
P^{k,k) = U-KH]Pik,k-\) 
where H= •^h(x(k,k-1)) . For the sake of conciseness, the superscript / has been 
omitted from all but the main outputs of the algorithm, x'(k, k) and P'(k, k). 
The MMSE Track Fusion algorithm was as defined in equations (3.2.2.1) and 
(3.2.2.2) and for conciseness the (k, k) qualifier is omitted: 
X = j c ' - P ^ [ P ' +PJT'^ [xi-x'] 
P = (l-P'[P'+PJ]-^)P' 
The entropy of the MVGD posterior error distribution, H{e) = j]n{\P\}+ G, was stored 
and the average over 500 repetitions of a 90 second tracking sequence was calculated. 
7.2.2 Model Definition: Tracking and Track Fusion 
Models of tracking and track fusion performance as proposed in Chapter 6 
section 6.2.2 were produced. Again, i f the theory proposed in Chapter 6 was correct, the 
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models would predict the entropy of the MVGD posterior error distribution recorded 
during the simulations. 
The EKf algorithm was modelled by iterating the equation (6.2.2.5). 
n « A„-i %(^A„.2.. .^AMO^r-^-^ +An-i Q 
This expression was iterated untilp'^_i -p'„ < dp'^p' where Sp is the convergence 
threshold and p' are the elements of P'. The entropy was then calculated: 
H(e') = i(ln\Pi,\+G) 
The MMSE track fusion algorithm was modelled using equation (6.2.3.2): 
where H(e'J) = j ]n{\P' +PJ \ } + G. When multiple Fusion States were modelled, an 
ergodic Markov process model of the form: 
s(w)= y/s(n-1) 
which was iterated until s„-i -s„ KdfiVs 
where the s are the individual state probabilities. 
7.2.3 Comparison of Results: Tracking and Track Fusion 
Figure 7.4 is the graph of relative entropy of the information error versus 
scenario time sampled at one second intervals. It is the entropy of the information error 
experienced by the receiving third party in its track-fused estimates. Three lines are 
reproduced. 
• The relative entropy of a single simulation. 
• The mean relative entropy over many simulations. 
• The relative entropy predicted by the model. 
The relative entropy of a single simulation demonstrates the characteristic "saw 
tooth" shape of figure 3.7. Between updates, the relative entropy rose as the observer's 
uncertainty regarding unseen manoeuvres increased. As each track fiision update was 
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made, a step decrease in relative entropy of the information error occurred. These steps 
were not uniform because Pd was modelled realistically and sometimes only one sensor 
observed the target and communicated new information and the other sensor missed an 














Figure 7.4: A Track Fusion Scenario 
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The modelled information entropy of a Track Fusion process is confirmed throu^ simulation. 
But convergence takes 40 seconds and the behaviour prior to convergence demonstrates the 
presence of other Fusion States. 
The mean entropy over 500 simulations was calculated in order to enable direct 
comparison with the model prediction. The saw-tooth effect is no longer present because 
the samples were not synchronised. 
The entropy predicted by the covariance analysis model produced an almost 
straight line with a slight negative gradient. The gradient was due to the "shrinking" of 
the sensor resolution cell of the simulated sensors as the objects approached, ff we 
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consider a measurement error standard deviation w-box, it was defined with respect to 
spherical polar co-ordinates and the volume was cos y/whexe r was object range 
and y/ was elevation rotation from the horizontal plane. Such a volume "shrinks" as it 
gets closer to the origin or its elevation rotation above or below the horizon increases. 
The origins for the trackers were the sensor locations respectively. As a result, when the 
objects got nearer to the sensors, the observations got more accurate and the entropy 
reduced with respect to attribute space. 
It is clear that, in the early part of the scenario, up to the 40 seconds mark, the 
model was not predicting the behaviour of the simulation. This was due to two factors. 
Firstly, the simulation started with no prior information of the system state at time zero 
with neither sensor having established tracks. It required time to converge whereas the 
model started with the assumption of a fully converged system. Secondly, the model 
represented only one of the fusion states present in the system. In the simulation four 
fusion states were possible: 
• Neither sensor tracking. 
• The first sensor tracking alone. 
• The second sensor tracking alone. 
• Both sensors tracking. 
The entropies of the states were different, and the simulation produced the 
average entropy of a mixture of them. However, the model predicted the value of the 
lowest-entropy, "both sensors tracking" state. This is a key finding because the effect 
predicted in figure 6.13 is thus demonstrated by these results. Prior to the 40 second 
mark, the simulation produced a mixture of the four states and as the objects 
approached closer and the probability of track acquisition improved, the mixture became 
purer and the information entropy approached to the modelled state. 
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From 40 seconds of simulation, onwards, the probabilities of detection and 
tracking for the sensors had risen to the point where the "both sensors tracking" state 
dominated and the model became an acceptable approximation to the performance of the 
system. Even then, the model underestimated the information error entropy by between 
0.1 and 0.15. Assuming the underestimate to affect all attributes equally, this would 
correspond to an underestimate of, at most, 1.25% of error standard deviation. 
A variation of the above experiment was performed. Multiple fiision state models 
were applied to different sensors in the same track fusion scenario. This time the sensors 
were TV trackers, capable of providing line of sight (direction) data only. In figure 7.5 a 
spatial plot of information (= -l*entropy) over the x, y plane is given. The measure has 
been negated to improve clarity. We will refer to this representation as the Information 
Map of the data fusion process. The information map may be represented alternately as 
a surface with the highest points corresponding to the best information or as a set of 
contours. 
The information map in figure 7.5 has four significant features: 
•a "crease" or depression in the information quality on the line joining the 
sensors, this is a feature of tracking with two line of sight sensors where no 
triangulation is possible in this region and the system cannot resolve the three 
dimensional location of any object; 
•an outer stable region where there are few contours and the information quality 
changes slowly, this corresponds to regions covered by a single sensor and again 
the system cannot resolve the three dunensional location of any object; 
•two roughly semicircular inner regions where there are no contours and 
information quahty changes slowly, this corresponds to regions covered by both 
sensors with P J « land here the system can resolve the three dimensional 
location of any object; and finally 
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•a ring of close contours where the average information quality changes rapidly, 
in this region a mixture of single and double sensor information would be 
encountered and the ratio of the mixture would change rapidly as contours were 
crossed. 
Figure 7.5: Multiple Fusion States 
An Information Map An EfTectiveness Map 
Spatial representation of the model outputs is also possible. The information map predicts the 
data fusion performance against an object at any location within a region of interest The 
effectiveness map isolates those regions where the system is effective. 
Where full, 3-dimensional data could not be resolved, a model of ignorance, of 
the type proposed in Chapter 6, was used which treated the missmg data as imiformly 
distributed over the full width of the region of interest along the line of the deficiency. 
Thus, the key characteristics of figure 6.13 are present in figure 7.5. There are 
stable, predictable regions where the data fusion performance corresponds to a single 
Fusion State and regions where mixtures of states are observed. 
Figure 7.5 also includes an Effectiveness Map. Again, this may be represented as 
a surface or a set of contours. The Effectiveness Map is created by applying the SoP Hq, 
which corresponds to the performance level at which the data fusion system is deemed to 
become effective: 
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HE = mn[H(E),Ho] 
In figure 7.5, the contours correspond to 
Pr(Me) < ^ o ) = 0-5 and 0.95 respectively. Again the data has been-negated for clarity. 
There are two effective regions in this example. 
7.3 Validation of the Object Classification Models 
The object classification models proposed in Chapter 6 were validated. There 
was a model of the entropy of classification belief and another model of the distribution 
of classification decisions. The details of the simulations, the models and the results are 
given in the following sections. 
A single sensor observed an object repeatedly and produced an independent 
classification each time in the form of the favoured object class. In the experiment to 
validate the model of the entropy of classification beliel^ the object came fi-om one of 
three classes and the probability that any individual classification was correct was 0.6. In 
the experiment to validate the model of the distribution of classification decisions, the 
object came fi"om one of two classes and the probability that any individual classification 
was correct was 0.75. 
In both experiments, incorrect classifications always chose one of the wrong 
classes. A "no statement" outcome was not possible. The objects were incapable of 
changing their class. Thus X was non-random. 
7.3.1 Simulation Definition: Object Classification 
Sensor observations were simulated using a thresholding process. Given the 
observation error distribution c, = [ • • -Cy • • • J for the true object class / resulting in 
reported class J and a random number fi"om the uniform distribution 0 < rand < 1, the 
reported class j is the lowest indexed class for which: 
J 
S c,7 > rand . 
/=o 
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A recursive Bayesian inference process was performed as each new observation 
became available and an entropy measure of the joint object class was recorded [8] [51]. 
The recursive Bayesian process takes the form: 
wherep(yk\ Y^~^) = Ytp(yk\^) xp(x\ Y^~^), Jjt is the current measurement and I * is the 
set of measurements up to and including step k. 
The entropy measure depended on the model which was being evaluated. In the 
experiment to validate the model of the entropy of classification belief, the measure was 
simply: 
calculated after observation k and averaged over lO"* repetitions of the simulation. For 
the experiment to validate the model of the distribution of classification decisions, the 
decision was recorded after each observation for reported class j: 
dk^= •••dji"- ,v/hQTeSji = ' ^ " { ^ 1 is the Dirac delta. 
The distribution of decisions after observation k after 10^ repetitions of the simulation is 
then: 
n X 
7.3.2 Model Definition: Object Classification 
The model of belief is based on the entropy of the recursive Bayesian classifier 
given in equations (6.2.4.1) and (6.2.4.2). It is assumed that the single observation 
distribution of classification, c,-, is known and for the purposes of this experiment is: 
c, = [ 0.6 0.2 0.2 f , 
where the probabilities have been reordered for clarity such that the true identity 
corresponds to the leftmost element. Belief entropy after k observations is modelled: 
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mp(x\Y^)] = H\p(yk\x)] +mpix\Y^-^)] -i/WFill*"^)] 
where H\p(x\ ) ] is the result of the previous iteration and Hlp(yk\x) is enumerated 
fi-om Cj. The third term is calculated fi-omp(yk\Y^'^) = ^p(yk\^)l^x\Y^~^) where an 
estimate of the distribution ofp(x\Y^~^) is obtained fi-om a nimierical solution of: 
and assumption of the maximum entropy distribution form as per Figure 5.4. The 
required entropy can then be enumerated fi-om the distribution ofp(yk\'^~^) so 
obtained. This model predicted the belief entropy directly. 
The model of decision entropy was based on the relationship given in equation 
(6.2.4.3). The distribution of decisions after k observations was where the subscript / for 
true class / has been omitted for the sake of clarity: 
and each element obeys: 
djjc = rjj,'bijj,. 
The vector r is the vector of probabilities of selecting class j when zero to up to k 
observations fi-om the k observations to date favour class j. The vector b is the binomial 
distribution of k trials with success probability c,y, element j of c, . In this case: 
Ci = [ 0.75 0.25 f 
The model entropy was then Hk = 2^d]^\a. ^ 
7.3.3 Comparison of Results: Object Classification 
7.3.3.1 Model of Belief Entropy for Object Classification 
In table 7.6 the simulated and modelled belief entropy for zero up to 20 
observations of the three-class example are given. Also given is the corresponding 
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decision entropy measured in the simulation. Figure 7.6 is the graph produced fix>m these 
data. 
The model prediction showed the characteristic, stepped shape of figure 3.3 
represented as bars here. The simulation, represented here as diamond mailcets, and the 
model produced acceptable, if not exact, correspondence. As the number of 
observations increased, the model imderestimated the performance that was measured in 
the simulation. However, at its widest, the discrepancy corresponded to an error of less 
than 1% in the value of Cmax (the declared belief in the fevoured class). 







The time scale is measured in numbers of obsovations. Object Class is usually a 
non-random attribute which cannot change in the interval between observations and was 
assumed to be so in this e;q)eriment. Thus information quality did not change between 
observations irrespective of the elapsed time. 
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The modelled information entropy of Object Classification belief is confirmed through 
simulation. The Object Class is non-random so the length of the interval between observations 
does not affect the information quality. 
7.3.3.2 Model of Decision Entropy for Object Qassification 
In table 7.7 the simulated and modelled decision entropy for zero up to 20 
observations of the two-class example are given. Figure 7.7 is the graph of object 
classification decision entropy versus number of observations. The model prediction 
again showed the characteristic, stepped shape of figure 3.3 again represented by bars. 
The simulation results are given as diamond markers. Clearly, the correspondence is very 
close. An interesting feature of the graph was that entropy reduced only for odd numbers 
of observations. If the error distributions for all classes are identical maximum entropy 
distributions, the Bayesian approach is identical in its behaviour to voting and with an 
even number of observations, a tie was a possibility. Until such a tie was resolved, the 
information in the system did not increase. Thus, the model behaviour was as expected. 
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The model of Object Qas^cation decisions is confinned through sunmlatioD. There are two 
classes to choose fnnn and the sensor's classification c^iability is identical for both classes. As 
a result, information quality Improves only for odd numbers of observatimis. 
In figure 7.8, the decision entropy and belief entropy from the emulation of 
experiment 7.3.3.1 are plotted together. It can be seen clearly that the decision entropy 
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did not improve between the first and second observation but after that, every update 
gave an improvement. 
Figure 7.8: Entrt^ of Classification Belief and DedsiMi (cii=0.6, q=-3) 
Belief Modd 
Deciskn Simiibtion 
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The distribution of belief in the outcome of a Bayesian classification process and the 
distribution of the clasrification deddon are not the same. Hie belief distribution is overiy 
optimistic 
More importantly, the entropy of belief was lower than that of the decision, 
implying that the beUef distribution gave an overoptimistic view of information quality. 
This is the object classification equivalent of a non-conservative estimate and is a 
recognised drawback of the Bayesian mferential approach. (For estimation ^ plications, 
the Covariance Intersection Working Group defined a conservative estimate as one 
where the true error distribution is enclosed by the predicted distribution [14].) This was 
predicted in Chapter 6 and was due to wrong answers making a positive contribution to 
the entropy because their entropy was lower than that of ignorance. 
7.4 B A E SYSTEMS Technology Demonstrator 
ICIDS is a laboratory based data fusion technology demonstrator system 
developed by the BAE SYSTEMS, Soweri)y Research Centre in Bristol in collaboration 
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with the department of Engineering at Oxford University. Initially, SKIDS was 
developed to investigate aspects of workplace automation. It was described by B. S. Y. 
Rao, Durrant-Whyte and Sheen in a 1992 publication. More recently, it has evolved into 
the ICIDS system and has been used by Deaves et. al. to investigate more general issues 
associated with distributed fiision networks [18] [19] [66]. 
Four ceiling-mounted video cameras observed an area of a room. Objects which 
entered the area were tracked and, i f they belonged to a known class (vehicle type 1, 
vehicle type 2 or human), were identified. All sensor measurements were pooled in an 
optimal data fusion algorithm. The algorithm comprises a distributed Kalman filter (DKf) 
as defined in equations 3.2.1.3 a to d and a distributed object classifier. 
Define z{k, k) = F"^ {k, k)x{Jc, k), then the D K f algorithm may be written: 
P{Jc.k-\) = OP(Jc-\,k-\W + Q 
z(k,k- l ) = P(k,k-l)-^<^P(k- l,k- Dzik- l,k- 1) 
z(k,k) =zik,k-i) + I/rfi?7V/W /• 
P-Hk,k)=p-Hk,k-1) + ^  HfRj^Hi 
i 
where the index / denotes sensor. 
A case study was undertaken to create a model of the distributed tracker in the 
ICIDS system, using published parameters and descriptions [66]. The model predicted 
the levels of performance, achievable in theory, from the combination of sensors and 
processing centres available to the tracker. 
To enable the model to be vaUdated, colleagues at the Sowerby Research Centre 
measured the performance of ICIDS. This section describes the model and the results of 
the vaUdation. 
7.4.1 Measured Performance: BAE SYSTEMS Technology Demonstrator 
Two characteristics of performance were measured: 
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•The spatial coverage of the sensors, 
•The accuracy of object tracks. 
The observed region was a 6 metre by 3 metre rectangle. For recording purposes, 
it was divided into one metre square divisions, labelled A l to C6 in three rows A to C 
with six divisions in each row. Figure 7.9 shows the measured map of smsor coverage. 
Within each square is a list of sensor numbers found to observe an object placed in that 
square. 
The corresponding measured performance is given in table 7.9. 




t i i i i 
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Figure 7.9: ICDS 
Measured Sensor 
Coverage 
6 U 14,4 1,2,4 
5 U,4 1,23,4 1,23,4 
t 1,23,4 1,23,4 
, 23.4 1,23,4 1,23,4 
2 23,4 23,4 1,23,4 
I 23 23,4 23,4 
b 
row 1> 
The distribution of sensor coverage over a measurement grid of one metre squares. Data fusion 
performance was measured with respect to this grid 
Object track accuracy was measured in terms of the determinants of the tracking 
error covariance matrices, in each division of the room. These were converted to 
mformation entropies assuming MVGD errors and using the relationship: 
H= y(hi|P| +m]n2Ke) with/w = 4. 
These measurements were plotted as a stepped surface. Views fi-om camera 1 and 
camera 3 are reproduced in figures 7.10(a) and (b). Each measured covariance 
determinant is the average of 100 measurements. The standard deviation of the 100 
measurements was also provided. 
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Figure 7.10: ICIDS Measured Performance 
(a): Entropy View from Camera 1 
(by. Entropy View from Camera 3 
The entropy map of measured data fusion performance for the BAE SYSTEMS Technology 
Demonstrator 
7.4.2 Model Definition: B A E SYSTEMS Technology Demonstrator 
Models were created of two, three and four sensors observing a division. The 
architecture of the system was of the form of figure 6.6 and an appropriate single tracker 
model was used as defined in equation 6.2.2.5. 
P„ "^(<^Ar^2...^AM^^)"~^~' +A„-lQ 
This expression was iterated untilp„-] -pn< SpVp where Sp is the convergence 
threshold and p are the elements of P. The entropy was then calculated: 
H=^0n\P„\+m]n2ne) 
The parameters of the model were taken fi-om B. S. Y. Rao and Sheen's 
description of the SKIDS system with some amendments resulting fi-om discussions with 
colleagues at the Sowerby Research Centre, the current users of the system [66]. 
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7.4.3 Comparison of Results: B A E SYSTEMS Technology Demonstnitor 
Table 7.11 gives the modelling results alongside the values calculated fix>m the 
measured covariance determinants. The graphs of entropy per diviaon, reproduced in 
figures 7.11 (a to c), were obtained fi-om these data. 
















These results were disappointing. If the discrepancy between the modelled and 
simulated results were assumed to aflfect all attributes equally, this would reflect an error 
of 4% in standard deviation. This is more than three times the largest errors experienced 
in the validation experiment. Also, the application examined during the validation was 
considerably more dynamic than this one and most of the error in the validation 
experiment might be explained by low representational fidelity for system dynamics. In 
short, the errors should have been smaller, not larger. 
In an attempt to imderstand this, measurement sequences were examined in 
detail. Figure 7.12 is plotted firom the 100 measurements made at one of the divisions 
observed by four sensors. The measurements were provided with a warning that sensor 
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processing equipment sometimes "lost" observations before they reached the tracking 
algorithm. This was reflected as a variation in the measured covariance determinant and 
quantified as a standard deviation for each measurement. 
(a): row A 
lb): rowB 
Figure 7.11: 
Comparison of ICIDS system with entropy 
model 
(c): lowC 
Comparison of the modelled and measured performance of the BAE SYSTEMS Technology 
Demonstrator. 
Inspection of the data showed that the distribution of measured values was not a 
random one. There were only four values and the measured sequence switched between 
them. Thus standard deviation could not be used to infer a likely spread of values. 
However, the switching appeared to follow a random sequence. Further 
inspection showed that all values were between the performance levels predicted by the 
models for three and four sensors and the average of the 100 measurements lay 
approximately mid way between those two levels. 
The "lost" observations should have been reflected in the model parameters as a 
detection probability Pd < 1 but the appropriate value was unknown. All modelling had 
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been performed assuming Pd=l . Had this been true, very little variation would have 
been experienced in the measured performance. I f the four levels were interpreted as 
fusion states corresponding to the elapsed time since the last lost observation. The 
simplest interpretation of this would assume a lost observation 1,2,3 and more than 3 
sensor cycles before the current measurement. Under this assumption, the proportions of 
these states implied Pd = 0.86. 
Figure 7.12: Detailed Results: observation by four sensors 
I: 
I 1 1 
model prediction: 3 sensois. pd=l 
measured peifonnance: 4 sensors 
model prediotiCHi: 4 sensors, pd=0.86 
model prediction: 4 sensois, pd=l 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
measifllMl peiforma 
The measured information entropy switched between four values, suggesting that four distinct 
system states were being observed. The assumption that the states related to the elapsed time 
since the last lost observation yielded an estimate of Pdof 0.86. 
The model for four sensors was rerun using this value and the correspondence 
with the measured data improved dramatically. In terms of standard deviation the error 
reduced to less than 0.15%. Whilst this is very promising, it is a result based on 
speculation. Also, the behaviour in the three and two sensor di\dsions is likely to be 
much more complex and it is imlikely that a few simple assumptions would lead to a 
justifiable "correction" to the results. The measurements must be repeated with detailed 
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note taken of the behaviour of the system before reliable conclusions can be drawn. 
Unfortunately, the system has been dismantled and the lab is currently in use for other 
experiments. As a result, this will not be possible in the immediate fiiture. 
7.5 Experiments and Case Studies: Summary and Discussion 
In this Chapter the resuhs of three validation experiments and a case study were 
given. The validation experiments were comparisons of the models proposed in Chapter 
6 with detailed Monte Carlo simulations. Their purpose was to confirm the models and 
investigate their accuracy. The case study was of a real system. In the validation 
experiments, computer Monte Carlo simulations were created specifically for this work. 
In all cases at least one new performance model of each system was created. 
The data association models proposed in Chapter 6 were validated. Two 
simulations and two models were produced: one simulation for a 2-dimensional attribute 
or observation space, nominally the Cartesian pair (x, y) and a second for a 
4-dimensional space, nominally ( x, j , u, v ) ; and a model for a sequential and a 
simultaneous data association logic. It was shown that: 
•The models predicted accurately the statistics of the data associated with a 
known object. 
•The same model applied equally to a 2-dimensional and 4-dimensional attribute 
space and that data association performance for a given normalised separation 
square was independent of the dimension of the attribute space. This has the 
consequence that an increase in the number of independent attributes used in 
Data Association decisions improve performance provided that the objects are 
separate in the new attributes. 
•Given « 1 and an association process dominated by observation errors, 
correlation error produces biased estimates but the corresponding reduction in 
apparent observation error covariance results in an apparent distribution of 
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observations which is conservative with respect to the true observation data. In 
such circumstances the effect of Data Association errors is benign. 
•Given Pd^l and an association process dominated by estimation errors, 
correlation error produces biased estimates and an increase in apparent 
observation error covariance which results in an apparent distribution of 
observations which is non-conservative with respect to the true observation data. 
In this case the effect of Data Association errors is destructive leading to unstable 
estimation and divergent behaviour. 
•Given Pdail and neither estimation errors nor observation errors dominant, a 
linear combination of the models with coefficients . ^^ ^^  • and 1 - ^^ '^ ^ 
\Pl+P2\ \Pl+P2\ 
applies. 
Other features of data association models proposed in Chapter 6 were left as 
topics for fiiture research. Namely, when Pd w Ithe expected improvement in data fusion 
performance against objects in groups compared with single objects and the expected 
degraded performance m the same situation when Pd4i\. Also left as a topic for fiiture 
research was the complex interactions of these behaviours which might be observed and 
confirmation of the ergodic Markov process models proposed. 
The use of the error square ratio, ]^J*^p | , to represent the relationship between 
observation and estimation errors produces high fidelity models for the range of 
normalised object separations meaningfiil in Tracking applications of Data Association. 
When Track Fusion applications of Data Association are modelled, smaller normalised 
object separations arise and the accuracy of the models reduces. Detailed investigation of 
the modelling of Data Association for Track Fusion and is left as a topic for fiiture 
research. 
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The models of Tracking and Track Fusion estimation performance were 
validated. In a simulation, two sensors, separated by several miles, observed, 
independently, a pair of distant approaching objects. An object tracking process was 
performed at each sensor and the resultmg tracks were communicated, periodically, to a 
third party. Immediately after each communication, the third party performed track 
fusion. The entropy of the track fusion resuh was recorded and compared with models 
of the data fiasion process. It was shown that: 
•The model of track fusion produced acceptable correspondence with the latter 
stages of the simulation with an average error in the attribute standard deviations 
of at most 1.25%. 
•During the earlier stages of the simulation, other fusion states that were not 
modelled dominated the simulation performance. Thus the effects of fiision 
states, predicted in Chapter 6 were observed in these results. 
Multiple Fusion State models were applied to TV tracker sensors in the same 
track fusion scenario. The results were represented as an Information Map of the data 
fusion system. The information map proposed here may be represented alternately as a 
surface with the highest points corresponding to the best information or as a set of 
contours. 
The information map had an outer stable region where there are few contours 
and the information quality changed slowly, two roughly semicircular inner regions 
where there were no contours and information quality changed slowly and a ring of close 
contours where the average information quality changed rapidly. The first two regions 
corresponded to stable fusion states and the third, the transition between them. The 
relationship between the states was governed by an ergodic Markov process model. 
Where full, 3-dimensional data could not be resolved, an ignorance model was used 
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which treated the missing data as uniformly distributed over the fiill width of the region 
of interest along the line of the deficiency. 
The data were also represented as an Effectiveness Map. The Effectiveness Map 
is another representation developed for this work. It was created by applying the SoP, 
HQ, which corresponded to the performance level at which the data fiision system was 
deemed to become effective. The Effectiveness Map allows the effective operating 
regions of a system to be visualised. 
The object classification models proposed in Chapter 6 were validated. There 
was a model of the entropy of classification belief and another model of the distribution 
of classification decisions. A single sensor observed an object repeatedly and produced 
an independent classification each time in the form of the favoured object class. 
Simulations and models of this process were compared. 
It was seen that the distributions of belief and decisions produced by a recursive 
Bayesian Object Classifier did not correspond. The belief distribution was overly 
optimistic and predicted a higher probability of a correct decision than was actually 
achieved. This occurred because the classifier was capable of choosing the wrong class 
with a high level of belief Such an occurrence caused the belief distribution to improve 
and the decision distribution to worsen. 
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8 Conclusions and Future Work 
8.1 Conclusions of This Thesis 
In Chapter 1, the aim of this work is defined as a systematic approach to concise 
measurement of the effectiveness of data fiision processes. This is achieved. 
In Chapter 2, the nature of information systems and situation awareness, and the 
role of embedded data fiision processes in providing that information, are examined. The 
benefits of objective prediction and evaluation of effectiveness are stated. Future 
appUcation of such measures to the control and monitoring of autonomous systems is 
anticipated. 
Also in that chapter, in section 2.8, a measure of data fiision performance is 
defined. Given the information requirement of some task, the measure of performance is 
the likely error in that information as provided by data fiision; the information error 
indicating a capacity to support wrong decisions and inappropriate actions. The standard 
of performance (SoP) is defined as the maximum level of information error which can be 
tolerated and the task still be carried out with confidence. The measure of effectiveness is 
then the probability that the SoP is achieved. The central proposition of this thesis is 
the entropy of infornwtion error provide a concise expression of these quantities. 
Chapter 3 examines the data fiasion process. It considers information error in 
terms of a region of uncertainty around a sensor observation or a fiised object estimate. 
Candidate data associations, connecting observations and estimates about the same real 
world object, arise where the uncertainty regions surroimding two or more observations 
and estimates intersect. After associated observations and estimates are fiised, the new 
uncertainty lies within the intersection. Well known algorithms for associating and fiising 
data are discussed. 
The subject of Chapter 4 is information entropy. The history of entropy is 
considered; first encountered as a measure of the disorder in an ensemble of physical 
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particles and eventually adopted as a measure of the information content of stored, 
transmitted or computed data. Standard results of information theory are given in this 
chapter. At the end of that chapter, in section 4.5, a new analytic approach to the 
calculation of combined entropy of continuous and discrete information is defined. 
Chapter 5 considers the properties of entropy m the context of data fusion and 
situation awareness. Changes in spatial "point-of-view" do not affect information 
entropy but change in viewing scale does. The effect of a change viewing time depends 
on whether the system being observed is stochastic or deterministic and on whether new 
information is available to a later observer. In stochastic systems, uncertainty grows 
during any period where no new observation is made and entropy increases accordingly. 
In a deterministic system, entropy is static during any period without new observations. 
In either case, relevant new observations cause entropy to decrease. It is also noted in 
Chapter 5 that entropy discriminates between samples with identical covariance matrices 
drawn fi-om different probability distributions. Thus, the entropy measure discriminates 
shape as well as spread of the distribution of information error. 
In Chapter 6 the ways in which simulations of the data fiision processes can be 
constructed are described. A simulation is defined here as a mixture of real system 
elements and abstractions giving the appearance of the complete and flill system in 
operation. The performance and effectiveness of a system in simulation are measured as 
i f the real process were taking place. The simulations used for this work comprised the 
real fusion process, sometimes organised into simplified architectures, receiving data 
fi-om abstractions of sensors operating in an abstracted environment. 
The aims of this work include prediction as well as measurement and evaluation 
and, to predict the effectiveness of data fusion, a set of interrelated models is produced. 
In the context of this work a model is defined as an abstraction of the entire system and 
its environment, where no attempt is made to give the appearance of a real system in 
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operation and only the outcome (its performance and effectiveness) is predicted. The 
models too are described in Chapter 6. They represent the processes of data association, 
estimation and mmntenance of the situation awareness "picture". -
In section 6.2.1, a new Data Association model is proposed which represents 
the clustering process that groups together observations of the same real-world object. 
The model is novel because it operates in a space where distances are normalised with 
respect to the distribution of relative errors between new information and information 
already accumulated. The mam advantages of this compared with known approaches are 
greater accuracy and applicability to a wider range of situations. The model predicts the 
probabiUty that the estimate for a particular real-worid object will be updated with true 
observations - the alternatives being false observations caused by clutter or observations 
fi-om other nearby objects. Given this probability, the bias (apparent change in the mean 
of the observations) and the distortion (the apparent change in the spread of the 
observations) are calculated. 
Estimation process models then predict the information quality obtained when the 
observations in associated groups are fiised. Models are given for Tracking, for Track 
Fusion and for Object Classification. In addition to these, the effect, on situation 
awareness, of the absence of an estimate is considered. 
The tracking models, described in section 6.2.2, predict the parameters of a 
track's posterior error distributions and use these to calculate entropy. The well known 
steady-state solution of the matrix Riccati equation is used, but new formulations of the 
solution as a series expansion and a nested computation are offered 
In sections 6.2.3 and 6.2.4 respectively, new models of Track Fusion and 
Object Classification, are defined directly in terms of the propagation of information 
entropy as new observations are received and fused. The concept of a quantifiable 
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information penalty of ignorance is proposed in section 6.2.5 and a model is offered 
for the information error of having no estimate. 
Given the statistics of associated sets of observations and the resultant fused 
information quality, our model of the data fusion process is incomplete. Automatic 
decision processes operate within data fusion to create, maintain and delete elements of 
the situation awareness "picture". A particular sequence of observations may lead to an 
estimate of predictable information quality, but is the sequence suflBciently coherent for 
that estimate to be maintained? A pair of nearby objects may cause quantifiable 
disruption to the data association and estimation processes, but does this lead to a simple 
reduction in fused information quality or a divergent estimate irrevocably separated fi-om 
the true object? 
In section 6.2.6, the new concept of fusion states is proposed to account for 
step changes in information quality and mixtures of system behaviours that arise in these 
and similar circumstances and a new model to predict their influence on fused 
information quality is offered The effects on data fusion of these errors and distortions 
are modelled as an ergodic Markov process. Using such a model it is possible to predict 
the probability of each state in which an object estimate could be found. 
Chapter 7 gives the results of a series of case studies performed to validate these 
models. They confirm that the models are indicative of the performance and effectiveness 
of data fusion. In all cases the modelled performance predicted that of a detailed Monte 
Carlo simulation of the same situation. When the models were compared with a real 
system, the results were promising but inconclusive. Equipment problems during the trial 
were not allowed for in the modelling and resulted in differences between the modelled 
and measured performance. A detailed discussion of all the resuhs is given in Chapter 7. 
Throughout this work information entropy is found to be a good scalar measure 
of the spread of errors in fused information. As such it is capable of summarising 
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numerous and complex uncertainties into a single value. When effectiveness is evaluated, 
information entropy has the advantage of conciseness. Greater precision could be 
achieved by examining different aspects of performance and effectiveness separately, but 
at the cost of a more fi-agmented and possibly qualified statement of effectiveness. 
Entropy alone is not sensitive to bias errors. However, when bias is reflected in 
the Markov chain Fusion State models, it is possible to predict effects such as 
discontinuities in estimation which are symptomatic of this type of error. During any 
break in estimation, the "lost" object is represented by the information entropy of 
ignorance and thus the degraded information quality is evident. 
Many of the examples and the references used throughout this thesis relate to 
Radar tracks of objects which were usually aircraft. However, this work is relevant to 
estimation of the world-line of any object in space and time. For example, it is common 
for similar tracking techniques to those used in Radar surveillance of aircraft to be 
applied to financial forecasting. This work has applications outside the field fi-om which 
the examples are drawn. 
8.2 Further Research 
The tracking models described in Chapter 6 predict optimal data fiision process 
performance where systems are approximately linear and errors approximately white and 
Gaussian. Models of trackmg for highly non-Unear, non-Markov and non-Gaussian 
systems will be left as topics for fiiture research. 
In the course of this work we concentrate on a Bayesian system of beliefs as an 
approach to Object Classification. The alternative Dempster - Shafer Evidential 
Reasoning approach might offer a fiiiitfiil area for fijrther research [20] [74]. 
The work in this thesis was concerned with the entropy of the equilibrium 
mixture of states as an expression of the likely behaviours that could arise fi-om a data 
fiision process in a given situation. Ekroot and Cover defined the entropy of a Markov 
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trajectory between two states of a Markov process as an entropy measure of the process 
or path by which a future state of affairs could arise given the current known starting 
point [23]. These ideas in combination could be of particular interest in future 
autonomous systems where an automatic controller might select actions, using entropy 
measures, to promote desirable outcomes and avoid undesirable ones. 
The subject of Data Association and the models proposed in this thesis should be 
investigated further. The work done to date has just scratched the surface of the subject 
and investigation of these simple models suggests complex (but predictable) behaviours 
are present. In situations when Pd^l-wQ predict complex stochastic processes in action. 
The applicability of the ergodic Markov model to these processes needs to be confirmed. 
This thesis offers models for nearest neighbour and optimal assignment data 
association algorithm performance. The question of whether the approach proposed can 
be extended to conveniently represent other algorithms ( in particular, MHT performance 
and JPDAF performance) will be left as a topic for future research [2] [69]. 
The study of the ICIDS laboratory based data fusion technology demonstrator 
system needs to be repeated or a similar study with some other data fusion system must 
be carried out. Demonstration of correspondence between a model and a detailed Monte 
Carlo simulation provides a measure of confidence but the only way to achieve the levels 
of confidence necessary i f investment decisions are to be made on the basis of these tools 
is to demonstrate correspondence with a real system. 
8.3 Potential Future Applications 
The prospect exists to use MoPs and MoEs within systems to optimise some 
aspect of their own behaviour. The system would be constructed to incorporate a model 
of effective behaviour and a model of the processes it executes. Any actions under 
internal control would then be selected and initiated to maxunise effectiveness. 
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Systems are akeady emerging which operate under (automatic) management. It is 
possible to construct a Sensor system in this way so that tasking is performed to 
maximise the effectiveness of the system. The effectiveness model has to date been based 
on the implementer's judgement. This work will provide an analytical basis for the 
development of such a model and a means of predicting whether or not effective 
operation will be achievable in a realistic scenario. 
It will be possible to create a system capable of monitoring its own information 
gathering performance. Based on the reported situation, a model of expected system 
behaviour would be used to predict a performance level. I f this level were not achieved 
equipment malfionction might be indicated. 
There is current interest in self leaming systems [34]. Such a system would have 
some model of desired and undesired behaviour and would modify itself iteratively in an 
attempt to optimise its own behaviour. The great difficulty with these systems is the 
creation of concise, verifiable behavioural models which are based in theory. The 
techniques described here might be applied for this purpose. 
Looking fiirther ahead. Conscious systems would be implemented in appUcations 
which required some robot agent to carry out actions autonomously with Uttie or no 
immediate supervision [57]. The agent would supervise itself by comparing the outcomes 
of its actions with simulation or model of itself Any significant divergence between the 
model and the real worid would trigger remedial actions or alarms. Again there is a 
requirement for reUable, concise modelling founded in theory and this presents a possible 
appHcation for this work. 
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JPDAF 
K f 
Association for Computing Machinery 
American Forces Communications and Electronics 
Association 
Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and 
Development 
Auto-regressive Integrated Moving Average (time 
series) 
Auto-regressive Moving Average (time series) 
Cost^enefit analysis 
Command and Control 
Command, Control and Communications 
Covariance Intersection 
Command, Control, Commimications and 
Intelligence 
Covariance Intersection Working Group 
Code of best practice 
Cramer-Rao Lower Bound 
Distributed Kahnan Filter (tracker) 
Dynamic Linear Model (time series) 
Extended Kalman Filter (tracker) 
Electronically Steered Array (radar) 
Electronic Support Measures 
Investigation into Communications Issues in 
Decentralised Systems 
Institute of Electrical Engineers 
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers 
Interacting Multiple Models (tracker) 
Joint Probabilistic Data Association Filter 

























Maximum a Posteriori (estimator) 
Modular Command and Control Evaluation 
Structure 
Muhiple Hypothesis Tracking 
Management Information Systems 
Man-machine Interface 
Minimum Mean-square Estimator 
Measure of Effectiveness 
Measure of Force Effectiveness 
Measure of Performance 
Multivariate Gaussian Distributed 
North Atiantic Treaty Organisation 
Nearest Neighbour 
Nearest Neighbour Standard Filter 
Operations Research Society of America 
Probability of Detection 
Probabilistic Data Association Filter 
ProbabiUty of False Alarm 
Radar Cross-section 
Signal and Knowledge Integration with Decisional 
Control for Multi-sensory Systems 
Standard of Performance 
The International Society for Optical Engineering 
Singular Value Decomposition 
Track Splitting Filter 
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